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instructing as many as could be provided (dence felt in Mr, Medill’s integrity and abiliSpecial Correspondence.
for in the North End Mission chapel, from ty by the people of the State. The police
A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER
the Bible, and teaching them the English department, under the management of the
* WasuixaroN, D. C., Feb. 15, 1873.
commissioners, had become-sadly inefficient
language.
i
FOR THE FAMILY.
The
annual Convention of the Women’s
The North End Mission is indeed a and corrupt, and one of the first acts of the
ISSUED BY THE
Suffrage Association, held here the 17 and
God is blessing it new Mayor was to remove the SuperintendFREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINTING
ESTABLISHMENT fountain in a desert.
18 of Jan., has yet to show the fruit of
wonderfully.
The stream
of refreshing ent of Police and appoint the present incumsuccess. The original Association, organOffice, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H.
flows continually on. Like the Y. M. C. bent,—the Board reluctantly concurring.
ized a year ago, was a unit, but owing to
LR. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
A., it is a continuous revival. The chap- It soon became apparent, however, that the
bickerings on either side there was a divisTo whom all letters on business, remittances of lain, Rev.
Charles M. Winchester, late new Superintendent understood his duties
All communications
mopey, &o., should be sent.
ion in the organization. Susan B, Anthony
R. IL, and had the courage to perform them. So
designed for publication should be addressed to the of the Seamen's Bethel, Providence,
is the leader of this wing. Her martyrdom
Editor.
is an earnest, practical, sympathetic man. far as possible, a reconstruction of the férce seems to have improved her looks. She is
$3.00 per year; or if pad strictly IN ADTerms:
Few men would care to do some of the was secured, and then gamblers and thieves
VANCE, $2.50
adopting a more modern costume. After
or to witness all the began to be looked after in a way that sent
REMITTANCES must be made in money or work that he does,
she announced the meeting ready for busiders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
But consternation through the camp.
neitherof these can he procured, send the money in a sights that he is compelled to see.
ness, Mr. E. M, Davis, of Philadelphia,
All Postmasters are obliged to duty with him is obedience, and
registered letter.
his efforts
Then followed the execution, by order of wade some remarks, and in closing said :—
so.
to.do
requested
register letters whenever
the Mayor, of the “Sunday Law,” closing “If one half of the people of the United
oneys thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise for the reformation of the people of North
they will be at the risk of those sending them.
Street and its vicinity have been remarka- the saloons on that day. Some of the nen
orders, bank
money
charges for
he regular
‘States could be deprived of the right of
checks, and Post Office money orders may be de- bly blessed.
dismissed from the force were pets of the Suffrage, what wus there to prevent the
ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
No such Sabbath evening meetings
as commissioners, and as two of the three powers that be, from, at their pleasure, deare particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Street Mission can be composing the Board were representatives
until an giplieit order is are held at North®
Papers are forwarded
privinga portionof the other half of the
received by the Publisher for their discontinuance, found in the city.
Sailors, men of differ- of the foreign element, they secretly disapsame right? And he might be one of that
and notilpayment of all arrearages is made as reent nationalities, colored men, poorly clad proved of the A
nired by law.
.
WY, of the Sunday portion thus referred to.”
note
to
requested
VEach sabscrber 1s particularly
children,
reformed
women,
crowd the Law.
Hints began to\be made by the comthe date on the label for the expiration of his subMiss Anthony then stated that the purscription, and to forward what is dud for the ensuing chapel, and with them some of the most
missioners and their friends that the Supers
ofice.
this
[rom
reminder
hose! of the convention was to consider
further
year, without
refined and cultured people of Boston. intendent was unmindful of their authorit
“the method of securing the legal recogNEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
One can feel the atmosphere of sympathy and inaugurated measures without submit- nition of woman’s right to vote.” She told
regularly
newspaper
a
1. Any person who takes
as soon as he enters the room. The sing- ting them for their approval, ete. It soon
to his name or
fro the post-oMce—whether directed
_the audience that they were done banging
ing, frequently accompanied by the organ, became apparent that only 3 pretext was
another’s, or whether he has subscribedor not—is
at the doors of State Legislatures, but were
responsible for the payment.
violin and flute, is peculiar and inspiring. wantiug for the Board to depose Mr. Wash2. Ifa person orders his paper discontinued, he
now doing and would do what their enemies
conmay
publisher
the
,
or
must pay all arrearages
All'join,the children with-their sharp treble, burne,though under the new *‘Mayor’s Bill,”
tinue to send it until paymentis made, and collect the
had long told them to do, and that was, to
whole amount, oe pel
the paper is taken-from the and
the sailors
with
their numerous this could only be done by the Mayor him‘‘take their rights.”
But now when the
eflice or not.
:
voices. It is a wonderful sight to see such self. A new order, looking to the greater
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take
did
this,
they
must
be
‘‘arrested and\Jusor
post-ofiice,
the
from
periodicals
and
newspapers
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima an assembly singing ‘I am glad that Jesus efficiency of his men, soon came from the
tled
into
prison.”
Jacie evidence of intentional fraud.
loves me,” or *‘Climbing up Zion's Hill.” Superintendent,
and then the war comMrs. Stanton then read a long list of res5
——
¢
of these people, menced. THeommissioners issued an or2 When Agéiits receive premiums,no percentage The testimonies of some
olutions,
declaring that women are enslavon moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
especially of the converted sailors and der removing the offending chief, and ap49 We send no books out to be sold on commised,
that.
they
are ‘‘persons,” and that the
gion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning reformed. women,are very
striking. They pointed a successor. The Mayor, who had
amendment makes them voters.
sometimes cause a smile, but more fre- watched events and waited wisely, now ap- XVth
Mrs: Lillie Devereaux Blake made some
quently bring tears to the eyes. “When peared on the scene, and, as he had a right

The Rlorning Star.

I die, bury me from
old lady at a recent

this chapel,’ said an
meeting, ‘for it was

to do, promptly removed
missioners and declared

two of the ComMr. Superintend-

remarks 4nd among

othér things said that

‘while riding in a street-car in New York
city, posters were thrown into the windows

here the Lord converted my soul.” This vent Washburne chief of the police forces
poor cteature kept a vile liquor shop still! Then followed such an excitement .with these words, ‘If you love your counNow she
5, 1872.
among the dens of North Street for seven- as rarely falls to the lot of any city. The try, do your duty and register.’
loved
her
country,
and
was
anxious
to do
put themselves
teen years.
She
always speaks in
the wealth and intelligence
her duty, but was debarred from so doing;
promptly
on
record
in
favor
of
the
Mayor,
prayer
meetings,
and
it
does
one
good
to
A Farewell to Sorrow.
in fact, there were only two beings in that
‘| hear her talk, she is so earnest and so and all the baser element, Sabbath breakers,
—
Farther, she
‘I am willing to bear any. suffer- house breakers and gamblers, sided : with car, and eight nonentities.”
Thou hast wrought for me more than bliss could sincere.
referred to a fashion they have in New
ing
the
Lord
may
lay
upon
me,”
she
said
the commissioners, who deny the right of
do,
York of firing a cannon at sunrise, by
O my friend Sorrow! In thy coming, thou,
last Sabbath evening, ‘‘so that I may only the Mayor to remove them.
nap was disturbed.
An undesired guest, wast welcomed not,
do the will of the Lord.” A lad, who was
Gigantic meetings of the Board of Trade, which woman’s morning
Nor thought I to regret our parting now.
“The
men
knew
what
it
Was, but the womrecently converted at these meetings, and the Board of Underwriters, and the business
She finally found out that
Choosing the darkest chamber in my heart,
who was most shamefully abused by his -men generally, have béen held, and emphat- en did not.
Thine own dark self hast made it strangely
companions for taking a part in them, ic action taken to sustain the Mayor. A they were fired to arouse the people to regbright ;
the other day, public demonstration by the other side was ister. For her part, she thought that unless
Dark chamber! Searce I think that entering joy came to Mr. Winchester,
re
AA
WEDNESDAY,
MARCH

Shall drown

its shadows in such restful light.

No task too mean to claim thy tenderest aid;
No effort that thy rare smile did not cheer;
Thy dark cup, tasted, fired the soul like wine,

And in its dregs was neither doubt’nor fear.
It was thine altar sanctified my gifts
Of ill done work, faint prayer, and poor, poor
love ;
;
Thy wisdom ruled the giving; In thy strength
I plead with Him who sent thee from above.
Thou hadst a place among his angels there,
Thou with the
low-tuned
harp, and dark,
bright brow ;
i
I thank Him that He seut thee down to-earth,
, And murmur not that He peeails thee now.
And yet, O Sorrow! can I part-with thee,
Friend tried and trusted?
It is not for long;
Only When meeting I shall welcome thee,
Sorrow, He shall have changed thee into song.
IDA T. PETERS.
Saint John, N, B:
———

Boston
2

Correspondence.
Boston,

Feb.

18,

1873.

I have just returned from the Portuguese
school

at the

North

End -Mission.

After

and said,—*‘1 have been abused, but, never mind, Chaplain, [ am bound
tobe a

attempted, and proved

a miserable

failure

for want of speakers. The entire English
Christian if I am kicked for it.” Some press of the city has been firmly for the
weeks ago there came to the chapel a right from the first. There was considerapoor weak creature, who had just beén ble insubordination manifested for a time by
landed at the wharf after serving out her some of the police Captains and Sergeants
sentence on the Island. She was thinly who owed their existence to the Board,
clad, without any home or a friend in the but a few judicious removals
very soon
world.
“Mr.
Winchester,” she said, “I restored order,and,to-day,the Mayowis mashave come to you

can not go back

for

help,

to my old

I

can

not,

I

and

order

I element trinmphant. This affair-is of more
I than passing importance, for it is the first
have seen enough of prison life and the great victory in the metropolis of the West,
ways of sin, and I can not go back to my of moral ideas and good order over lawlessold ways. Will you receive me P”
ness and the “liberty” of reckless license.
The Mission field has been a hard one, As bearing onsthis point we may record the
but ‘it is now a promising one. Still there fact that
are one hundred houses of ill repute and
‘‘“THE PERSONAL LIBERTY LEAGUE,”
was once a respectable

life again.

ter of the situation, and the law

girl;

but I

more than four hundred grog

shops

fell.

in

its

immediate vicinity to-day.
It is proposed
to purchase a farm asa home for those
undergoing reformation and seeking moral recovery, and
making the Mission
House only a temporary retreat.
At the close of the meeting here last
Sabbath evening, twenty p=rsons arose

for

which means the Sabbath breaking, beerguzzling society of infidel Germans, had a
meeting about the time the police troubles
commenced, and resolved publicly to defy
the Sunday. law, and, if necessary, it is said,

resist its enforcement.
arose, and, without

When

regard

the people

to

nationality,

number
make request for declared so everwhelmingly in favor of the
the great fire, the fact seemed to come sud- prayers. A
these men showed some grains
A per- Mayor,
denlyto the knowledge of the people of prayers at almost every meeting.
Boston, that there were three or four thou- son who would see a living illustration of of wisdom by meeting and announcing
sand Portuguese

-in the

city,

few of whom

could speak English, who worked for the
large wholesale houses as pant finishers,
the women greatly outnumbering the men:
They were sober, industrious, deserving
people, quiet and unassuming, living
on

the

all-reaching

power

of

sympathy

should attend one of the meetings at the
North End Mission.
Its President is' Dr. Tourjee. Among

the well known

Boston.

ladies who take

an active interest

in

work,

the

are

Mrs.

in the streets and Claflin, wife of the Ex-Governor, Mrs.
the lower part of Field, wife of the author and publisher,
Hanover Street and on Commercial Street. Mrs. Storer, wife of Dr. Storer of the
The fire threw them out of employment, Custom House, Mrs. Chaplin, the authorleaving them very destitute, and, to add ess, and many others.
HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH.
to their distress, the small-pox broke out in
the district where they lived, and proved
'|
very fatal. They were moderate (fatholics,
Chicago Correspondence.
but bad no pastor. Benevolent people
dA
seemed to know.nothing about them; the
Cu1cAGo, Feb. 25, 1873.
Portuguese consul only seemed to underAN IRREPRESSIBLE CONFLICT.
stand their situation and needs,
At this time of tueir great distress, Mrs.
For two or three weeks past, a remarkaCaswell, the wife of a merchant,—a lady ble conflict of authority has been going on
whom many of your readers will recognize here between opposing factions of the city
when we say that for several years she government. For some time it has been
was a missionary among the Seneca In- apparent that we were altogether ‘‘too much
dians under the American Board, begin- governed,” and that trouble would come
ning her labors we think at ahout the age sooner or later. The actual trouble has fiof seventeen,~—heard of ‘their destitute and nally taken the form. of a ‘Police War,”
friendless situation through the North End which for a few days threatened the peace
Mission, and - found a new mission field and protection of the city. The active paropening before her. She established a ticipants have been Mayor Medill and Suschool for the destitute Portuguese women perintendent of Police Washburne on one
their scanty earning
lanes leading off from

at the Chapel of the North’ End Mission,
providing them with garments
to make
for their immediate use, and instructing

them, through an
interpreter, from the
Portuguese Bible while they w¥re at work.
In this effort she was sustained by several
Boston ladies well known for their sympathy and benevolence,—among them the
wife of Ex-Gov, Claflin, who gave her the
first hundred dollars that she received.
But the mission soon proved larger than

side, and the Board of Police Commissioners
on the other.
The Board has been in exist-

that their former action was rescinded !
A TEMPERANCE BUREAU.

Organization has not been left alone to
the enemies of law and order, but for some
time the above named organization has been
doing effective service. 1t derives its authority from a ‘Committee of Seventy,"
who are elected from the various churches
and temperance orders of the city. The
Bureau has just issued the

its organ—the True
sheet full of good

first

number

Statesman—a
things.

of

comely

Efficient

men,

through this agency, are kept at the State
Capitol during the winter to watch legislation and the rum ring. A State Convention
is also called,

of all

temperance

men,

at

Springfield. It meets to-day, and, it is expected, will develop much strength.
UNION BIBLE MEETINGS.
During the past two weeks a series of
meetings has been held daily,

at

4,

p. m.,

at one of our leading churches, which have
been participated in by all sects of Christians, and they have proved very interesting.,

The plan has been to announce

some

Bible theme of common interest, with some
brother as expounder ; and while the exposition is being made, to call upon

the

con-

gregation to read in concert the previously
given references as proof texts to support
the points made by the speaker.
The pastors of many of the leading churches have
entered on this work with spirit, though we
suspect that “Bro. Moody” and Henry

ence for two or three years, and is a cumbersome piece of machinery, used mainly for
partisan purposes,
,
A year ago, fiamediately after the eleg- Morehouse, the English lay preacher, were
tion of the present Mayor, the Legislatute: the prime movers in this work, as they now
passed a bill known as the ‘Mayor's Bill,” are certainly prominent actors in it. At all
events, the meetings have grown in interest
conferring additional powers on that officer;
and numbers, and now bid. fair for indefithe effect of which was to make the Board
nite continuance and incalculable good.
of Commissioners subordinate to him. By

it was for the

benefit of women,

also, they

ought to arrange it so as to wake the men,
and not the women.”
7
During the

afterpoon

session, Mr. Davis,

Mrs. M. 1. Gage, Mr. Riddle, Miss Anthony
and Mrs. Stanton entertained the audience.
Previous to the convention, Dr. -Mary E.
Walker had drawn up a memorial making

an appeal ‘‘to the General Government to
protect women citizens of the States and
Territories in their rights on election days.”
Senator Caldwell presented her petition to
the Senate, and at the close of the after-|
noon session the Dr. presented a resolution

Number
their license

since

the

admission

tickets

were fifty cents, thus requiring a license.
Miss Anthony finally said to the audience

During tie evening

session

Miss An-

thony read irom a manuscript over an hour,
Mrs. Blake spoke and Mrs. Lockwood read
a lengthy paper in favor of the object of

the meeting.
., The ‘Convention reassembled in Lincoln
Hall at 10:30 o'clock the following morning.
Mrs. Sarah I. Spencer mentioned the fact
that

a number

tempted to vote
the court, and
decided against
ridicoled rather
ladies to ‘keep
Dr.

of

Washington

ladies

at-

last year, the case got into
the District Supreme Court
them.
This decision was
severely. She urged the
on in the. good work.”

Mary Walker

stepped

forward now,

apparently independent of any request, for
Miss Anthony did not introduce her without some delay. The Dr. made a raid on
the ladiesin good earnest.
She charged
them with an attempt to prevent her from
speaking through personal animosity. She
said Miss Anthony and other ladies who
voted in New York stultified themselves by
‘taking the oath required of every voter by
the laws of New York,—that he is a ‘‘male”

citizen.

She mentioned

the time

when

Mrs. Stanton, Miss Anthony and Lucy
Stone all wore her style of dress; but said

they ‘‘had not the courage to withstand the
storm of ridicule it occasioned.”
Mrs. Lockwood offered a resolution to
protect women citizens in their right to
vote. The Dr. objected, as the memorial
she had prepared had been offered in the
Senate.
Mrs, Lockwood remarked that it
made no differenceif other resolutions were
offered. That matter before Congress was

only Dr. Mary Walker's,”

The resolution

was submitted to a vote and adopted.

Mr.

hour, and which he contiders as the foyuMme.

that she learned the authorities were after
them.
After putting the question as to

ues the narrator,

*‘is possessed

whether or not

appears cold to certain persons, but her
heart is generous and always prompting
her to do good.
Highly educated, she
would willingly pass her time in studying,
and nothing incommodes her more than to.
be reminded by etiquette that her toilet

wonien

should

pay license

or taxes, it was decided by the audience in
the negative.
:
Miss Anthony then said excitedly, ‘let
them arrest us,” in which Mrs, Lockwood
joined and this eventful meeting adjourned.
We give an unbiased and condensed report.

:

STATUARY, &c.
In a recent letter we referred to Miss
Ream’s works of art. Her model of Farragut has been carrind to the * Capitol to
compete with other artists in making a
statue for Congressional Ilall. Many compliments have been bestowed on the perfection of her likeness to this noted naval
chieftain.
Her model, in being taken to
the Capitol, met with an accident which
caused her much anxiety, and obliged her
to work day and night to.put it in order

again.

°

Miss

:

Ream’s

earnestness

:

devotion

and

to her

work, her

her

success on

patience,

other works of art aside from her Statue of

Abraham Lincoln, establish her reputation
as an artist of eminence.
The Sunday School Institute being held
here this week, under the superintendence
hy the Rev. Alfred Taylor, and Rev. Dr. J.
I. Vincent of New

York city, will

stimu-

late ‘every worker in this great cause.
intellectual, physical, and

the youth,

‘“‘the royal

learning” that
royal

road

to

religious

shall set ‘child feet on the

road to

God”—all

The

moral training of

kingship

that

incites

and

priesthood to

parents,‘

teachers,

superintendents to help the little ones walk
therein, will assuredly bring forth goed
fruit,

£

The Inauguration is the leading topic.
The question of color will come up here,
and the

Inauguration Ball

will, I suppose,

be the final triumph of the colored people’s
ambition.
Bessie BEkcH.

European

Correspondence.
BRUSSELS, Jan. 29,

1873.

The Right of the Nftional Assembly at
Versailles has just had its dearest hope
dashed to. the ground: that of the fusion
of the two branches of ‘the Bourbon family.
It was announced that the Count of Chambord and the Princess of Orleans were about
to put an end to the feud existing between
their respective homes for two centuries,
and unite themselves into one great family

—the

family of France.

But, as might

have been foreseen, this attempt has ended
inthe publication of sundry ambiguous
and

obscene

notes,

emanating

from

the

ereign.

Orleanism is, on the contrary, bas-

ed upon popular right, accepted by the nation, and only existing through it. Among
those who, in spite of unfavorable

'circum-

stances, still believe in the possibility of establishing a moderate and liberal monarchy,

there

are not a few who,

in case

a fusion, would rally around the

of

rather than submit to a reactionary and
clerical government, such as that of Henry

V. would be.
.
After three years of continual labor, foreign journalists have succeeded in obtaining eight places in the National Assembly.
The question is now, that of forming a syndicate,

for the law

Destremaz

is

absolute:

Parisian press syndicated, 50 places;
of the departments.

syndicated, 12

press
places;

foreign press syndicated, 8 places. It has
been decided that all correspondents of foreign

journals,

now

ut

Paris,

vited to meet together, in order

are to be in-

to

form

a

syndicate, and distribute the eight places
granted by the new law.
It is said that M. Thiers will go to Vienna during the great Exposition, where he
will occupy the French Ambassador's palace.

The journey will be undertaken

soon

after the payment of the fourth milliard,
and the President will profit by the opportunity of having an interview with Bismarck,
him on

simplicity and

awaits her.

on neutral ground; to confer with
the subject of the definite condi-

tions of the financial guarantees for the
payment of the fifth and last milliard.,
However, all the cares and responsibilities, which devolve upon M. Thiers, do not
effect him outwardly. He comes and goes,
receives great personages to dinner, and
invites his intimate friends to breakfast with
as much apparent light-heartedness as if
this was the aim of his existence. One of
his friends, speaking of the simplicity which

Davis annouced the project of establishing. characterizes the habits of the President,
a National Woman Suffrage Newspaper.
says: ¢ The President invited me recently

LN

Thiers,”

contin-

of great

unequaled modesty.

As for Mlle. Dosne,

She

her sister,

whose name has been mentioned in connection with that of one of our ministers, she
seems to be decided to persist in the route

she has traced out for herself,

These three’

persons, united by the most tender bonds
of friendship, have been surnamed at Paris,
the Trinity : liberty, charity, felicity.”
C. M.

Washington

Correspondence.
—

Pe

WASHINGTON,
ILL-TIMED

D. C., Feb. 26, 1872.

MOVEMENT,

The immoral, irreligious, intemperate
and
profane people here of all parties, are very jolly
over what they are pleased to call the fall of
Messrs. Ames, Colfax and Ponieroy, and would
gladly if they could connect Mr. Wilson with the
same unfortunate affair. These men have been
intimately associated with every good cause, and
have especially been prenounged temperance
men and advocates of that réfoym.
Twill not
undertake to say how far they have done wrong,

~\

or whether indeed they are guilty of any intended evil in their connection with this Credit Mobilier business.
No one, in his sober senses,
believes that the votes of any of the gentlemen,
members of Congress who purchased, -or agreed
to purchase, this stock, intended to.sell his vote
to the . Pacific Railroad.
The sum realized, or
hoped to be realized, was too inconsiderable to
influence any man’s vote, even had Mr. Ames
so intended when he * placed the stock” where
he did, as he is pleased to term it. But taking
the worst view of all these transactions, so far
as the men named above are concerned, are religion, morality and temperance involved: in
any man’s fall? Not at all. Godliness and truth,
righteousness and temperance stand upon their

own merits and do not fall, even though many
of their advocates fall out by the way.

IMPEACHMENT.
Nothing which has occurred here during the
session has produced more deep feeling than Mr.
Fernando Wood’s movement for the impeachment of Mr. Colfax,
the Vice President of the
U. 8. That a movement of this sort should
come from the democracy, was not at all surprising. As a party they might expect to muke
some political capital by such a proposal, but
that such a man as ‘Wood should be chosen, or

even permitted to lead the forlorn hope,

is a

matter of some surprise, even here. The country will recollect that during the war, and when
Mr. Colfax was Speaker of the House, Fernando
Wood made, on the floor of Congress, a speech
charged with the most treasonable utterances
and full of insult to the House itself. I heard
that speech, and witnessed the intense feeling on
the republican side of the House.
I know also
that there was a shout of joy in Rebeldom when
it was known that this traitor and enemy to his
country had spoken for their cause. I rememsber distinctly now as though it were but yesterday, the effort that was made to expel this man
from the House because of his treason.
He was
not expelled, but he was brought to the bar of
the House and reprimanded, and this rebuke and
censure was administered by-Mr. Colfax.
It
was doue effectually.
He did not'spare the man
who once, as everybody knows, escaped the
Penitentiary by pleading the statute of limitation, and thus just escaped by the skin of his
teeth serving a term in state, prison whither he
would have been sent for forgery.
He afterwards bought his way into Congress and now
stands
up in all the assumed dignity of his
Pecksniffian
virtue,to retaliate upon Mr. Colfax for the cutting and merited rebuke. which
he bestowed upou this samé Wood, for his rampant and treasonable utterances.
This is the
animus of "Wood's motion, but it will fail.
A FIELD

republic,

During the afternoon session Mrs. Blake to come and breakfast with him, sans
spoke, Mr. Francis Miller made a strong Jacon. 1 was thus prepared for it, but I
legal argument in favor of the right of must confess I was a little astonished at
A. H. H.
woman to vote, Mrs.Stanton made an ani- finding myself facing a boiled eggs a veal
she could well manage, and it became’ a it he was made the responsible executive
most painful duty to debar many poor but officer of the city government, much the
God looks not at the oratory of our pray- mated address, Mr. Robert Purvis said a chop, vulgarly arranged with potatoes, and
well deserving people from its privileges. same as the governor is the executive offi- ers, how eloquent they are; nor at their few words, during which time Miss Anthony the remnants of a chicken, of the evening
During the whole winter, Mrs. Caswell cer of the State.
This action was not only geometry; how long they ure; nor at their addressed some noisy youngsters, and the before, dissimulated under a delicious sauce.
and her assistants have labored for these designed to work greater efficiency in arithmetic, how many they are; but he session adjourned.
The dessert appeared; a piece of cheese,
_ poor people, supplying the scantily cloth- the execution of municipal laws, but was looks at their sincerity, how spiritual they | “ The evening: session was a lively one, flanked by the traditional cup of coffee, and
ed with garments, caring for the sick, and also regarded as an expression of thé confi- are.
”
in as much as an officer demanded to see of course, accompanied by the little glass

“~~

which M. Thiers never failsto take at this
tain of Jouvence.

heads of the two families.
Orleanism and Legitimacy represent two
of thanks to the Senator, when Miss Anideas, so distinct and heterogeneous as to
thony said, ‘Mrs. Walker offers a res”———
render their union impossible. Legitimacy
but here she was interrupted by Mrs. W.,
is the monarchy of divine right, establishwho said, ‘I beg pardon, Miss Anthony;
ed by God, and, as such, invested with
that’s not my name. I don’t care for titles
unlimited power. It is the monarchy of
I don’t possess.”
Charles X., violating the Charter with perMiss Anthony hesitated, and after a pause
fect honesty, because he considered it as
turned to Dr. Walker, who said “Dr. Mary
having been lost to the nation by the sov-

Walker, if you please.”
Miss Antlpny
then
continued, ‘Dr. Mary E
AIKE
moves a vote of thanks to Sedator Caldwell,” ete., and the session closed.

10

DAY.

+ Tuesday was a memorable and eventful day
in the House of Representatives.
The largest
crowd ever gathered in the Capitol, since Johnson’s impeachment trial, assembled in Fhe corridors, hall and galleries.
Qakes Ames, ** the
observed of all observers,” made his appearance
at about half past ten, and seemed as serene and
composed as a summer evening,
He was neatly
dressed and cleanly shaved, and did not loek at
all disturbed in spirit, though expulsion was
hanging over him.
Ile smiled and greeted his
friends as usual, and when some one said to him.
“ Mr, Ames, you draw a large crowd.” he laughingly replied, ** Yes, I think if we had this audience at Opera prices,
we would get mouey enough
to meet the additional expense which we ereated last night by raising certain salaries,”
The
House was called to order at 11 o’clock, A. M.,
and Doctor Butler, the chaplain, made an earnest prayer for the nation. Very soon after the
opening, General Butler made his appearance
and with him came Edwards Pierrepont of New
York, to whom he gave his seat. Mr. S.S. Cox
at this time interrupted the proceedings to move
that ladies be allowed to occupy the floor, and
ghey were admitted, that is, some of them, and
soon every inch of room was occupied by those
fortunate enough to gain entrance.
Judge Poland was on hand, and looked his
best. At about twelve Mr, Brooks came in and
advanced to his seat with feeble steps and slow,
and business commenced in earnest, and still
proceeds while I write.
I can not dwell upon
all thie proceedings which are new going on, in
detail, as you would not find room for much
Suffice it to say; ~*"
more if I wefe to write it.

that nobody

will

proceeding has
farce. It was
circumstanees,
we muy hope it
men will avoid
when involved

be

expelled, and

the

whole

very much the characteristics of a
perhaps impossible, under the
to avoid this ‘investigation, and
will do good, and that in future
telling anything but the truth,
in questionable transactions.
NIGHT

SESSION.

Congress will hold night sessions
time to the close, on March 4th, and

from
then

this
will

adjourn with much necessary legislation neglect=
ed.

No

more

sessions

till December,

though the public exigencies"demand it,

even

This is

not right.
Congress is paid by the year, and
should work every day if the public interests

80 require.
It remains to be seen whether the
President will call an extra session, "
PHAROS,

i
<

Mls

-
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MORNING
are ‘the work of God.” They grow by
laws of his arranging; laws which are incomprehensible

EA.

, If we visit an

extensive

there is a large

see much

E

museum, where

.collection of curiosities, we

to interest us;

and we. perhaps

begin to examine. it in detail.

But we soon

find that time is flying, and that we are
making but little progress. We then begin
to pass on; and merely scan what lies before us, unless something very striking
arrests our

attention.

time is soon

place, having
portion to the
find it so, if we
of God. That
so wondrous in
that we

But

exhausted;

are

even then, our

and we 'leave the

seen but ve
le, in prowhole. , Much more do we
begin to consider the work
work is so vast, so varied,
its numerous developments,

cohstrhined

to

say,

‘‘Great is

our Lord, and of great power,

his under

standing is infinite.” We propose in this:
paper to take a’glance at ‘the work of God”
in his creative

manifestations,

in which we

find wonders on every hand.
Look at the water.
There is a damp spot

of earth on the side of a hill.

The sun

shines upon it; but it does not become dry
like other moist places. The water comes
percolating through the earth, you know
not from where, and it trickles down into
that small indentation, and forms the com.

mencement of a brook which empties into
a rivulet, which in its turn goes to swell
the river that collects these smaller streams.
Here is a large pond,

miles in extent.

From

whence does this water come? It is supplied by unseen springs, low down in its
depths. But from it- flows a small river,
ywhich continually increases its size by the
accession

of tributary streams,

till at last,

by the law of the great Creator, it reaches
the ocean, and flows into it. The mighty

ocean! how

vast!

how

wondrous!

You

to

us.

Look

next

at the

animal kingdom, Here again is great variety,—the huge elephant, the monsftous
whale, and those gigantic creatures whose
remains we find in the stratified rocks.
Then there is the noble lion, the fierce tiger,

torrents

and

of rain

you; while from

pitches!

are

And

pouring

time

darkness is broken in upon by the lurid
frashes of lightning, which, as they pass
away, leave you in - darkness as before.
“They that go down to the sea in ships,
* * * see the works of the Lord, and his
wonders in the deep. * * * They reel to
and fro, and stagger like a drunken man,
and are at their wit’s end.” But God maketh the storm a calm, so that the waves
thereof are still.
But let us return to the

land, which is al-

so ‘the work of God.”

Go out west, and

look at yonder level prairie, stretching forth
on every hand as far as the eye can reach.
Come

back

east,

and hilly surface
the White

and

look

of New

Mountains,

atthe

uneven

England.

towering

Go to

six

thou-

sand feet above the level of the sea. And
‘then go to the Andes in South America, or

cause.

tus, but speak the words of truth and soberness.”
a

the insects,

down to the

animalculse,

some

of which are so small thata million will
only cover a square inch,
How
much
symmetry and beauty are here displayed
There are the prancing horses, the lively
birds, the flitting butterflies. And all the
various animals, from the largest to the
smallest, display a perfection of finish, and
adaptation to their circumstances, which
proclaim the wisdom and power of their
Creator, and prove that they are ‘the work
of God.”
og
0
We pass to man, of

oe

creature

in this world. He is
owed with intelligence, with mind; andhe possesses a soul
which is immortal, and he is capable of
knowing,

loving, and

serving God, and of

enjoying unspeakable
bliss.
God has
placed him in power aud authority here,
and ‘has put all” things under his feet.”
The power of man over matter is seen in
.the display of his mechanical, architectural,

and engineering skill. Wonderful machines
are invented by him, large and magnificent

buildings

are

erected

by

him;

and he

bridges the wide river, or tunnels the
mountains whenever it is necessary to carry out his plans. His power over sentient
beings is constantly manifested.
Weak
and unguarded by nature, his endowment of
mind enables him to subdue and control
the largest,

fiercest,

and most

his fellow men,

and either

excites

or sub-

That. Dreadful Dream.
ey

——

Would that it had never come to me,
but since it has, I wish to tell it to every
Freewill Baptist in America.
But was it
all a dream?

On

the

first night

of this

new

year, I

read, or heard, or dreamed this: ¢ Brother
Bacheler wants us to send out another

man with him, and he proposes to find the
man and raise the money for his outfit, and
passage.” You may ask, ‘ What is there
dreadful

in that?”

Well, so far, that to us

in India is cheering, but read on.
not

consent.

. . . If the

Board

‘“T dare
votes it, I

have no faith that we can carry it.”
Dear brothel

ister, or little child

even,

if such words as the above are in your
mind, don’t, for the Lord's sake, and for
the sake of these heathen souls for whom
Christ died, let them

have

utterance.

Put

your hand on your mouth, or strangle your-

Blanc, rising to nearly sixteen thousand
feet, has its top always covered with snow

self, rather than let them come out. Four
million souls in Orissa; and how many mis-

the

Alps in

Switzerland,

where

ice.
Examine the structure of the sionaries have you here to teach them the
earth.
Contemplate the vast masses of way of life? Barely two, besides women
granite and other unstratified rocks, which and children. Our good English friends

-and

seem to form
earth.

the

Look

at

base offifhe crust
strata

piled

various kinds of rock.

And

of the

on strata, of

do not forget

to pass to Vesuvius, Hecla, and other volcanoes, from whence, at intervals, streams

of God peur forth

the watery torrents, or drop.down’the gentle rain; from whencee<also, “He giveth
snow like wool,” or ‘‘casteth forth his ice
like morsels,” in hail stones, or causes the

electric fluid to flash in vivid lightnings;
and his voice to be heard in the low rumbhlingof the distant thunder; or in its roar
and’¢ifish’ when near; giving you an impression that every thing around you is
falling into ruins.

size, and remember

have probably as much of Bengal and of
the Santal country on our hands as the General Baptists have taken of Orissa.
;
How I rejoiced in the patriotism, bravery
and seli-sacrificing spirit of my country-

for that

begotten

sympathizing

humanity

alone of Christianity.

which

is

Did not

F. Baptists have a part and a glorious
part too, in saving our country, and in
sending comfort to the homeless sufferers
in Chicago? They did not leave all that
good work for other denominations to do;
and how is it that they are so backward in
the 1nission cause?
Last week, in a letter

eclipse

the

Morning

Star,

yea,

and

the

forget, the comets, those erratic and incomprehensible members of our solaF system,

ful dreams after reading that! Alas! How
people deceive themselves. Care for those

which at regular intervals come from un- without the gospel at home, from 8 1-2
known regions, rushing across the orbits of cents down to a little more than half a cent,
the other planets;
and, displaying their Wand from that to nothing ! How much such
brilliance but a short time, pass round the care will it require to supply the great
sun, and dash away from our view.
And: “ Home field ?”

all these flifiigs, let

, mished with the means
velopment.

of growth

Take the vegetable

and dekingdom.

How numerous the kinds! The sturdy oak,
the lofty pine, the noble elm, the multiplyimg banyan, the

beautiful

palm, the useful

maple, the graceful horse chestnut, the tall
«poplar, the hardy beech, and the humerous

other trees of the forest.

From these, pass

down through the various fruits, shrubs,
grain, edible plants, and herbs, to the greed
grass,

and

the blooming

flowers, till we

, reach the small and tiny mosses.

All these

noble

Fes-

Another dreadful and burdensome part
of the
ciety

dream was, that our Missionary Sois

in

debt

$3,200!

How easily that

Furthermore, I read, heard or dreamed.
that two pastors, to whom Brother Libby
had
sent : circulars, left the churches to

nomination willed that it should be paid.
When I
ety was
not take
der that
blessing
only

was last in America, another socipaying a large debt, and would
over a dollar from any one, in ora large number might share the
of paying.
If our people will

arise

and

say, ** This debt must and

shall be paid,” it will be paid, and that very
soon.

=

.

on more,

and thus defeated the tempter.

If you are tempted
send one man with

to think

you can not

Brother

two. If one was needed
Smith's death, certainly
now, greatly needed. God
help you to send the right
speedily.
*
Jellasore, Jan. 6, 1873.

Bacheler, send

before dear Bro.
two are needed
bless you, and
ones, and that
L. CRAWFORD.

Homeward.
BY

REV.

J. M.
a

W, FARNHAM,
—

ISMAILIA TO CAIRO.

At Ismailia there is a little lake or
where the steamers usually anchor for
night. The sun was just going down
Lind the Arabian hills, sending us his
flickering rays across the sandy plain,
our

anchor

went

steamer swung
Egyptian shore,
We had been on
days.
The time

down,

and

the

bay
{he
belast
as

noble

round broad side to the
more than a mile away.
board the Glaucus thirty
passed so pleasantly that

we left the agreeable circle with reluctance.
The captain kindly sent us-ashore in his

gig, and as the shades of evening were
deepening - we
landed upon the shores
of Egypt.
A band of natives in various styles of
costumes, and some without any costume
whatever, immediately came around begging us to use their donkeys, or at least to
allow them the pleasure of carrying our
baggage. Fearing if we employed
one
we might offend another, and anable to so
divide the luggage
as to give each a
share, we were in a dilemma.

our

first

From

this,

difficulty, a dragoman

offered to deliver us.

Not

their situation. Men sin because they love
to sin,~—their hearts are set in them to do
evil, and only through the regenerating and
savnctifying influences of the Holy) Spirit,
will they ever be able to do the will of God
because they love him. The magnetic nee-

sweet juice and throwing the refuse over
the tloor. In this we joined them. There
are first, second and third class cars on the
same train. They made long stops at the
stations, and the speed was not great, when
in motion. At about six o'clock we reach-

;

;

Our baggage was taken upon a low
wagon, drawn by a donkey, to the Hotel
du Nil. After the long ride in the cars we
enjoyed the walk to the hotel, though there
were many fine carriages placed at our
disposal by polite dragomans and accommo
dating

drivers,

There

were

also

numer-

ous donkeys urged upon us with the highest recommendations,
We
might have

stretch the tired limbs, cramped up

laden

with

stone,

and

jars

with

the

other

three children come next. Then come a
line of natives, each with a trunk, carpetbag, or some other parcel on

his

As we passed the Custom House,

intimated

that it was

shoulder.

the guide

not according to

usage to. land goods after sunset, but if
a trifle was given to the party in charge it
would be all right. Confident that we had
nothing liable to duty, we willingly gave
them a shilling, to escape the trouble they
might easily make.
The Hotel Paignon is a large, first class
house, overlooking the village and harbor.

were

soon pleasantly

settled in our

quite proud, and it was really delicious.
The train for Cairo left at eleven, so we

spent, the morning looking about the village. The palatial residence of the Pasha
and the hotel are the only fine buildings in
the place. It is as yet but a small village
of one

storied

houses

used

as

timber,

cotton,

of water, are

us.

The

sugar-

crossing

broad

the

streets are

lined with palm and sycamore trees, and
beautiful carriages drawn by fine horses
are driving past. Not far away, in the
center of the town, is a magnificent pleasure ground, inclosed with
a high iron
fence. A small admission
fee helps to
Tors the place in order.
In one part a
band is playing and a crowd is gathered to
listen. Here and there scattered through
the beautiful grounds are groups of various

nationalities,

moving

standing or sitting
inclination. Upon
from which a

along

the walks,

according to taste’ or
one side is a grotto

stream

of clear

water flows,

and cqnducted by a narrow canal winds
through the grounds. The caval is crossed by ornamental bridges and about every
foot on each side, close to the water's edge,

there is a gas
shade. Upon
in the middle
Tree-shaped
through the

shops and

dwellings for the poor. We meet peddlers:
and countrymen crying their goods through
the streets curried upon the backs of donkeys. In the center of the town there is a
public garden with a variety of plants,
flourishing and growing with great luxuriance, though a few years ago this region
was a barren waste.
:
Just before eleven we started for the de-

Each
within

a shade,

shaped

and

colored

to

resemble a‘ tulip or some other flower. |
The tents and bowers, the bands of music
and rich and varied costumes give the place |
the air of fairy land.

A Suggestive Text.
- BY

In Mark

HALE

The

road
from

Ismailia

to Cairo

lies

in

the

days of Joseph a fertile plain, owing its
fertility to the waters of the Nile. Whereever this water is /thrown upon the arid,
sandy desert, it ‘blossoms as the rose.”
Fifty miles from Ismailia,

at

a town

called

Zagazig, we cross the new rail road from
Alexandria to Suez. Zagazig is a thriving
place with several steam cotton mills.
The machinery has been ‘introduced from

huts built of sun-dried bricks with thatched
roofs—donkeys and camels wending their
way along the narrow paths—a donkey
and cow yoked together drawing the plow.
The mode of irrigation, the long, narrow

prayer,

and the Christian heart rests-only in keeping the commands of God.
It is not
enough that the needle has proper form and
polish ;. it must have magnetism.
It is not

enough

3: 38, we

find

saying:

my mother.”

!

This text leads us to consider,
1. The law or
the natural man;

influence

which

governs

2. The law which governs the spiritual
man; and
Be
3. Some of the blessings inseparably con-

nected with a true Christian life. ©
It is sometimes assumed that man is governed by his own will; and this is just as
true as it is that a ship is governed by her
helm. The helm is but an instrument in
the hands of the helmsman, and wholly inoperative or useless without his guidance;

so the will of man is inoperative without
the directing force of some power superio
to itself.
:
:
Again, it is assumed that man is governed by reason ; but a little reflection will convince us that the heart and not the head is
the seat of government in man. By the
heart is meant the affections ; and we would
assert that men, all men, are governe@l by
love,—loveof good, or love of evil. The

Scriptures confirm the twuth of this statement. ‘‘ Keep thy heart with all diligence,
for out of it are the issues of life.” ‘Cleanse
your hearts, ye

sinners.”

¢ The

heart

is

by

love of some kind, and the

will

is but the executor of the desire. Men will
do wrong because they love to do wrong,
and the stronger the desires, the stronger
the will to indulge them,

Men do not naturally love God. Selfindulgence comes before self-denial; and
were the infant mind as, susceptible to divine as to carnal influences, the preponderance of evil influences would undoubtedly
stamp every soul with guift and condemnation.
:
That

wen.

things whith

sometimes

will to

do

some

God wills that they should do,

may be no evidence of their submission te
him. God wills that men should work and
support

themselves

and families, and men

who hate God may will the same.

5

Whatever good qualities men naturally
possess, they fail to do the

will

of God

in

seme very important particulars. No unbeds, ditches and canals in stead of fences, regenerate heart can truly say, * I delight
all resemble China.
to do thy will, O God.” They may yield a
"The passengers in the cars are of various partial submission to him through the delanationalities.
‘Turks,
Arabs,
Greeks,
sive hope of thereby averting. danger, but
Egyptians, &c. Generally, they were a God says,—* Son, give me thine heart,”
felt skull cap, fitting close to the head, call- the whole heart, and he will never accept
ed a fez.
It has no brim ,but a blue silk as obedience to himself anything short of
tassel hangs from the apex to a little below this. ¢ Ion shalt love the Lord thy God

This may arise from
ture, of from want
God.
The Christian
retreat if necessary,

constitutional strucof intelligent faith in
warrior must learn to
in good order, and

for a fresh

advance upon the lines of the enemy.
“If at first you don’t succeed, try, try again.”

AH.

M.

of Christan morals; the magnetism of divine love must be implanted in their hearts,
so that, as the needle keeps to the pole, their

souls shall reach toward God.
’
How great is that change which enables
us to say, * The things which I once loved
I now hate, and the things I onoe hated I
new love.” How severe were the reproofs
of our Lord against the church whose
only fault was losing its first love! How
emphatically

does the apostle declare

that

Don’t Preach.
CL

——

A look was enough! There the teacher
sat in the middle of a large class of halfgrown young men, He was one of the
truest and best informed Christian men in
our congregation—everybody respected and
loved him. But he could not keep a scholar
for more than two successive Sundays.

They" disappeared like the wicked, and could

nowhere be found. At every session some
new faces were added to the circle, but it *
never grew in circumference. What could
be the difficulty? It puzzled the
pastor,
The Superintendent was hopeless.
In any
relationship of ‘the saint to his Saviour! other class it would have been less imporWe may not knbw how great our love is tant, but these young men ought to be retained. At last it was determined that we
to our dear friends, until we stand weep- should investigate the difficulty in person.
ing at their graves; but how blessed is the We opened the door,and a look was enough !
He took the serthought that Jesus knows us personally, The man was a preacher.
individually, and-loves us with? an affection mon as liis pattern. He had a congregation, not a class—and a congregation of
stronger than all human ties.
youths like Eutychus at that. A more
Let us feel that in this world there are drowsy collection of bright, shrewd, jolly
none to love us, and who could be so mis- young men could bardly be conceived.
He
erable as we? The love of our dear ones iad gone through his introduction,announclightens our labors, soothes our sorrows, ed his plan, developed his points, and, just
at the moment when we took our look, was
makes our homes the abodes of bliss, and maKing his application and appeal.
From
we are happy. But earthly felicities are that moment we did not blame the truant
transient, and the hearts that love

us

cease

scholars.

They

had

done

just

what

we

to beat. The friends of our youth one by | would have done under similar circamstan-'
They had been cheated, and as soon
owe pass away, but in Christ we have the | ces.
as they found out the deception, they ceased
everliving brother, sister, friend. He loves to be its vietims. They supposed that they
us with an everlasting love, and his immut-

able

were joining a Bible class, but beheld

alit-

word pledges his infinite power to | tle church.

They expected to sud, but
looked
such things as will be for our | they were compelled to listen: They
a teacher,
but
they
found
a
| for

give us just
highest good.
Some of us can not forget
a sick .darling, over which

loves us more than we

loved

that

precious

first-born babe ; and if he sometimes presses |
the bitter cup of afiliction to our lips, it is |
becausehe loves us and seeks our highest | !
good.
Happy indeed are those who do the will]
God.

Place and Power.

Christ

The mortification of failure in any “degree,
is a cross too heavy for them to bear,

that wen conform to the standard

ARLINGTON.

‘¢ For whosoever shall do the will of God,
the same is my brother, and my sister, and

trolled

through the land of Goshen, now as

this

to understand

- Success only can be endured hy a certain class of Christian workers. Even temporary defeat seeins to enervate the will
and crush the hope and purposes of such,

dle rests only with its point to the pole, with no less courage, be ready

of

deceitful, and desperately wicked.”
In all
cases we find the Lord’s rebukes*aimed at
-the heart as the throne of human iniquity.
Love is the ruling principle of human
nature. Men will do most for that which
pot, under the guidance of our dragoman of they love best. Love of sinful pleasures
Time, money, health,
the night before. The baggage was weigh- controls millions.
honor,
are
all
sacrificed
to its indulgence.
ed and an Arab clerk with a reed style,
made out in strange characters a receipt Love of money is suid to be the root of all
which answered the purpose of a check | evil; and who shall number those in whom
Paying for his services, also for the drag- the love of gain is the ruling principle?
oman’s baggage-bearers
and every body Some may be governed by a love of honor,
else who had touched it, or . looked at it, or fame; and some by the love of ‘other
we bought our tickets and took seats in things, evil or good; but all men are conthe cars.

make

begin

jet, witha white porcelain
the cradle of
the surface of a little pond
we anxiously |
swan and other birds sport. | watched night and day. Everything that
lamp
posts are scattered | we could do was done to preserve the life
grounds in great profusion. so dear to us. Our love prompted us to
branch
terminates
with a gas jet give the unpalatable medicine.
But Jesus

what |

and directed our baggage to follow. What,
a cavalcade is marching up that sandy street !
The guide leads off with little Katie in his
and

the

sincerely

will soon

without love we are nothing. Those whose
religion is nrerely intellectual, are like a
little fellows with their donkeys, much
watch without a main-spring.
“Love is
disappointed.
iy -the fulfilling of the law.” ““And if any man
Soon after leaving the depot we crossed love not the Lord Jesus Christ, let him be
the Nile. Crowds of camels and donkeys, Anathema.” But how cose and deur the

He guided us to the best hotel in the place,

arms, Mrs, F. and I follow,

in

life

cars for the last seven hours, and walked
away, leaving the dragomans, drivers and

else to do,we allowed him to take charge.

read

te all the world and preach the gospel to
every creature,” they are not ministers of
the New Testament.
Dismiss them, and in

swallow a particle, it was so bitter. The
sugar-cane they chewed, swallowing the

of

and they

Bearing Defeat.

me

thy will, and help me to do it.”
Let those
‘who are away from God and know not the

sugar-cane,

kindly

knowing

constant prayer

O Lord, show

path

bridge

them to their people. The result was, those
churches *“ at once” paid the sums apportioned to them for missions. Iam glad I
did not dream the names of those two pastors, but I ‘did dream that possibly there
may be some others like them. If any
other churches have such pastors they would
do better to dismiss them; for if they will

not help keep the command,—‘¢ Go ye in-

also

The

of the true disciple is,

The vegetable they ate with great relish,
giving us a portion, of which we could not

cape

those churches had not heard the appeal for and intersected by canals and narrow paths,
and

lettuce,

Hs

with all thy heart."

A man was once going to take a load of" ‘sat astride of “General Grant,” bobbed
wood to give his pastor.
Satan whispered, along on “Tom Thumb,” or galloped
** Don't take a large load.” So every time away on ‘Yankee Doodle.” We however
Satan said, ¢ not so much,” the man piled refused all their kind offers, preferring ‘to

England, and is run by English capital.
whom they had been ministering, and their The country reminds one of China,—the
successors, mistrusting the members of fields interspersed with groves and villages

missions, obtained new circulars

the bottom of ‘the cap. At the numerous
stations our fellow passengers
bought
hard boiled eggs, cakes and a bitter vegetable resembling

]
.

sem

MARCH

might be paid if every member.iii the de- ed the city of Cairo.

We

whole denomination? What wonder that
one should have a feverish brain and dread-

us say, “These are thy glorious works,
parent of good.”
i
Butwe have yet gone buta step in the
consideration of ‘the work of God.” Let
us pass to organized creation, and glance
at those creatures of God: which are fur-

most

rooms, and passed a comfortable night.
At breakfast the landlord gave us some of
the famous Mocha coffee of which he seemed

that there ‘are millions of them which can
not be seen by the naked eye. And do not

while we contemplate

mad,

true, and well do they cultivate it, but we

from happy New England, I read that,—
¢« The greatest objection made to the ForConsider
the heavens,
where the sun eign” Mission cause is, that there are so
shines resplendently by day, the moon "many all around us without this gospel
sheds her pale reflected light by night; and which we are sending to many in distant
the .planets ‘with their satellites make up lands.” The same hour I read that letter,
our solar system. Look atthe fixed stars, the report of ‘ Home" Mission contribuwhich in a clear wintet’s night bestud the tions,” in the Star of Nov. 6, 1872, was
hedvens.
Think of their immense dis: lying on my table. Did not that report
tances; and their great

not

occupy the southern part of this field, it is

of liquid fire pour forth, probably showing
ns what is the character of the center of
men in the late war; and, later still, when
- this globe on which we dwell.’
Mark the atmosphere, so nicely -com- Chicage was burning, the way money, food
pounded of gases in just such’proportions and clothing streamed in to help the suffering, made our hearts rejoice and thank God
as are necessary to sustain life; the clouds,

"which at the command

“Iam

powerful of

the other creatures.
And he has power
over mind, also.
How the orator moves

Mont

to

you, and send his

blessed gospel to the ends of the earth.
Do this, and God will bless you and make
you lights in tke world and way-marks to
the kingdom of heaven. Those ministers
may. say, I am mad with zeal for the

reptiles,

upon

to time the pitchy

for Jesus to all around

animals, the birds, the

immense

down

their place have prayer meetings, Bible
classes and missionary concérts.
Testity

domestic

dues contending passions. How the author,
have probably seen it stretching out from
the shore; but befoye you can comprehend whom we have never seen, and whose real
its vastness and its grandeur, you must em- name we perhaps do not know, holds our
eyes enchained to his page, and our minds
bark on its surface, must lose sight of land,
"
must retire to rest, rise again to gaze, and entranced with his theme. And the musical
still see nothing but sky and ocean, and a composer, long after he has passed into ansolitary ship here and there, and must find other world, thrills our souls with his comit the same day after day. But what causes positions, when they are repeated by others,
or are played or sung by ourselves. But
this unusual stir?
A storm is expected,
nothing
can rise higher than its source,
and care is being taken to prepare for it.
and therefore in these exhibitions of the
And now it comes.
Wave rolls over wave,
rearing their foamy crests, and bursting power of man, we see ‘‘the work of God,”
'
W. H.
over the hapless ship. How its timbers who created man.
creak!
How it rolls from side to side!
How it rises

STAR.

the beautiful zebra, the numerous

fishes, the

—_—.
.
v

eg

There are two gifts in the” church that
ought to be found in conjunction with each
other—place
and power. But observation
shows that place may be held without power, and power be found outside of place.
Scribes and Pharisees had place, and blindly led the blind. Exiled prophets have had
power, when anointed kings were weak.

preacher.

And yet, this good man was

un-

aware of the trve difficulty. He mourned
over his unspirituality, when the trouble

was in his method.

He prayed

over the

perversity of the unregenerate souls who reJected his ministry, but his own pride of
preaching was greater than their lack of interest, He wondered at his failure to interest,

and gave more time and effort to preparation, but the reservoir was full enough, the
trouble was in the pipes. He tried to fill
narrow-necked bettles with dashes of water,

at her than drop by drop.

MorarL—Don’t
Preach.
Question
the
lesson into the scholar’s mind and then

question” it out. Make the class do the
greater part of the work. Be suggestive
cather than declamafory.
In so doing you
will not-$nly attract, but truly instruct and
permanently retain the members of your
classes,

TAKING WALKS WITH THEM.
A minister was once asked how he obtained such
an influence over certain boys of his parish.
“By taking walks with them,” was his answer.- This may not be a means within
the reach of all. Yet it might be more
commonly than it is. Many persons of sedPlace is the gift of the church, understand- entary pursuits take daiiy a bracing walk,
ing by that term all those whose names are and every one should doso who can. Now
on its records, and not as it strictly is, those by a little management, a child or two
be permitted to a
y— them,
whose names will be found in the book of might
and it will be a pléasdre and a profit to
life. The constitution of men makes place both, . Take care that you make the hour
necessary, but it tries them, and when its as bright as pleasant converse can, for this,
prerogatives are abused, as good things ave after all, is what brightens the world more .
apt to be, it demands homrge because of than sunshine. Don't make the walk the
opportunity of giving a solemn,formal lectAank and title, exercises undue authority, ure or original sin, as displayed
im the
shuts out reform and reformers, and ignor- young, or you will not catch your fish a
ing principle, makes movements in the light second time. They will have something
of self-interest; though in the end if we else to do the next time you . ask them to
walk.
‘Take them with guile.” Let your
have patience to wait, it will be apparent teaching come home to them unawares,
that those who make this light their aim Do as your Great Teacher did in his daily
overshoot the mark.
walks up the hillsides and through the valEverything had its
Power is the gift of God, and its aspirant leys with his scholars.
and recipient wrestles for it through the lesson, from the fig-tree to the seed-worm.
It is not the walk so much that will bind
medium of earnest and explicit prayer; it your children’s hearts to you, as the friendcomes through the baptism of suffering; it iness of your
manneg,
the real
ine
lives when place has passed away. We terest you show in them, the pleasure
It
lack power, because there is a lack of graces you seem to take in doing them good.
made’ a poor boy's heart happy all day,
in us; and our prayer for this gift involves has
as he went to his daily toil, to have had his
not sterner discipline than we are “able to teacher walk the length of a block by his
bear, but exactly such discipline as brings side, and speak a few kind words to him.
The teacher will have the greatest imout at first the very worst there is in us;
and though it may take time, if ever we go fluence over his class, who shows on weekup with pharasaical self-righteousness, we days the greatest friendliness towards them.
Identify yourself with their interests; adshall come down with the publican’s plea vise them about every-day matters, and
for mercy ; and when we see our own spir- give them a helping hand whepever you
itual poverty, then the earthen vessel, con- can. It is high praise for a teacher to have
sciously such,

holds treasure

and gives the

glory to God. Our theories are necessarily
in advance of, and ought to be the pioneers
of, our practice; but as the settlers in a new
country, although they really intexd to permanently locate there, meet difficulties for
which, because they were unexpected, they
had made no provision, and suffer much

before

they get acclimated

you will doubtless be of that
shall come

sheaves
Times.

with

with

rejoicing,

them.—The

“I ScruBs.”
for Jesus since

the
and

number

bringing

Sunday
v

who

their

School

‘‘What have my class done
last we met?” asked the

and are in a teacher of a large infant-class one Sabbath
morning.
.

position to make the most ot surrounding resources; so we in realizing our best
theories find obstacles without and our most
formidable foes within, Place is home and
kindred, reputation and ease, and it hesitates to fan the smoking

a lad in trouble, run first to him with
story.
Encourage such a confidence,

flax, for the flame

One said, “I have earned some money for
the heathen by doing errands;” another, ¢I
tend
our sick baby;” another, *I
fetch
hunchback Billy to school, with the boys a

laughing at me.” One after another: told,
in a half-bashful, half-exultant way, of the
little activities and seli-denials of the

week,

may burn down its own residence, and 80 pleasing to the teacher, and still more
alienated friends may say, “applying the pleasing to Him who said, ‘‘Suffer]little chiltorch yourself, this destruction is your just dren to come unto me,”
At last a little four-year-old hand was
desert.”
Power rises from the ashes, and
two and
in the place of social joys, holds such com- stretched up, and moved hastily
fro to attract the teacher's attention.
munion as did the prophet by the brook, and
“Well, my dear, what are you doing to
because of the meager accommodations of please Jesus P”
wandering tent life, lays down its. pride, its
The little eager face flushed with exoitewant of charity, its evil-speaking, its mal- ment ‘as the unexpected reply “came, “I

ice, and finally itself; and out of the hight
and depth of its own experience, joins issue
with

the

declaration of Paul,

“when

I am

weak then am I strong.” Have we place,
that gives to ease high seats, to ambition
state-robes, to authorities tlle binding of
heavy burdens, or have we power, that

shakes the mighty in their high estate, that
takes risks, and agitates
ress when they are only

reform and proglittle seeds, and

scrubs, ma'am!”

|

Some of the older

‘

children

the-teacher sobered them at

ing:

tittered,
once,

by"

but
say-

Pes, little Molly's share in the work my

class is doing for Jesus is as important as,
any. Ifshe tries to help her mother bh
scrubbing-a bench or table,even ifit has to
done over after her,she earns the same smi
of love as the other ones who can do errand

and ‘earn money for the missionary-box,"

“She hath done what she could,” is the
highest praise that can be spoken of any
that engages in that most difficult of all one, and little*, Molly, has. done
that.~-

warfares,

self-conquest?

a

A.D.

A.

Amerwan Mvssenger.,.
Eo
p98
a

hed

Say
|

— Harriet Beecher Stowe.

kept all

sayings
nor

her

understanding, nor her diary, but in her
heart—that well of silence in thé bosom of
true motherhood where all freshest,

purest

waters are kept fresh and pure. Infiltéred
there and stored by loving thought, Sieg
are not vaporized and shallowed by much
deeper fill they

make.

she can not carry

into

the

sweeter

Her family

the street,

the

story

or

even

being of all the created worlds, put in such
as this

woman,

mother;
that,

all

the

from

chosen

to be

begins

the

more

her

the

truly

our
new-

born human race. ‘“Hail, thou highly favored!” ‘Blessed art thou among women”

And her behavior is beautiful
even meet an occasion so high.
of bearing,

that

sweet,

such as became the
lasting innocence;
miraculous

boy,

enough to
That grace

deyout

modesty

motherhood of everthat watching her

that

telling his wonders with

could

so

a weak

easily

be

mother’s

forduess in the street, but which still she
was treasuring in her heart; that wondrous
propriety of silence at the cross, allowing
her no wail of outery in that hour, lest she

speak of with her friends. And things are
occurring with her Jesus every day in
which the stamps and signatures of his di- ‘might be making herself a part of the
vinity are distinctly and even visibly mani- scene. O yelilies and other white harbinfested, but which- can not be advertised gers of spring, culled so often by art to be
without becoming tokens of weakness in symbols
of her uuspotted motherhood,
the mopher and precocity in the . child. what can ye show by silent flowering in the
She sorffetimes wants to even strike a song white of purity, which she does not much
of triumph, like Miriam co ming up out better show herself !— Bushnell.
I
of the sea, but her loudest, only not absurd
song will be silence—a hymn
that she
Calvinism and Culture.
keeps'hid in her heart, as ske does all the
sayings and great acts of her wonderful
son.
There is something in the evangelical
And we must not omit to notice thejwise, view of a sinner’s relation to God so overdeep gravity of this woman in the matter whelming, that in comparison to it all inof her silence. Self-retention is the alinost terests that are merely human become quite
infallible token of a considerately deep,
trivial and insignificant. In this view every
strong character. Weakness runs never man is naturally lost ; and until he is restorto this, but always to unthinking clack and ed through a living faith in Jesus Christ,
rattle.
No great life, like the life of Jesus,
all is utterly wrong with him.
He needs
begins at such a motherhood.
Good sense not merely a little help, to bring him to
and a closely considerate silence are its the gate of heaven, or a mere hrush of
necessary conditions... Had Christ’s moth- ecclesiastical paint to make him a Christian ;
er been a forward
and loud woman, he needs a new heart and a right spirit—a
advertising always her miraculous child, change of the most radical kind.
Till this
reporting his strangely phenomenal acts, great business is accomplished, the Calvinrepeating his speeches and telling what ist has little heart for any other. He is like
great expectations she had of him, it really aman trying to extinguish a consuming
seems that she might have quite spoiled fire—the matter is toe absorbing for him tc
his Messiahship. At any rate he must be able to attend to lesser concerns. But
have undertaken his ministry
at an im- when the great matter has been’ settled, he
mense
and. almost fatal
disadvantage. finds scope for the full development of his
Just as any most nobly endowed son will
nature and for the culture and exercise"of
scarcely be
great, or make any but a part- every faculty.
Having sought first the
ly absurd figure in his endeavors to be, kingdom of heaven and its righteousness,

hed

who is thrust on greatness by a noisy

and

ambitiously prognosticating mother.
Accepting these terms of wise repression,
her motherly

great

sense

and

piety

are

kept busyby the quéstions of the child, requiring to
shown how the Heavenly
Father feedeth men

and

birds

aliké;

what

the very little leaven does in going through
her whole three-measure baking of bread;

why her patching ee
forbids putting
new cloth into old garments; how the: tiny
mustard-seed grows large; why an old

penny looks so {resh

that

has

been found

by sweeping out all the litter of the

cabin;

whether'the lordly house over opposite,
undermined and pitched headlong, by the

terrible water-spout poured down through
the trough of the hills, had not been much
better founded qn a rock ? So the glorious

child, seizing common things by their inmost sense, is getting packed full of parable for his great teaching day.
‘Mary's ‘behavior at the cross. litly ends
her story.

On'the way

pany of people

out a” great

follow,

comprising

com-

many

women who go to bewail him, and make
up the procession of mourners.
Mary, the
mother, was deep enough
in. mourning,

the other

things are

Merman,

were in it. At first, when the cross is set
up, and the suspension made, they are
with the mother at the cross. But we
shortly find them in a larger circle of women, looking on from a point farther off;
having floated away thither unconsciously,
perhaps, in the swing of the crowd. Mary,
the mother, is thus left

alone,

waiting

the cross during all those dreadful
till
Jesus
‘‘stood,” a

dies.
word

by

hours,

And,
observe,
she
of strong composure.

added in

due

course.

No finer example could be imagined than
that which is furnished in the life of Chalmers. The science which he loved before
his spiritual change, he loved most dearly
afterwards; but it sunk to a secondary
place; it was

overshadowed

interests of the soul.
lesson of Calvinism.

by the

direct

line very slightly between

If it drew the

the

church

and

the world, or obliterated it entirely, and
encouraged men to regard culture as quite

tween her and her

son,

could

have

been

reported only by her, and is given by John
alone of all the evangelists. If John had
her with

him

even

for

years,

speaking

freely of what she knew, how many things
could she have told that we so much long
to hear—the story of the nativity, sat first
ny from the human pojns
its due connection with her

of view,
prayers;

in
all

the memorabilia of the wonderful childhood; all about the mind-growth and de-

velopment of the child, or his advancing
enius in the matter of character.
the apostle, beginning his gospel

in the solemn arcana of the
v

And yet
far back

Eternal

Word,

‘History of

Churches,”

which

belonged

to

them.

have

made

a permanent

impression.

How

and

——————

incredibly men

exaggerate

the-dis-

tinctions of outward condition! The prosperous are prone to feel as if they are of a
different race from the destitute.
But to the
possessor of heaven and earth, to whom the
treasures of all worlds belong, how petty

must be the highest magnificence and affluence! Does the Infinite Spirit select as his
special abode the palace with its splendid
saloons, rich tapestries,

loaded - tables,

and

blazing lamps? Does he fly from the hut,
with its ragged walls and earthen floor,

Were Wrongs
—

If stolen

Righted.

Gen

money,

like laying hens, could

cackle, what 4 racket there would be in
some men’s pogkets and premises. If stolen goods, like chanticleer, could only crow,
how many
persons would be broken of
their rest and kept awake by night. If the
hire of laborers—kept back
by fraud—
could talk, like Balaam’s beast, what bray-

ing would

din

some

the wrongs of- the

employers’

widow

and the

ears.

If

orphan

could speak, how many unjust ones would
be continually troubled by the ringing of
voices in their ears,

saying,

‘Giveus our

rights.” If someé lordly mansions—reared
by ill-gotten gain—could articulate; many
a stone would cry out of the wall, and many

upon to

W—

minister who

make

or at the

be

Some of our pastors

to officiate
them

head of the

which

in such

a

they

desire

to speak

to

an

exposure of

the

banisters,

and

Premiums

We have

offered

rich premiums

planning, we have decided to

2. New subscribers,

to

before

offer

a

ne

sending

$4.25, will

Creed

People.

decidédly

prefer

form in religious character.

the creedand

uni-

It is an easy

matter to scoff at creeds, or confessions, or

articles of religioif] Infidels have always
done it. - But when’ we call up before us
the martyr-spirit, the self-sacrifice, the devotion to principle,

the

unswerving

zeal,

the vast appropriation of men and means
for the promotion of the cause of Christ,

must originate either in a very

superficial

examination of the subject; or a disposition

to throw off the restraints of any religious
belief, that would restrict men to principles, doctrines and precepts, tending to promote holiness of heart and life.
Talk about liberal opinions, in opposition
to creeds. Why, what have liberal opinions done for the advancement of Christ's
cause? Who build churches and support
the gospel ? The creed men.
Who build
colleges, endow them; and patronize

them?

The creed men. - Who are now contributing millions of money, and thousands of
learned and pious men and womep
to the
spread of the gospel,in far-off lands, that the
world may be converted to Christ? The
creed men.

exquisite

Chromos,

each

about

And all this while the no-creed

men are goading, lashing and denouncing
them as godless ‘bigots and canting hypocrites ! Buv why raise such a naighty dust
about creeds to blind and bewilder the popular mind, and prejudice . the unthinking
against all church organizations?
Let us
see. What is a creed? *‘“ A brief sammary
of the articles of Christian faith ; any system

about $12.00;

4. New

12 inches

or,

subscribers, sending, $3.00, will

receive a copy of the Star for one year, and

a new and especially beautiful Chromo, 13
by 16 inches, entitled ‘¢ Little Students,
or, Home

Sunshine.”

has just been
heavy

designed

expense, will

ready for
very heart
suggestive
grow upon

This Chromo,
be

and

which

executed at a

sent

mounted

and

framing.
It opens to us the
of what is pure, beautiful and
in domestic life, and its merits
one by study.

We shall not probably. be able to hold
out these inducements for more than a limited period. Hence the need of sending the
orders and the money promptly.
Any present subscriber, renewing his
own subscription for another year - before
Apr. 1, and sending the name of one new
subscriber with the money, shall be entitled to any one of the smaller engravings
mentioned in the paragraph marked 1,—
Sending $1.75 ~additional, he shall be entitled to the Home Magazine for one year,
and a copy of the large engraving, as
specified in paragraph marked 2.—Sending
$1.10

additional,

he

shall be

entitled

Catalogue of New

Andy

SYRUP of TAR
4 4

8S. 8S.

Sunday School Books

just

pub«

Sabrina Hackett,
Aunt Mattie,
Light from the Cross,

Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home, ~ =
Mrs. Child’s

The Christ-Child,”

Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,
Bright

to cure.

6m4l

GREAT
OFFER.— HORACE
WATERS
148 Broadway,
New York,will dispose of ONE HUN DRED
PIANOS, MELODEONS and
ORGANS of six first-class
makers, including Waters’s, at Extremely
how Prices for
cash, or will take part cash, and balance in small monthly
installments.
New 7 octave first-class PIANOS,
all modern improvements, for $275 cash. Now ready a new kind
of PARLOR ORGAN, the most beautitul style and perfect
tone ever made,
lllustrated Catalogues mailed.
Sheet
Musis, Instruction Books, and Sundav - scaool Muste

|

=

(there is a rush for it)o
greatest work.

OUR

n

to

125
125

Pompeii and Herculaneum,
Archibald Hamilton,

125
1.25

Write for terms, & C., free.

them.

CEORGE MACLEAN, Publisher,
3 SCHOOL ST., BOSTON, MASS,

After the Chicago
GRAHAM,

REAL

PERRY

ESTATE AND

in Libraries.at wholesale

have been printed. This simple announcement is sufficient to show that
others think the work a good one and
that they appreciateit. At this rate of
sale this whole Edition will soon be on
our hands. Price $2,00.
Postage,

LIVINGSTONE
in Africa,
others

the

boek

the

MAS3ES
WANT, It goes hike
WILDFIRE. Over 600
pages, only $2 50. MORE AGENTS WANTED,
OTICE.—Be not deceived by misrepresentations
made to palm off high-priced inferior works, but send
for circulars and see PROOF of statements and great
success of'our agents.
Pocket companion, worth

$10, mailed free. HUBBARD
733 Sansom St., Phila.

A

NEW

BROS.,

QUESTION

The Latest “and

extra, 24

15

ders are solieited.

New

People!

CLARK,

just completed “The
This book

Story of Jesus.”

received the prize

offered

not long since by the Printing Estab--

& CO.,

lishment, and is recommended

Publishers of Religious and Sunday School Books,

38 andg. 40 Cornhill, BOSTON, MASS.
SW

CLARK,

Isnow complete and ready for customers. Itisadapted to classes that have

Author of the Old, Old, Story and the Wonderful
Works of Jesus, and intended to be used after them.
All orders promptly filled by

D. LOTHROP

Question Book,

BY
MARY LATHAM

Cents,

LATHAM

Special terms given
or more.
Or

BOOK!

Best for’ Young

Price

MARY

cents.

to agents who sell 100

Publishers,
1y47

PRECIOUS WORDS!
BY

Doerv, N.H,

This number is nearly half of all that

The immense sale, 10,000 in one month, our

all

schools

prices.

The Commentary on the Gospels by
Rev. John J. Butler, D. D.,is now
ready for delivery to our customers.
Fifteen hundred copies of this the
first volume, have already been sold.

CHICAGO

it above

90
55
25
90
4,90
. 00°

Now Ready.

AGENTS,

166 LASALLE Street,

28 Years

$955

L. R. BURLINGAME,

Ofall the money 'we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, eyen in those cases
in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
Insurance companies have failed.
NOW IS THE TIME TO INVEST
here, and to place on loan.
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

is having, PROVES

150
150
100
175
150
125
100
$95

publishers, and will be furnished to Sabbath

& CO.,

45tf

a5

5

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage
on receipt of the price.
ct
Parties designingto get new Sabbath School Lis
braries, or to replenish old ones, can send us their
ordeps which will be immediately filled with our own
.bublications,or will be filled with the books of other

Fire.

LOAN

Series.

Triumph over Midian,
When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way,
Rescued from Egypt,
Claudja,
:
Child'Life,
*

DIGESTION;

1y17
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a5
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Who is my Neighbor ?

last an

or, MY
JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET
It is by odds the most taking and saleable book n
the field, 1. Itis on a vitally important subject :
1t is by America’s most popular writer on health. }
1t is, for the price, the largest and handsomest book
ever sold by subscription. Agents, the people v?
eager
for such a book, and will urge you
ring

a5

.

Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous.
Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
Overcoming,
Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,

you will

LEWIS’

’

Series.

Starlight

®of territo

XO

Series.

:

Starlight Stories,

QUICK 2:

4

Day

5
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5

Bright Days,
Sunny Skies,

A

AGENTS!

J
a5

New Year,

C. C. TOPLIFF, M. D., Proprietor.

00!

*

A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,

for it,

H.

$

Contradictions ; or, High Life in Edgerton,
Rainy Day Series.

It cures COUGHS,
COLDS,
CROUP,
BROTCHITIS, ASTHMA, SPITTING OF
BLOOD, CONSUMPTION, AND ALL DISEASES OF THE THROAT AND LUNGS.

FISHERVILLE,N.

i

Hours,

Master and Pupil,
May Bell

This favorite New England LUNG REMEDY has
gamed a reputation which
places it in the front rank
of curative agents, though it has been in the market
but little over two years. It is
recommended by the
best physicians, and does all that 18 claimed

Luttrell,

Shining

tors,

superintendents and

being in every way

AMSCOT

to pase

teachers as

worthy

of theis

patronage.
Orders may be sent at any
time and they will be filled immediately. Price 15 cents; Postage (extra), .
4 cents.

Life of Wm. Burr.
A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out
of press.
The price has been reduced from £1 00. to

75 cents, and will be sent postage paid

that sum.

to

the Chyistian at Work for one year, ‘and:
the two chromos specified in paragraph 8,—
titled to the chromo mentioned in paragraph
4,—TAKE NoTiCE. In each ease the
of principles gbelieved or professed.”
Is,
that all? Any man, then, whose religious name of one new subscriber must be sent
faith has an influence upon his thoughts, along with the renewal. And this offer
an effect upon his heart, and that controls
extends only to Apr. 1, 1873. The prehis actions,
has a creed.— Meth. Recorder.
miums mentioned in this paragraph are
offered to all these new subscribers as they
Short Temperance Sermons.
—@ Oe
are to others.
Every moderate drinker could abandon
Should any persons, ordering the Chrothe intoxicating cup, if he would ; every inemos mentioned in connection with the Chresbriate would if he could.
Those men who destroy a healthful con- tian at Work, wish them mounted and ready
stitution of body by intemperance and an
irregular life, do as manifestly
kill them- for framing, they will need to send 40 ots.
selves, as those who hang or drown themin addition to the sums specified above.
selves.
I challenge any man who understands,
In making payments and ordering the
the nature of ardent spirits, and yet for the
saké of gain continues to be in the traffic, premiums, care should be taken to specify
to show that he is not involved in the guilt
just what is wanted, and to write the names
of murder.
I am deeply convinced that the evils of and orders plainly, so that there need be no
intemperance can never cease, till the virtuous in society shall unite in pronouncing mistakes, misdirection, ‘or losses by the
the
man who attempts
to accumulate mails,
wealth by dealing out poison and death to
"his neighbor, as infamous.
Of course, no percentage is allowed and.
Some of the domestic evils of drunkenness are homes without windows, gardens no credit given when premiums are orderwithout fences, fields without tillage, barns ed.
without roofs, children without “clothing,
We need say nothing in the way of comprinciples, morals or manners.
" Who has a stupid intelleet, a broken mending these offers. The statement of
memory, and a blasted wit, and which is
worse than all, a blind and benighted con- thom suffices. ‘That the renfittances and
-

N. H.

and

lo in Mischief.”
At the regular prices,
what we thus offer for $3.60 would cost

The most stubborn in their religious
opinions are those who profess to have no
1

ed,—for one year, and two very choice

~ | square, entitled “*Good Morning,” and “Car-

=

Portsmouth,

TO

Superintendents of

lished hy the Freewill Baptist Printing
Establish.
ment. These Books are now ready for sale and delivery.
Prize Series.

Yet!

re

on him out of the city, and he spoke to
every
one, and repeated nothing, but had a

exactly adapted

Rev. L. L. HARMON,
b2tf

OF CHURCHES
AND

Send for circulars with testimonials,
Sold by all Druggists,

they would . think he loved them too much. receive the Star for one year, Arthur's very
(3) He always had something to say.
excellent Home Magazine for one year,and
I suppose . there is some good done by pu
lic preaching, but it is the preacher who is a’large, new and very beautiful steel Enready in the face-to-face opportunity who
executed, entitled, ¢¢ The
comes
home laden
with sheaves.
Mr. graving, just
Walker was always ready.
Meet a man Three Graces,” or,Faith, Hope, and Charity.
when he might, where he might, just the
right word was on his tongue.
And that The regular price of the Star is $2.50; of
warm grip of his hand, into how many the Magazine, $2.50; of the Engraving,
souls has it infused a new andl spiritual life.
So he begot his children in the gospel ; and $5.00 ;—making a total of $10.00. We will
by his sermons, which were always thought- furnish the whole for $4.25; or,
ful, he built them up into Christian charac3. New subscribers, sending $3.60, will
ters, as a workman who needeth not to be
ashamed.
Our Cutterbul deacon says to receive the Star for one year, The Chrisme since his death, “I never saw such a tian at Work,—one of the most vital and
man! When he left for Constantinople in
1859, perhaps one hundred men waited up- practical monthly religious sheets publisheach,

TO PASTORS

It is pleasant to take and warranted

And he was never lacking in the outward
expression of love.
He was not afraid that

special word for

funded and all freights paid, 80 you run no risk in
ordering, For circulars address

to

to tops of the people in the hall below, is
indecorous and disagreeable.
T

‘The Richest

AGENTS and all Men WANTING

THEBESTTRAVELING BUSINESS
which will furnish a ¢c nance with
but litele Capital to clear
from $100 to $200 per month. REMEMBER
THIS, and do not jail to send for our Circulars
giving full description of the business, before engaging
elsewhere. AGENTS andPEDDLERS willfind it to:
their interest to do so, and will be honestly dealt with
Address at once for terms
D, L.
GUERNSEY
Publisher and Bookseller, CONCORD, N. H. 12m6

decline

health, and a practice jncompatible . with
the usefulness and Props ties of the service.
The only proper p ace forthe minister is in
rson is laid.
the room where the decease
But to put an officiating c
stair-way,

to fill all orders with

Brother Harmon’s supply of Musical Instruments
all over the United States is a steadily increasing
business.
.
Organs and Melodeons of the best quality, and
on the most liberal terms, are supplied at short notice, and he sustains all losses of money (if sent as
directed), or damages by transportation.
If Instruments ordered do not prove perfectly sat-

stairs,

position, and all of

regard it a hardship

seek

Organs-& Melodeons!

the experiment, will

from

shall

despatch.

has been

on the stairs,
relieved.

we

S ITUATED in Great Valley, Catt. Co., N. Y., 4
miles from N. Y, & Erie K R, 1 mile from the
110- acres;
Rochester & State Line R. R., containing
about half improved, balance well timbered, good
sugar bush, about 20 acres of valuable chestnut timber, 2 houses, barn 36 j4 46, work-shap, tool-house,
&c., and can make two good farms. Soil fertile, be
ing-nearly half bottom land, From its location it is
rapidiy increasing in value. Will be sold low on easy
terms. Inquire of C. DODGE, Great Valley, ats Co, ,
N.Y.

pe

think every

is a grievance

and the abundant success which has crowned the labor of love, of the creed men, we
can not but think that opposition to creeds

Poor.

—

But

SALE

A Valuable Dairy Farm.

| isfactory when received, all moneys are readily ro

pecially is this a power among a people
who look up to the missionary as occupy- list, which we are sure must be set down
ing a higher plane of civilization. It gives as both generous and choice. Look at what
him a vast influence over them.
°*
(2) Partly as the result of this, but still follows:
distinct and beyond it, he had a marvelous
1. New subscribers, sending $2.50, will
faculty of making every man feel that he
copy
was especially an object of
personal inter- receive the Star for one year, est. Perhaps that not he
alone was such, of any one of the fine, good-sized-sftel Enbut that he was one of those taken into the gravings which they may select from the
inner sanctum of his affections. Love beets love, and believing that they were so following list: ‘‘ The Heavens declare the
ear to him, he was soon very dear to them. Glory of God,” and * Fairy Stories ;” or,

men, as the more liberal, reliable

Rich

said in its

FOR

orders should come in promptly and abundantly, is what may be expected as a matter of course.
“That our readers will
promptly take pains to show these offers
to their friends, may be safely assumed.

agree with the following from the New
York Observer:
Many pastors have desired us to say
that the practice of putting the officiating
ministers at funerals in private houses up-

Es-

It is

Magazine.

called

He

vised for rubbing out eligion

nature.— Sunday

can be

knew everybody. Ordinarily he needed to now to our subscribers, and they have been
meet a man but once, to recognize him ‘ever
after. And this pleases men; it appeals to varied and valuable as well as attractive.
their self-appreciation ; they feel that they At the end of no little thought, inquiry gn

the most effectual way that has yet been de- fraternity,
its glory that it requires of every man first
to gel into a right relation to God, while
thereafter it leaves him free to occupy himself, as much as his circumstances will permit, with the development and gratification
of every real and legitimate part of his

1

We

the

take

itself,

"

following notice of the Rev. Augustus
Walker, a missionary to Turkey :
His peculiar gifts were thie : —
{(1) He remembered faces, "and recalled
the names

severe

Funerals.

Missions

appears

a good substitute for religion, it would

divine honors, put her on ways of

withdrawment and silence. The remarkable thing is that John has nothing to say
of her, nor to report from her—except,
probably, the story of Cana; for the conversation of that, story being private be-

Oriental

short of death

This is a wretched habit;

and nothing too
condemnation.

Success.

creed.
So far as I have been able to determine from intercourse with the no-creed

Her knees do not give way. She does not its ery of half-famished ‘childhood, its wearfaint nor fall on her face. She does not: ing cares and ill-requited toil? On the
toss her arms in shrieks and wild hysteric contrary, if God has a chosen spot on earth,
wailings;
not allowing herself, when a is it not the humble dwelling of patient,
scene so transcendent jg, passing, to make unrepining, trustful, virtuous poverty ?
a scene of her own private griefs. Doubt- From the dwellings of the downcast, from the
less she remembers the word of Simeon, stern discipline of narrow circumstances,
that went before upon her, when he said, how many of earth's noblest spirits have
‘Yea, a sword shall
pierce through thy grown up! Voices which have shaken na- |
own soul also.” But there she stands, in tions have in infan®y not seldom asked
the beloved disciple’s company, holding alms. Men of genius, whose works have
fast the decencies of sorrow as if the pro- filled the earth with light, have owed their
rieties of the worlds were upon her! At training to the kindness of strangers, and
ength, when life is ebbing to the close, their early life has been a forlorn. struggle
Jesus says to her, in the undertone, prob- for bare existence. But why enlarge upon
ably, of his failing voice; “Woman, behold what countless biographies of the greatest
thy son!” to him also ‘‘Behold thy moth- saints, scholars, poets, statesmen, philaner!” Under this last will and testament thropists, attest? Bring it to a supreme
she goes out silent with John, who takes
roof. When God sent his Beloved Son
her
to his home. Why Jesus committed
into the world, did he summon drchitects
her.thus to John and not to the four broth- and artists to rear for him a splendid palers it is not difficult to guess; for John has ace? May we not still learn a lesson of
a home as they certainly have not, and are divine wisdom from the manger at Bethnot likely soon to have again. For the lehem? We celebrate this incident of the
dreadful ignominy falling on the house in birth of Jesus in our churches.
Poets sing
his death, he sees must utterly crush out of it. Painters illustrate it. yBut do w
and scatter the family.
recall it when we meet the beggar in th
How long after this she lived we do not streets, or pass the hovel with its patche
know. Possibly the suspicion that some windows, leaking roof and smoky walls
were likely to give her annoyance by the Channing's Perfect Life.
tender of

In Dr. Anderson’s
to the

This is the great
Human culture is “his case.”

that this is what it teaches.

church can have.

8, and at his end sball be a

Secrat of a Pastor’s

Nothing

in their family gives them a pastoral connection,
It is astonishings how many
moribund parishioners the pastor of a city

fool.” Itisa great thing to have a conscience void of offense toward God and
man; a great thing to be able to say: I
have wronged no one—corrupted no one—
defrauded no one.—Ch. Era.

secondary—faith and regeneration are of
primary importance.
And for our part, it
seems all the better entitled to our respect

but she could not join that noisy company,
and it does not appear that the other two
Marys, Magdalene and the wife of Cleopas,

their spiritual home around with them on
their backs. You never see them twice in
the same church. They are religious vagabonds, forever on the move, and without

“gpirit-medium” going from house to house,

midst of his

without

Mr. Murray of Boston lately said :—
Some people arelike snails; they carry

known. Tha divine wisdom, too, as I set the several articlesin motion—each in
think, somehow took her aside, with a the direction of its rightful owner—what a
set purpose not to let her mix her human-sto- movement there would be among the mirry products, beautiful and gracefulas they rors, what a rattling of silver-plate, knives,
were, with Christ's immortal * life-word forks and spoons ; what a hustling of chairs
from above. All we can say of her, under and tipping of tables; and would not many
her gmbargo of silence, is that she appears a bed take up itself and walk?
untilshe disappears, which she does—most + If evil spirits, at the present day, could
wondertully, most nearly divine of all enter into the various forms of property
human characters—in the stillness of a gotten by fraud—some things besides swine
snow-flake falling into the sea. But her would rush into the sea! Many a fat, fancy
disappearing from us does not bring her horse—in the carriage or under the saddle
story to an end; it only prepares our final —would, I ween, make its way rapid]
appearing to her, on a higher plane of life down “‘the steep” and choke, rider and all,
.
:
where she will most assuredly be_the cen- in the dep
“As thé partyidge sitteth on eggs and
ter of a higher feeling than some of us may
hatcheth them no; so he that getteth, riches,
have imagined.
shall leave them in the
Probably there was never any created and not: by ri

mother,

these

in her heart”—not in her memory,

would

could enter all the parlors and chambers—

Lord’s

Sr

exodus

sot,

Religious Vagabonds.

edge, Otherwise it would be the center lain ‘and princely—whose furniture was
of a vaster idolatry than the world has ever rain with other men's: money, and could any fixed abode.

honor

Mother of Jesus.

a wonderful

turn

Ses

like a neglected harp,

Grows out of tune, and needs that hand divine;
Dwell thou within it, tune and touch the chords,
Till every note and string shall .answer Thine.
Abide in me; there have been moments pure,
When 1 have seen Thy face. and felt
Thy pow=
er;
Then evil lost its grasp, and passion, hushed,
Owned the divine enchantment of the hour. °
These were but seasons beautiful and rare;
Abide in me—and they shall ever be;
I pray Thee now fulfill my earnest
prayer,
Come and abide in me, and I in
Thee.

what

case than in that of Moses, that her burial
‘place should be hidden from mortal knowl-

place

to

4

on receipt of

=

This little volnme should be in every Freewill Bap-

tist home, and would not fail to have a good

MACHINE COMPANY.
AMOS

npon the readers of our

Plain and Galvanized

and

Cylinder

on application, for 25

Brass

Boiler

Tubes;

Quinn’s

Barlow’s

Patent

ders are solicjted

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised by the-author, has
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family. Let every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful"

Patent

Expansion

book.

Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

:

.
Short-Comings and Long-Goings,
Lute Falconer
The Judge’s Son,
Hester’s
Happy Summer,
One Year of my Life,
Building Stones,

LATHES,
TOOLS

Price
$1.25
1.50
$150
125
125
125

Hours of Christian

Devetion, Tholueks,

Ruthie Shaw ; or,

The Gqod Girl,

Alice Benson’s Trials,
The Quiet Hour.
Dr. Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,

of every description,
™

t146

covers

For the Sabbath School.

SHAFTING,

Mill Work, all kinds of Saw Mill Machinery, (both
Circular and Upright,) Iron and Brass Castings, Gas
ometers and Gas Works.

paper

the former, 4 cts., on she -

More New Books

|

MACHINISTS’

Postage extra; on

latter 2 cents

Portable Steam Engines,
TURNING

Price, in cloth, only 25 cts, ; in

15 ots.

STATIONARY
AND

be had

cents for each copy.

and Iron

Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes for Print Works ; Lap
Welded

by order

now

Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
4 cents each for two or more copies.
Or-

Wrought Iron Pipes

Boilers;

just revised

of the General Conference, can

Valves; Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tuba.
lary, Flue

influen

Libraries.

TREATISE.
The New Treatise,

OF

Steam and Gas Fittings of all kinds;

School

Send your orders to the STAR OFFIOE, Dover, N, H

SOUTH NEWMARKET, N.H,
MANUFACTURERS

Sabbath

A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers,

PAUL, AGENT,

|

BURLINAMGE,
’

8

200

| 45
bo
100
100

Nattie Nesmith; or, The"Bad Girl,
Blue-eyed Jimmy ; or, The Good Boy,
Johnny Jones, or, The Bad Boy,

LR.

SI

As some rare perfume in a vase of clay
:
Pervades it with a fragrance not its own—
So, when Thou dwellest in a mortal soul,
All heaven’s own sweetness seems around it
thrown.

owners,

she was buried. And itis well; for there
was even a much higher necessity in her

what

it for a man

making himself a blockhead, too.

his house, that he may es-

tablish his nest on high.” If all things unfairly
gotten and wrongly detained could
be set free and remanded to their righttul

there he from house to house, from person
to person, from purse to purse,—from capital to labor—from labor to capital. If some

in

ble is

AES

Quench, ere it rise, each selfish, low desire, ©
And keep my soul as Thine—calm and dvi

gain for

science, but the intemperate ? So impossi-

would

ST Bna

dark thought of
I

wicked

timber

I~

bide in me=o’ershadow by Thy love

talk, and seem to be only

trace of

maternal place

the

to him that procureth

Th.

1 breathe it back again in prayer to Thee.

**But his mother

a

from

100
100
100

Dover,
‘

N.EK

Lr RRR

Is all too pure, too high, too deep for me;

‘Weary of striving, and with longing faint,

The

as

her

died, nor how she died,.nor

That mystic word of thine, O Sovereign Lord!

The soul alone,

so. much

and office in the story. Making
no report
of her conversations, he is equally silentas
regards her death; telling never when she

Abide in Me.

half-formed purpose and
sin,

not

concerning

beam

answer it: “Woe

I al

flesh,” gives

‘mention

a brick and

to speak,
Word made

MARCH. 5, 1873.
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and passing directly over Mary
fourteen verses after, of ‘the
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G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
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should
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ad-

dressed to the Publisher.
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On our third page will be found a statement in which several choicé premiums are
offered

We

for

ask

new

subscribers

attention

to

to

them.

an interest for all our present
~

N.

B.

Our

ministers

the

Star.

They

have

subscribers.

and

others

who

are dispofed to undertake special service
as agents to procure subscribers, are invited

to

us

write

will endeavor

at

to make

this office,
such

and

we

arrangements

with them as shall encourage them to take
We hope to hear from
hold of this work.
a good

number

The

of them

Soul
i

at once.

——

there are passions in him that might have
flame by evil

may still be fanned ‘into a
influences,

and before which

his better impulses and purposes may go
down like stubble belofe a prairie fire, or
like the granite warehouses of the city beTore the terrible charge of the conflagration.
The purest spirit still shows its earthly
affinities.

Even

laughs at moral

more than

others, he who

danger is liable to be the

next victim, and he who

thinketh

he stand-

eth may well

lest he

fall.

take

These best hours may not, as we have
said, come often.
But they do not general-

ly come once for all.”

They

vary with

heed

For

the motions of sin may still ‘be seen in the
members ofithe nature that is saintliest at
the center,
And that fact sets forth the

the

To the

ear-

nest, dutiful and aspiring ones, they are less
rare and more suggestive.
But they do not
multiply themselyes so as to lose their special power.
’

There is a plant which blossoms once ina
hundred years. Like it, the soul blossoms
now and then, to show its capacities, to assert its grandeur, to prophesy of its wondrous future. And this is the lesson to be
learned from these exhibitions of the soul at
its best. ‘We see what great forces it carries
even when they lie latent; what a real majesty belongs to its structure even when it
is veiled ; what a wealth of experience it
may claim even when the life seems prosy;
what a song it has the ability to swell even
when its lips are silent; what a hight it is
able to attain even when it is stumbling
along the lowly valley ; how it may be at
home amid

at its Best.

‘* But for the grace of God, there goes
George
Whitefield,” said that prince of
preachers, as he saw a poor sin-stained
wretch dragged off to prison by the officers
whom he was resisting with drunken folly
and brutal desperation.
There was reason as well as grateful
humility mn the remark. The germs of the
worst characters lie in human nature, not
only at its average level, but even at its
highest. He who knows himself best sees
most cause for self-distrust.
He knows
" been and even

STAR, MARCH 5,

“his proclamation of liberty that changed triomphant, glorious. All’ this is possible
a race from chattels into men. It has and practicable. We believe God wills it,
| come to many
a wan and woman, in the that this needy world calls for it, and that
| shop, or street, or field, or home, or closet, with the blessing of Heaven we shall bring
and lifted ‘hem as into a higher realm, it to pass.
where they breathed a new air, and caught
a glimpse of the unutterable glory which
Western New York.
they could never forget in all the longest
and darkest nights of the after years.
|
A short trip to the Western portion of N. |

degree and habit of obedience,

New Subscribers.—Prémiums.
Le

MORNING

the

splendor

of heaven

even

when it sits bewildered in the earthly darkness. And, possessing such a soul, one may
well keep it from earthliness even though it
requires hard and constant work, and comfort himself with a brave hope even when its
weaknesses will hot be

hidden,

and

when

every step leads over a path that is rough
and painful. Climbing upward and living
truly,its goal is the perfect life and its coronation is sure.

After Darkness,

the Morning.

A note from Rev. Dr. Cheney, received a

few days since, announces that the papers
have just been signedby some generous and
public-spirited men in Boston, which guarantee $100.000 to Bates College, on condition that an additional

$100.000

be

raised

from other sources within the next- five
years. It is just what might have been expected of Bro. C., that he should say, in
view of this new success and responsibility :
“It is not in the power of language to express the gratitude and joy I feel. . . I
mean that the $100.000 mentioned in the

baptism;

to the three

disciples

condition shall somehow

be raised, even

at

at

the

there is need that we gird up our loins for

transfiguration;
to the whole gathered
companyin the tongues of flame on the
day of Pentecost; to Luther climbing the

the braye and earnest work that
make this generosity serve us.

Scala Santa at Bome on

this opportunity, we will not allow ourselves

Bunyan in

his kneés;

to

But at this bour, and in

the

can alone
presence

of

the cell of Bedford jail; to to despond, or croak, or anticipate evil, or

Giough when his friend at Worcester

him stripped and wounded

found

and ready

to

die, and bade him rise and be whole, with

a voice that had.a divine

afresh ‘how

closely,

by means

of

beartsbonds and Christian sympathy, New

Hampshire may be wi edded to New York,

:

The N. H. Constitution.

There is a growing conviction that it
‘doesn’t need a host to legislate for New
Hampshire, Excepting the French AssemY., recently made, had its special enjoy- bly and British Parliament, we have probments as well as its taxations. Ofthe gen- ably the largest deliberative assembly in
erous courtesies received, both of a public the world. Even the U. 8. Congress, inand a private sort, the impulse would cluding Representatives and Senators, has
prompt us to say much ; but words can only not so many members as the législature of
partially express what is in the heart, and a our little State. A law-making force of 817
free mention of what is personal is apt to men, made up of 243 Representatives and
savor of egotism and be of little account to 74 Senators, is deemed sufficient to manage
the public. Let those things pass.
the affairs of the Union. But to keep New
| The church at Fairport has gone on
with Hampshire in order requires 370 men,—
its" work quietly during the past year, and only 12 of that number make up the
Deaths, removals, and ‘other causes have Senate.
somewhat lessened the efficiency of other
The proposition, therefore, to amend the
days. But the hearty union and the active constitution, so as
to give us more Senators [
co-operation of all its forces would even and fewer Representatives,
is quite pertinow make it strong in itself and a great nent.
At present, the Senate is a mere
power for good in the community.
It ‘has caucus, so far as numbers is concerned.
changed pastors frequently during the last And in the same respect, the House
might
few years. It changes aguin this spring, as at any time be taken for a State convention
,
Rev. R. H. Tozer, a good, able and true- —and well dttended at that. If the
people
hearted worker, has already signified his require 358 men to look after their interests
intention to leave in a short time, His fu- in one part of the Capitol, surely the State
ture field is not yet chosen.
;
can justly claim more than a meager dozen
There is no F. Baptist church in Seotts- to watch its interests in the other.
ville. But there are a few genuine F. Baptist
There are several considerations. in favor
Christians there, who possess elements: suf- of this amendment.
There is in no sense
ficient to make them a tower of strength in an equilibrium between the two branches.
any Christian undertaking to which they If the Senate is large enough, the ‘House is
might resolutely give themselves. And if simply monstrous. They niust be mighty
the interest shown by the people generally Senators, if one of them is equal in any
in the few discourses which have fallen from sense to thirty Representatives. But that is
F. Baptist lips in that place, be any ‘indica- the ratio. To be sure, a dozen men can be
tion of their sympathy with the special prin- easily watched, and can readily check each
ciples held and maintained by our body of other. A vote sold there would be quickly
Christians, certainly a disciple of Randall known to the other eleven.
But those are
and Marks might fittingly testify that they minof considerations.
A safe variety of
were “not far from the kingdom.” Scotts opinion and sentiment can hardly” be found
ville is not large bodily, but it certainly among a dozén men selected as our State
seems to carry a brain and keep a soul.
Senators are. The other nine are likely to
The brief stay at Pike was in many ways vote as the three strongest and most influenenjoyable. It was the firstvisit there. We tial ones do. That may not be because the
had had only very general and imperfect nine are destitute of opinions.
It is an alideas of the place;of its history, character most universal. law. But it doesn't opeand prospects, and of the Seminary which rate in a direot ratio. Double the number,
has partially reported itself in these columns and you naturally more than double the
for some years past. Rev. D. Jackson is positive, prevailing sentiment of the body.
deing excellent service as pastor of a good, There would be a safer variety of opinion,
strong, public-spirited church, though his and more force in expressing it, so that
feeble health makes even his regular efforts conclusions would more rarely (be reached
sometimes" burdensome
to him.
Prof, in a fatal hurry.
But if the Senate needs increasing, the
Morgan has taken hold of the work at the
Seminary with a rare self-devotion, energy, House certainly needs reducing, and in | |
proportion. To begin with, it |
faith, persistence and pluck.
And, here as greater
elsewhere, these qualities steadily conquer entailsa needless expense upon the State. |
difficulties and win succesgf
Both as man- Dover, for instance, is entitled to ten RepOar . interests are not
so
ager, teacher, and agent for the security of resentatives.
an endowment fund, he has shown large manifold nor exacting, but they might be
aud grateful ability. He has the strong safely trusted with half the number. So

the sacrifice of my life, if that is necessary.”
Ten thousand partially relieved and gladdegradation of the human spirit, the worse
dened
hearts will greet this announcement
side of the soul; and it urges the need of
‘Thank God!"
prayer, and shows how vital is the work of with a burst of gratitude.
redemption which Christ comes to accom- are the words that will leap from lips that
quiver with the iutense
feeling that
plish.
And there is no
But there is another view that is proper struggles behind them.
konfidence of the community ; his plans for
to be taken. It is the other and more cheer- danger that the noble men who pledge this
the future of the Seminary seem to us well’
ing half of a great truth. It isa half also aid will be forgotten in the joy, nor that the
adapted to existing wants and circumstanthat is meantto be seen, studied, interpret- persistent and anxious efforts of the Presices, and they are being worked in a most
dent
will
fail
of
hearty
recognition.
ed, and used. We need its ministry not a
For this pledge means something. They promising way. A few more thousand dollittle. And he who never turns to it loses a
precious lesson and misses one of the high- who give it are men who weigh their words lars are wanted at once to complete the
specified endowment, put the enterprise on
est stimulants.
That view is given us and acts. They do not put their names to a
when we see the soul at its best, and let it legal document heedlessly. They make no a firm basis, and insure a Seminary of high
promises till they can see a way to perform grade and widening influence. We can
impress us with its grand possibilities.
There are such seasons in the experience them. And they take care to lay all their not and will not believe that the waiting for
of all true and trustful men and women. plans afterward so that the pledged sum these few thousands is to be a long one. So
We be- good a work, nearly dote, must be cut short
To some they are more frequent, to others shall be ever ready for payment.
lieve
they
would
no
sooner
think
of
letting speedily by completion.—The Board of
more rare. But it is difficult if not imposTeachers there is evidently a superior one,
such
a
pledge
go
unkept
thanof
allowing
sible to find a real Christian who does not
know of them. Now they burst on us sud- their notes in the Bank to be protested. the number of pupils is respectably large
denly like the sun through a thundercloud, With them, therefore, the subscription and steadily increasing, and their faces sughiding the blackness overhead with the means full, prompt, unhesitating and cheer- gest that the quality of mind represented is
something to be glad and hopeful over.
ful payment when the conditions are met.
radiant bow,
and making
the drenched
It would be pleasant to speak becomingly
To
the
immedidte
managers
of
the
College
earth flash as though it were sown with
and
at length of the visit with Prof. M. to
it
means
a
most
grateful
relief
from
the
diamonds.
Then they come as quietly as.
the day climbs up the eastern heaven, and deepest anxieties ; light on a cloud that was at Portage, andof the picturesque and strik‘as gradually and as wondrously as the sum- times very dark; the opening of a door that ing scenery along the Genesee river for
mer moves on from the tropics to the polar had been long and eagerly sought for; the several miles. But we lack both the adeWe
zone, changing the brown fields to verdure, utterance of a promise for the future that at quate words and the requisite space.
can
only
say
that
an
appreciative
tourist
once
delights
the
ear
and
kindles
the
heart.
making the bare orchards flash into blossom, and filling the silent groves with For, while the College has managed to go would be richly repaid for taking a journey
melody. Faith then sees with unclouded along encouragingly and resolutely, so that of 500 miles to look it over in detail. 1t is
éye.
Hope spreads a broad wing and its students have had a pride in it and the something to inspect a railroad bridge 900
shoots upward.
Love burns with a glow general public has sometimes been surpris- feet long, thrown across a chasm 3800 feet
that is steady .and a fervor that melts. ed into admiration at the evidences of its deep,- and containing withir itself nearly
Prayer is a real talk with heaven. Purpose vigor and success; and while its history all the available timber grown on 200 acres
_is bigh and strong. Patience is calm while seems to have been an illustration of God's of excellent wood-land; to stand above or
it waits. Doubt for a time ceases to plague. providential care, yet they who have stood beside the rapids and the three successive
to
it, known
it
most
inti~ falls, by means of which the river hastens
Intuition triumphs over the logic of skep- closest
and
seen
and
felt
how and makes beautiful and majestic its moveticism.
When
materialistic science has mately,
the
demand
for en- ‘ment toward the sea; to study the face of
ended its cold-blooded demonstration, and imperative was
pushed God beyond reach, and proved that larged resources, have often found them- the rocky walls for miles, sometimes risthe soul is only the motibn of perishable selves plagued and oppressed with questions ing perpendicularly like masses of elabormatter, and that the life to come is only a touching its future such as they lacked the ate masonry 400 feet from the present rivdream, a superstition, a phantasy, then the wisdom to solve, and which called for a er bed toward the sky, cut out by the longheart rises up likea giant refreshed with steady faith that they could not always continued action of the stream; and espenew wine, and battles down the whole maintain. How much of cheer and hope cially to study the wondrous
ice formations,
host of enemies with the simple word,—¢I this pledge will give them they alone can —here huge, massive, solid ‘and white, as
know that my Redeemer liveth; the spirit know. And they do already begin to know though the Titans had wrought them from
within beholds the invisible; I feel that the something of this, and have confidence fo quarries of alabaster,—there grotesque,
grand words of prophet and apostle and look for more. Deeply grateful for ils se- weird and fantastic in outline, as if the
cure and honorable past, they now antici- phantasms of an. ugly dream had taken
Messiah hold the eternal truth!”
The triumph may not very often be as pate for it a richer and grander future. .
shape before the eye,—now clinging high
And yet this pledge means much hard | up to the face of the wall, and looking as
complete as is here set forth, but the soul
does know such triumphs and finds them work and very ample generosity on the part though they were ready to loosen their
real.
Such hours are not very frequent of all the friends of the College. As yet, hold and come thundering down like an
perhaps. They do not need to be. They none of this money has come into its treas- avalanche,—then spreading out, amid the
serve their highest ends perchance
by ury. There is no absolute promise of .any. spray from the falls into such forms of grace
coming only seldom. But they do come. It is all conditional. The sum of $100.000 and beauty as to suggest
the finest chiseling
Such an hour came to Abraham when eall- must be obtained from other sources before of the sculptor or the most delicate of
ed from his kindred, and when holding we can claim anything of this promised Mechlin lace,” while the sunbeams set them
the knife over his son at Moriah. It came: amount. To get that sum is now the work flashing with all the glory of ruby and
to Jacob when Ire lay on the earth and in hand,—perhaps it were better to say that emerald and sapphire and amethyst, and
dreamed at Bethel. It came to Joseph to give it, or at least a pretty good share of arched the whole scene over with the pris“wlhién he waited jin the Egyptian prison for it, is-the thing which we as F, Baptists are matic bow,—to see all this was enough to
now summoned to do. Not without effort make one forget weariness, and leave the
I
and se sacrifice isi this waiting boon to be soul dumb in admiration and the recognizto Elijah when the still small attaingd.™ No great and good thing comes’ ed poverty even of the most skillful speech.
Won without cost and struggle. It
on the heels of the tempest or is
When we have made a second and a long~ and earthquake; to Danielas he lay among would hardly bé good and great without er visit, and’ calmness succeeds to the tuthe lions; to John
when he heard the this. And so, while we clap our hands over mult of joy, and the abiding facts are no
voice and saw the dove at the waters of the generosity of these friends in Boston, more crowded out by the changing fancies,

accent in it; to

Lincoln when he carried into the Cabinet

indulge a sigh over the wailing toil and
sacrifice. Bates College must live, must
prosper, must grow, must have its resour-’
ces doubled again and again, its sphere and
work enlarged, its future made beneficent,

and the hushed thought has been able to
break into articulation, we may
describe the region. Till then,
to the lovers of what is grand
ful in nature, Go to Portage

attempt to
we only say
and beautiand see for

yourselves.”

‘We are again

at home

tum, tired but rested,

and in the

kilent but

sanc-

still hear-

.ing the echo of friendly voices, bringing
back to the world of thought some fresh
stimulants

from

the

world of

sense,

and’

1873.
Pe

feeling

————

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business, remittances of money, &c.,

THE

RRC AR

with

most of our cities, and with

many

of

our large towns.’ The average pay of
members of the Legislature is $2.00 per

day.

This makes an aggregate

of $740.00

for each day's session. The sessions are
rarely less than thirty days long. Which
makes $22,200.00 for each session. That
doesn’t include the pay of clerks, and secretaries, &c., which would

largely increase

the amount. But even this expense is
something worth looking at in considering the numerical size of the Legislature.
And a reduction would hardly diminish the
intellectual force of the House, for.we

| pose it is generally

admitted

dealof ordinary talent must

that

sup-

Lord:

in. the

old

grove,

own

house,

school-house,

Far preferable

barn,

Spirituality.
What is most needed

of churches

for

and denominations?

As this

question is considered from one position

has decided that McEnery's is the legal
power, while the President still persists mn
sustaining Kellogg.
But the President has
lately sent a message to Congress, asking
that some legislation relative to Louisiana

affairs be had before adjournment, He
would then know what to. do, and that

would relieve
unpresidential

adornings, than

him of the charge
preference.
The

of any
matter

these without the spirit. So be sure to ob- will necessarily come
up before the extra
tain this first, and by following the path of
session of the Senate, for two Senatorsduty, ‘the other will be provided
in due
time.
So with reference to a pastor. The aim
is to get one who can draw and keep a congregation, and secure the most influence.

elect will present themselves from Louisiana, claiming seats in Congress.
THE CREDIT MOBILIER REPORT.
The exciting topic of the week has been
But the most eloquent, or learned, or pol- ‘the discussion of the Poland Committee's
The expulsion of
ished speaker is not always the most suc- report in Congress.
Ames and
Brooks was urged in able
One of far less accomplishments,
cessful,
rich in experiences of vital truth, may be speeches by Poland, Banks, Niblack, Stevtenfold more useful. And suppose the min- enson, Shellabarger, Merrick, &e.; while it
was opposed by Butler, Hale, Bingham,
ister have all needed qualifications, he can
do little withoys the earnest sympathy and Voorhees, Beck, Ritchie and others. * The
The church discussion consumed nearly three whole
co-operation of his people.
Many
then, instead of depending on a preacher to days, besides part of each night.
bet- objected to expulsion altogether, while
make them what they ought to be, had
ter go at once to God for thie anointing others who opposed the expulsion of Ames
whereby they may discern the realities and and Brooks, would favor a more general
responsibilities that surround them. Then censure, which should include all those
they cdn consistently pray for a pastor, and Representatives who had any part in the
expect the right one to be sent to them. ~~ business. But a substitute for the CommitIn the appliance of the best means and tee's report, severely censuring Ames and
measures, we are liable to be absorbed in Brooks, was finally adopted, and after a
little sparring the Committee was dis
the means, to the loss of what gives means
all real value. The great thing needed is charged. That disposes of the matter in
the power of vital religion in the soul. —J. the House for the present. But the excitement is kept up by the report of the special
J. B.
Senate Committee recommending the exCORRESPONDENCE.
Our correspondents
pulsion of Patterson.
This matter will
are especially generous just now.
If their doubtless be disposed of in a few days.
letters-were not so good and timely, we |
DEATH OF DR. GUTHRIE,
should be tempted to quarrel with

them for

Rev. Dr. Guthrie, an eminent pulpit

ora-

their large offerings. But that would seem
tor and philanthropist of Scotland, died
ungrateful, and we won't do it just now.
last week.
He has long been known as
The letters are all richly i:
an ardent friend of the temperance cause
and if they do lessen the variety and the and worker in it, as well as a practical
brevities a bit in the present issue, we philanthropist in its best sense. He was
don’t think any appreciative and reasonable
Editor at the time of his death of the Sunreader will complain,
day Magazine. Coming so soon after the
Tuat DREAM.
Miss Crawford usually
thinks and writes to some
purpose, whether
.
her thoughts come to find her night-dreaming or day-dreaming. Her article on our

. death

|

of

Norman

Mcleod,

the

editor

of

Good Words, his decease makes a marked
| impression upon a wide circle of friends
{| aud acquaintances.
:

AFFAIRS IN SPAIN,
The
new
Spanish Republic is getting
pondering afterward. She. is plain and |
It has been recognizpungent, but her heart is, as always, full | along decently well.
of the truest kindness.
Indeed, it is her ed by the United States, Switzerland and
love for the cause in India that makes her one or two other powers, while Austria,
so unequivocally faithful to what she be- Prussia, Russia, &c., consider that the Resecond page deserves a careful reading

and

lieves to be her

and

public is not yet secure enough in the pos-

the

session of power to be fully recognized as
one of the European Governments.
The
Carlists are busily plotting insurrections,
and a large force of them is gathered in

sisters

in

duty

to her

America.

brethren

‘Faithful

wounds of a friend.”

There

are

seems

to

be

a reason for her discipline. May we all take
it as we ought, find it profitable, and not
miss the proper interpretation and application of her striking and
suggestive
dream.

of

NEW

Rev.

column,

SUBURB,

S. D.

Bates,

concerning

Linndale, is

The
found

the

statement
in

new

commended

to

another

village
the

of

attention

of our readers. From what we have been
able to learn, ‘we think the rarest and
highests inducements are held out to those
wishing pleasant and morally desirable
homes near one of the most beautiful and

may be obtained of Rev. A. K. Moulton,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Success to Linndale.

Events of theWeek.
ANOTHER FIRE IN BOSTON.
Last Thursday forenoon a five-story brick
building at the corner of Hanover and
Blackstone

Sts.,

Boston,

was

destroyed

by fire, While the firemen were on ladders placed against a wall of the burning
building, the wall fell, killing two of them,
mortally wounding another and burying
several in the ruins, some of whom will
doubtless die from their injuries. This

‘kind of fatal casualty has been alarmingly
frequent in
months. . |

Boston

during

the

past

few

THE TRIUMPH OF ALEXANDER.
the prosperity

and dogs his own protecting. Besides, a
committee appointed hy.the U.S. Senate

or

affairs,—where, we humbly venture to suggest, they are quite as much needed.
But the clause that most needs amending,
if not expunging, is that which thriving of cities, and who wish also to
prohibits Catholics from holding public aid in fashioning the institutions that prooffice. It is simply a dead letter. It has mote good order, education ‘and religion.
not been observed these many years. But Our own brethren may there confidently
the disgrace of retaining it is just as fla- seek a pure atmosphere for the body and
grant. It might be winked at in New soul of their families, and gratify & wholeYork. But there is no immediate danger|. some ambition'to build up the church of
that our Catholic brethren will conspire to ‘Christ after"what seems to them the New
Fuller
information
manage New Hampshire affairs in the inter- Testament pattern.
ests of the Blessed Virgin. But suppose they
were numerically capable of doing it, their
votes would be thrown only for such candidates as would regard their interests, so
that the result would be the same. It is
an expression of old time relentlessness.
"Let it be removed, and perhaps the Old
Man of the Mountain will smile next summer in appreciation of the Christian magnanimity of his sons.
This matter will probably be brought
to the attention of the next Legislature.
There ought to be but little doubt of the
result. Many of our readers in remote
parts of the country will doubtless. be glad
to knqw that this reform is contemplated
in their native State.

in Louis

Both legislatures are

in session, both governors are publishing
messages, and there is a mutual resort to
the military for protection. But with this
difference,—the President has furnished
soldiers to protect Governor Kellogg, awhile
Governor McEnery raises his own soldiers

to have the living

spiriv without the outward

Which will-not be among

iana still continues.

Such a church will be successful

be taken
in | — THAT

after their

a trifle per day.

the events of this Présent week,
LOUISIANA AFFAIRS.
The uncertain state of affairs

though its faith have to be tried still longer

a good

making up the complement.
A reduction
would certainly lessen the campa‘gn perplexities and expenses in most of the towns
and cities, besides leaving a good many

citizens at home to look

more eligible place,or had a more attractive
preacher, they could prosper; but until
these can be provided, little or nothing can,
be done. So every effort is employed to
obtain the object; but the result often is
a failure. The church dies in providing
the object sought, either literally before it
is obtained, or if it is received, in losing the
spiritual power necessary for its proper
efficiency. *
A church edifice, convenient in its locality and accommodations, substantial, tastetul, is a worthy object to be sought by any
congregation, but not necessarily the first
or most essential. The primary requisite
is that the members themselves be lively
stones, built into a spiritual temple of the

the North, to meet whom

the

regular

gov-

ernment has organized an army of twenty
battalions.
In the meantime, a family
council has been held by the Spanish Bourbons in

Paris, and ex-Queen

Isabella

has

summoned her son, the Prince Alfonso, to
a consultation. There are prevalent statements that Amadeus was outwitted in his
abdication. As his quarrel was with the
ministry, and as the Army opposed the
ministry, he supposed he would be recalied by the Army and continue King with
their.support. Which only furnishes further
evidence that men are like mice in respect
to straggling plans.
But there is hope of:
the Republic yet.

Deaoninainal News and Noes.
A Word

for Our

Work.

A

"HARPER'S FERRY, W..VA.,
bey
Feb. 20, 1873.
Say to all, the battle goes well! Victory
and) volunteers cheer us on, and we look
for still greater things.
Many thanks to
all who have helped the Shenandoah Mission the past year.

Our

interest

now cen-

ters in the Normal Department of Storer
College.
Through its hundreds of students, largely gathered ‘by the untiring
labors of the faithful missionary teachers,
who followed in the footsteps of the soldiers
in blue, our field is enlarging every day,
and we are doing more now than at any
previous time. A glorious work is spread
out. before us, and near and far the whitened harvests wait for reapers. The time has
come when we. must have more buildings,
more teachers, and more moneyto meet
the pressing demands upon us, honor Christ

Alexander H. Stevens, next to the chief
of Rebels, he having been Vice President
of the Confederacy, has been electéd to

or

the

and his cause, and do what our Denomination has prayed for the privilege of doing,
for fifty years past. No mission pays like
this. We have the gold in the rough, and
not dross to begin with, as it often happens

U.S. Congress from Georgia, What part
another, different answers are given. Some can he properly have in the councils of a
say, wealth. If we had greater material Nation that he did his utmost to destroy ? in mission work. The Trustees have just
resources, we could prosecute our various But then, this is the era of good feeling, voted to make a special effort to raise funds
enterprises with more vigor and success. and we must all step up and embracé him and go forward. Bro. Morrell will still
Others reply that the lack is of men of abil- in turn. It will be Jeff Davis's turn collect the Lord's gold and silver, and also
ity. + Another puts it in education. Multi- next,
take good care of all the Gov. Bonds and
ply the facilities of education, strengthen
PREPARING TO STRIKE.
“Wills” put in his hands for
Storer
the institutions, as the most direct way of
It will be something of a blow if these College. It has also been decided to send
accomplishing the desired result. Another organizations
all strike at once. The out a band of students to sihg money into.
still would have more done for missions, Crispins in Massachusetts and in New Enour treasury, to build a boarding hall fox:
or Sabbath schools, or church extension.
gland generally, Cabinet-makeérs in New
girls, as soon as practicable. We trust the
Important and essential as are all these York, several organizations in the West, Union Chorus will have a hearty welcome
objects for the furtherance of the gospel, and nearly all the miners in certain parts among all our people. It will not bea
they are but means, and as such not the of England, are prepared for a combined whit behind the popular Jubilee Singers,
most direct. ~The great need i8 spirituality, blow at the interests oftheir employers, un- and we hope to share in the patronage of
~hearts imbued with [the spirit of Christ, loss their pay is increased at once, There the public quite as generously, since there
exercising strong faith in the divine prom- are attempts at compromise, which prom- ismo ground more historic in the South,
ises, and fully donsecrated to the service of ise well in some quarters, but the main
than Harper’s Ferry, and no Institution
(yod. There is danger of depending un- event is uncertain. Probably this same more deserving of the sympathy of all the
duly on secondary means, Fatal mistakes matter will keep vexing society till capital- friends of Christ, humanity, and our comare often made in this way.
A church ists conclude to turn their possessions over mon country.
struggling for life and progress, think if to their workmen, these to be masters of - We feel especially grateful to those who

5 So

: 7 mo

hi

RG

they had a better house of worship, or in a

the situation while those
\

laborfor
w

thém
4

at | have

given

to aid

girls

in this school. . I

N

the R. R., with streets crossing them.
Sevebal manufacturing companies have . puron
chased sites in the lower parts of the village,
the banks of a small stream, and will erect
buildings in the spring. These establishments

girls are receiv-

sum has been con-

and other things, and

“pray for generous gifts.
. A large

churches

N

and blessing a

fow months since is more precious than
gold, though we were very thankful for
May they and all others share
their gifts,
richly in heaven's best blessings. My heart
is full of gladness in Jesus, for I know our
Father's hand is on the helm.
ANNE 8. DUDLEY.
;

to know that he does not purpose so to do.

very pleasant part of the proposed
resides

now

town.

New, ORLEANS, Feb. 10, 1873.

at

No.

village.

Woodland

788

we organized a Q. M. of four churches. It

Avenue,’

*

before purchasing
S. D. BATES.

Western Elomes.

part of the Staté that are thinly settled, and
which are open to those with large or small

oyer

extend

the whole city. The cause demands, and we
must have, a missionary here, or suffer
greatly. Bro. Blackstone is a fine looking
and

man, intelligent, a good reader

means.

and in fact of the Great

portions

West,

of

for grain

Iowa,

and

stock raising. Emigration has swept by us here
to Kansas and Nebraska for years, and has left

writes

very well, has a good voice and is an able

this country

He was offered $600.00 a year, to
speaker.
* go with another denomination, but would

not leave the Freewill Baptists.

It is one of the best

partially

vacant

for

would prefer paying a moderate

Pars

settlers

who

for

land

price

His house

ranges at from $5 to $15 per acre.

ton and Missouri

River

University, and

tuition

free

fers to give him

entirely

help him

some

besides, if

Ir

Our church in Augusta, Me., was organized in
It consisted of seven members, who wor1834.
shiped in a room on the first floor of the ‘town
pastor. Bro.
was
Rev. Silas Curtis
house.
Curtis left in the fall of 1838, on account of the
inability of the church to support preaching.

These churches will then need a pastor, and
parties may address Geo. Miles, Mayville, or O.
Patten, Kingston, Tuscola.Co., Mich.
REV. J. 8. DINSMORE

pastorate

with

the

wil] close a four

Burns

and

Sixty-nine persons were admitted to the

years’

Pleasant’ Hill

churches, in Henry Co., I1l., on the last Sabbath
in April. The churches are in want of a pastor,
and invite correspondence with any of our ministers desiring to labor for the
Master. The
churches are well united, no discord exists, and
any man who goes there will find a warm_heart-

ed and

trusty band

of workers.

Correspond-

ence directed to Rev. J. S. Dinsmore,
A. A.
Taylor, Geo. Cormean or Wm. Roberts, Burns,
Henry Co., 111., will receive prompt attention.

PINE
enjoying

ST. CHURCH,
about

our

of late have joined

MANCHESTER.
usual

the

prosperity.

Lord’s

army,

We are
Several

and

are

church

during his pastorate ; and of some of them Bro.
C. has said: “ they were the most devoted, benevolent, self-sacrificing and persevering: Chris3
tians I ever knew.”
After Bro. Curtis left, the church continued
to meet for public worship, having occasional
preaching; but it finally ceased to exist.
In 1850 a few.brethref) and sisters remaining
. Jobn Stevens to visit
in the city invit
them with a view of establishing a new ° church.
The first meeting was held on the first Sunday in
The congregation.at
December in Darby Hall.
To
first numbered forty, and soon increased.
give the cause more strength a union was" effect
and the
in Hallowell,
ed with the brethren
church recéived the name of the Augusta and
Hallowell church. Bro. Stevens continued to
labor, aided by our Home Mission Society, until

doing valiant service.
Rev. Thomas Tyrie, a Methodist pastor of this
place, has of lute, and unsolicited, united with 1852.
;
;
our church, and proposes to labor with us in
I had the honor of following Bro. S., going to
the gospel. He is a young man of fine abilities
Augusta in June, 1852. I was a long time in
and unquestioned piety, and, with a heart full of
coming to a decision to go, having in view anothpious enthpsiasm,
will strike telling blows for
er field of labor; but the urgency of Bro. Stevens
the Master. He is ready to correspond with
pastor, and of Bro, Curtis as Secretary of
churches in need of a pastor, and may be ad- as the
Mission Society, decided the question.
Home
k¥he
Com. 4
dressed at this place.
The building of a house of worship was made
The house was dedicated free
Tae LADIES’ Benevolent Society of Sabattus, my first work,
Nov. 8, 1833,—~sermon by Bro. Curtis,
debt,
of
for
money
raise
to
Fair
a
held
recently
Me.,
those that are neyer forfrom which they realized The sermon was one of
building a vestry,
fed by it have passed
were
who
Some
gotten.
There was no resort to ring or guess
$162.80.
eat at the Father’s table, and not a few
cakes, grab bags or any form of lottery, It was on to
On the 220d of Sepa pleasant and profitable occasion, resulting, we are feeding upon it to-day.
institution at Lewisthe
of
idea
the
1854,
tember,
trust, in an-inerease of zeal in the Master's servton was born, and from that time until the time
L. DEXTER.
ice.
I left Augusta, I deyoted a large share of my
to its interests. I resigned in 1856, and left
time
A Card.
.
Eighty persons were added to
for Lewiston,
This is gratefully to acknowledge the receipt
the church during my pastorate.
of bedding valued at $27.00 to furnish rooms for
His pastorate
. Rev. G. W. Bean followed me.
students
in Storer Normal school, Harper’s
continued four years,~until 1860. Ninety-three
Ferry, West Va., also $21.00 cash, to purchase
were added to the church.
farniture for the same,~from Mrs. M. F. Smith
Rev, Hiram Whitcher succeeded Bro. Bean,
and other friends, in Winchester, Mass., and
remained one year, leaving in June, 1861,
He
vicinity,
A. H. MORRELL, Soliciting Agent.
After Bro. Whitcher left, the church was one
» Harper’s Ferry, West Va., Feb. 21, 1873.
year without a pastor. In June, 1862, one was
secured to the joy of many hearts in the person
‘
Donations.
of Rev. C, F. Penney, the present pastor. ‘Bro.
BE. M. Corey gratefully acknowledges the reP. graduated at Bowdoin College in 1860. Bro.
ceipt of $116.00 cash from the good friends in Phillips, of our mission in India, Bro. Perkins
Raymond and Franklin, Wis., the proceeds of of R. I., and other Free Baptists were members
two
donations,~Raymond
$100.00, Franklin
of the same class; so that if I remember rightly,
$16.00.
: tho commencement of that year was humorously

THE people of Georgiaville, R. I., have the called the Free Baptist commencement of Bowthanks of M. W. Burlingame and family for doin College! Bro. Penney was also a graduate
their annual visit Jan, 80, and a donation of of the Theological school at New Hampton, N.
$121.00.
H., having been connected with it two years.
Ir 1866 the house of worship was repaired at an
Linndale,

This is the name

of a’ new

suburban

4 1-2 miles south-west of ¢“ Monument

in thé city of Cleveland, Ohio.

village,
Square,”

It is situated

on

the Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati and Indianapolis Railway.
Trains from
Cleveland = to

Toledo run over the same track. It is located
at the summitof the heavy grade, out of Cleveland, the first place cars can stop, just far enough
for the first station outside of the city, Itis one

sion with

*¢ Brown’s

Haverhill;

pay

postage.

Meserve—L

its

effects

cures

are

marvelous.

of rheumatism,

sprains,

swellings,

salt-rheum,

has

&e.,

and

of strains,

spavin,

one

year

have, all

upen

5

other

yr

lanmore

animals in
remedies

received. We will gend a circular containing certificates, the recipe, &c., gratis, to any one requesting

sweenied

horses

and

dollars

mules, or

Lini-

for spavined

or

screw-worm

in

for

Stock-owners—this liniment is worth your
attention. ‘No family should be without Centaur
sheep.

Maine, There have been added to the church
p to this date since Bro. P. has been in Augus-

Liniment,

|

J.B. Rose

Castoria

& Co., New

York.

is more than a substitute for Castor

Boston,

thence by

Education

Seciety.

SILAS

,

70.00
3.95

$73.95

Treas.

CURTIS,

Mrs Laura A Noble, Essex, Essex Co, N XY
A friend,
N'Y city,
Mrs Mary Brown,
Mrs Williamson,
¢

Mrs J Whyte, Jersey City, N'Y,

200.00
1.00
50
2.06

2.00

Mrs K Marey, Brooklyn, N Y,
Two friends,
$e
Mrs H E B Chase, *
Lizzie Titus,
t*
Friends’ 8 8, per 8 A Underhill, Brooklyn, N Y,
Mrs Silas Curtis, Concord, N H,
A friend, Halliston, Mass,
‘Wm Whitney,
.
Mrs Chapman and others,
Y city,
N
Lizzie Stevens,
Mrs Dr Stephen Smith, **
0 B Curtis, E Corinth, Me,
Me,
Wm H Stowell, New Portland,
hi
Asa Fulsom, Newport,
John Moses, Wellington,
hi
Joseph Townsend, k Wilton, **
A friend,
i
iy
O Royce, Farmington,
yy
sarah Dyer,
*
Falls,
by
A friend, Maine,
Mrs Albee Parsons, Eustis, *
»

Rey J Nason, N Berwick,

1.00
1.00
)
1.00
5.00
15.00
10.00
HU
1.91
25
5.00
1.00
1.00
SO
1.00
2.00
50
1.00.
1.00
8.00
1.00

*

Sallie Gould,
Wilton,
#t
Mrs Lothrop, Livermore Falls, Me,
O F Fletcher, E Dixdeld, Me,
Mr Allen,
bi
Collection,
i
iy
Lorinds Chase,
te
hod
mrs 8S
Joy,
hiv
iy
Wm Window,
Wy
“"
C M Smith,
se
3
J K Lyford,
wy
om

1.00

ng

92
5
1.00
Su
4.92
25
4D
50
1.00
1.00

$275.75
»
\
i
ANNE 8. DUDLEY.
Harper's Ferry, W. Va,, Feb, 20, 1873.
Foreign Mission,
Ni Sandwich, N H, por D Calle¥,
Sally Meader, Washington Heights, Ill,
Martha T Dyer, Newton, Iowa,
Hillsdale Q
M, Mich, per G R Holt,
Clymer & Harmony, N Y, per F A Ellis,
French Creek Q M,N Y, per J H Phelps, to
L Rogers LM,
.

Lorain Q M, O,

1saac Norton, $2,
Huntington Q M,
Vassalboro, Me,
Wheelock Q M,

produce

natural

sleep.

-

It con-

Topsham,
Saco,

per P Randall,’

Mary Norton, $3, Byron, Il,
Vt, per F Buazell,
per J E Mills,
Vt, per E C Smalley,

On O R Bacheler’s

in all parts of the country,

will be made

pawns i

where the Company is not now represent=
ed, with efficient and reliable men, who
will give personal attention to its busi=

con C

»
BRANCH

OFFICE at Philadelphia, where
is mainly transacted.

BETTER-~"BONDS!
An investment in the lands of the National C8lony

per cent. better than any Bonds or
pay 100
will
A small sum invested
Stocks upon the market.

TOMATO!

A NEW

MILLER,

[ introduce this season a new tomato, the CANADA
VICTOR, which i8 probably the earliest of all varieties.
It combines just what is wanted, viz. :—extreme earliness, large size, the round shape, solidity, richness
of color, with an entire freedom from greenness and
cracking around the stem, and first class cropping
qualities. Single packets of 25 seeds, 25 cents; five
packets, $1.00. Packets of 25 seeds selected from the
My Seed Catalogue

each.

few very earliest, 50 cents

4.50
‘50
8
4.0)
8.00
12,00

8.25

5.0
8.00
4.50
7.90

Constitutional Catarrh

18.00

12,40

well and cistern, at house, living springs, and a nevAbout 1-2
er failing stream with good water power.
post-office, stores, mills, mechanics, F. W.
mile fiom

Every Choir Should Have It!

TEMPLE ANTHEMS
For the Service of the Sanctuary,

ear the greatest

intense

able

suffering

and

feel

on receipt

not

glin

8.

Have tried any quantity of Catarrh Remedies,

ut have found no relief till I tried your Constitutional Catarrh Remedy, six months ago, and found immediate relief.
Catarrh and all its attendant evils have left: Headache, Pains in Loins aud Back, Dizziness, Loss of
appetite and General Weakness, Less than three
bottles of Conktitutional Catarrh Remedy have cured
Ihave not

me.

The

1, 1871.

nave suffered beyond description with running at the
nose, droppings ‘in the throat, chokings and stran-

been so well

since I can

of ONE

DOLLAR.

Publishers,

(Successors to Wm. B. Bradbury,)
NEW YORK and CHICAGO.
2teows

almost the

1am 53 years old; have had Catairh’ever since I
ears: old 3 and headache all the time;
was eighteen

Board Covers.

per Dozen.

& MAIN,

BIGLOW

say too much in favor of the Constitutional Catarrh
MRS. E. J. FLANDERS.
Remedy.
Manchester, N. H., Feb.

DOANE,

#a A Single Specimen Copy sent by Mail, post paid,

that has

that I can

Clear Type, -

Price, $12

to do the hardest work and

exposure, and

and W.H.

LOWRY

NOW READY.

Ibegan to take the ( ‘onstitutional Catarr)
cough.
1 began to grow better before
Remedy last August.
finishing the first bottle. I am now on the third botI
tle. My Catarrh is cured; my health is restored.
My whole system is
have no pains, aches or cough.

now

near the head of
acres, good buils-

ings,consisting of house with 10 rooms, besides clodets, good cellar, wood-house. 3 barns, carriageby
house, and necessary out-buildings. Watered

192 Pages,

from

FARM!

miles from Havana,
Lake, containing 110

47

H., and previously rea native of Weare, this
twenty-five years, ever
it bad all the time. It

Eureka-Machine

Twist,

50 and 100 yard Spools and 1 oz. Spools, for
JSacturing purposes, and the
|’

manu-

Eureka Button-Hole Twist.
best

10 yard Spools, are the

market.

For

sale

by all

and

cheapest

retailers

silk in the

and at wholesale

by the manufacturers,
SEAVEY,
FOSTER & BOWMAN,
8teowdd
33 WEST STREET, BOSTON

Write for Large Illustrated Descriptive Price List to

remember

as now. I feel as if I could not say too much for the
medicine or thank God too heartily that through its
instrumentality I have

been restored to health.

MARY M. ABBOTT.
No. 17, Manchester Corporation.
Manchester, N. H,, January 27, 1872.
The above lady is my Mother, I am a painter by
trade, and am a member of the City Council of Manchester. Every word that my mother states ie true.
JACOB J, ABBOTT.

PITTSBURGH PA.
Double, Single, Muzzle and Breech-Loading Rifles,
Shot’ Guns, Revolvers, Pistols, &c., of every kind,
for men or boys, at vory low prifes, Guns, $3 to
$300;

Pistols, $1 to $25.

relief.

The CONSTITUTIONAL CATARRH

REME-

DY strikes at the root, builds up the constitution,
makes it new, and drives away Catarrh and all diseases of the mucous membranes, and their attendant
yains and aches, pertaining to head, back, shoulders,

dneys and throat.
Price $1 per Bottle. Sold by all Druggists. A
Pamphlet of 32 pages, giving a Treatise on Catarrh,
and

containing

innumerable

cases

LITTLEFIELD
4t10

\

of

cures,

I

sent

& HAYES,
MANCHESTER,

N. H,

To Speculate Successfully.
RANDAL

H. FOOTE

& 00.,

Bankers and Brokers, 70 Broadway, N. Y.
Member of Stock Exchange and Gold Board.
REFERENCES. —~Mechanics Banking Association, or

Say Banking House or Commercial Agency in New
ork.
i
_N. B.—Pamphlet on “Wall Street and 1ts Operations,” free on application,
yl
By

SA ny

eowl2wi2

HOW

Hundreds of cases of a similar nature cured within
the last year. Snuffs and Lotions are onl jomporary

FREE by addressing the Proprietors,

Agency.

HREE
Seneca

suffered immensely. So bad were they, that a year
ago last summer I was obliged to lie in bed most of
Ihave tried all kinds of
the time for three months.
snuff and Catarrh remedies with no particular beneI had a hackin
fit, and consulted physicians.

me

SALE

A VALUABLE

Rev. ROB'T

Iam

paid. Address, BoSTON CULTIVATOR, Boston, Mass. 4t9

T

N

E

felt confused, and was troubled with severe headache

ave.

particulars

Baptist and Methodist churches ; 4 churches within 1
mile; land nearly level; soil fertile; price low; terms
easy. For particulars address G.W .SPAULDING, (on
the premises) Odessa, Schuyler Co., N. Y.. or REV.
CaLviy DODGE, Great Valley, Catt. Co,, N. Y.

Ialso had bad
at intervals, for a week at a time.
pains in shoulders, back and kidneys, from which I

rescued

for

Write

&c.

STOWE,

BEECHER

to J. B. FORD & CO., New York; Boston; Chicago;
or San Francisco.

Remedy, Manchester, N. H. :

medicine

man

ageney for the exclusive sale of works by HENRY
ARD BEBCHER, WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT, HARRIET

& HAYES, Proprietors of

I know it is this

for a reliable

with the assurance of making from $2,000 to
$3,000 a year, can be secured, in connection with an

FOR

period, and nights it would fill up and
run all that
in my throat, causing a feeling of chokdrop down
ng, so that I would spring up in bed to save myself
It affected my head so that I
from strangulation.

made over new.

Ohio.

WANTED. wages

Catarrh Remedy!
I reside at Manchester, N.
sided at Henniker, and am
State. I have had Catarrh
since I was 19 years old; had

& CO.

Toledo,

BUSINESS

FIRST-CLASS

A

AG

Chokings,
Throat,
in
Droppings
And
Stranglings, Pains in the Side, Loins,
General
and
Dizziness
Headache,
by -less than Three
Curgd
Weakness,
if
Bottles of the

To MESSRS. LITTLEFIELD

HUMISTON

[J

4t10

ad-

For particulars

Joy will secure a good farm.
ress

CONSTITUTIONAL

$62.99

cure wind-colic and

Contracts direct with the Company, giv=
ing liberal and continuous commissions,

Mrs.

A Woman Having Catarrh 35 Years,
:
CURED!

S Mix, Odessa, N Y, interest on $1000,
Wheelock Q M, Vt, per E ( Smalley,

:

are healed without a scar.

ment is worth one hundred

and

CATARRH!

SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

Concord, N.H.

not gone,

Centaur

EMPLOYMENT.

K. Brim-

W. F. Eaton,

Ky.,

any

Lizzie Mm. Colbath, of Charlestown, Mass.

Mission.

Concord, N. H,

human frame,

One bottle of the yellow wrapper

Rev.

It isa
than

other purely life company in the world, and is thus
enabled to reduce its rates to three-fourths those ordinarily charged. More than this, while by the Mutual system the policy-holders insure the company
by the stock system, the company insures the policyholders. Here, then, is no dividend delusion, but a
financial strength which makes the safety of the
policies absolute.

free to all. Dealers supplied at a hberal discount.
‘JAMES J. H. GREGORY,
Marblehead, Mass.
ol
4teowt

$103.00

It is no humbug. The recipe is published around
each bottle. It is selling as no article ever before
sold, and it sells Hpcause it does just what it pretends
todo. Those who now suffer from rheumatigm, pain
or swelling deserve to suffer if they will not. use
Centaur Liniment. More than 1000 certificates. of Temarkable cures, including frozen limbs, chronic.
rheumatism, gout, running tumors, &c., have been

it.

G

Forwarded,

Home

sidce the world began. It is a counter-irritant, an
all-healing pain reliever. Cripples throw away their
crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites are rendered
harmless and thé wounded

24, by

of Lexington,

FEATURES.

stock'company, with a larger cash capital

M Boni-

Hillsdale, Mich, per G R Holt,
Honey Creek ch, Wis, per G H Hubbard,
Col Honey Creek Q M, Wis,
if
Venice ch, Mich, per I B Nuon, EG Page,
NY Sly
Huntington Q M.
Vt, per John Buzzell,
Wheelock Q M, Vt, per E C Smalley,
Brownington ch, Vt,
St

burns,

pretended

SPECIAL

The company was chartered by Congress.

Charles

Ida

3,110
3

1t10

BY MAIL.

T H Hall, St John, N B, exp. to
boat.
:

scalds,

galls, &c., upon

Kennedy,

$430,671.29

e business of the company

Rev § W-Cowell, Ellenborough depot, N Y.
* J W Barr, Lebanon, Madison Co, N Y.
* BG Blaisdell, Laconia, N H.
“ 8 W Perkins, Canton, Me.
*
Hyatt, St Johnsbury, Vt.
“J E Burrell, Lexington, Va.
* FE Tuttle, N Lebanon, Me,
« N L Rowell, Manchester, N H.
“ EF N Wright, Waupun, Wis.
«1, Given, Meredith Village, N H.
Solomon Hallett, Webster,
Keokuk Co, Iowa.
K F Higgins, Renssaler, Iowa.
Hiram Champlin, LaPorte City, Iowa.
T P Moulton, W, Derby, Vt.
Mrs Lovina Winsor, Rome, Iowa.
EXPRESS.

palsy,

the

Everett, Mass., Feb.

1872..2,133,240.34

$6,197,457.00
issued during the year..
The above does. not include any of the Assets of
COMPANY OF NEW
the EXCELSIOR LIFE INSURANCE
YORK, which are to be transferred to cover the liabilities of the Bxcelsior, assumed by the'National.

Address

For Fund to Aid Boys and @irls in Storer Normal School.

produced

Miss

“1,

Al sssosessnannnnsns esessses

N. L. Rowell, Mr.

and

$

ness.

E Maxim—H

T Moore—L

Marston—J

Books

lock-jaw,

caked-breasts,

ear-ache,
than

It

is

Increase in Assets during the

Addresses.

N. P.

This is strong

neuralgia,

Office

Meeker—S Morse— LI Nutting—E Manson—S8 J Porter—G
Parsons—N Preble—W Russell-W
D Plummer—dJ
Sargent—Hattie
Randall-L
E Rand—F
Risinger—J
Swan—A Shepard -J Savage—Mrs P Sherman—D SherTibbetts
Twort—E
J
Studley—W
A
Seeley—L
W
man—G
—R H Tozer—A P Tracy—M Vanamburgh—S E West—G
C Waterman—L Webster- J Westlake—A 8 Whitley -Miss D Young.

FREE, to all

Where the parts are

In

Mr. John

meetings

D H Adams—C E Allen—S Blanchard—James

Liniment.

Jameness which it will not cure.

Dorsett

$1,157.907.55

TOTAL ASSETS, JAN. 1, 1873.$2,763,911.63

In
Westbrook, Me., Nov 20, by Rev. H. Whitcher,
Mr. Dennis Mahonney and Mrs. Anna Griffith. Dec.
19, Mr. G. W. Dennison and Miss Phebe L. Tracy.
Feb. 8, Mr. Levi Roderick and Miss Delia Sharon.
L.

$1,406,084.08

1ST, 1873.0 ceceencnecanens

SURPLUS (Security additional to
Re-Insurance fi eernanans a

Clapp, Jr., and Miss Mary M. Eastman, both of L.

field—L P Bickford—C H Burnham—A G Braan—M W
Burlingame—S D Bates—Mrs J Bartlett—S Curtis—E C
F Clark—Mrs N Clough—Mrs O G Clark—G L P
Cook—L
Corliss—E C Cilley—L D Carlton—J Cobb—Martha T
Dyer—Horace Dodd—A Dow—C H Divers—M C Dexter
—v 8 Dinsmore—G H Damon -Mrs OH Durrell—I Emery—W F Eaton—S Dunton—(' B Grifin—F Griswold—8
Gammon—A H
P ‘Gaskil—E Gove—Adna Garland—N
Huling—A Hicks—P Hugg-8 HUL-4 A Harrington -L
H KenWJ
N
D Howe—N Jones—N PJ
yon—G Lufkin—WH Littlefield—J Moxle —~Miss E MorMinor—D M
rison—A H Morrell—H H Manley—H

There is no pain which the Centaur Liniment will
not relieve, no gwelling it wifl not subdue, and no
guage, but it is true.

All

arrangements.

0liCieB. cesses ase datany $1,344,421 00

Chas. E. Clough and Miss
M.
Feb.
1, Mr. Geo. E.

ford, both of Standish.

re-

Losses Reported but not Due,
TOTAL LIABILITIES, JAN.

M.

Feb. 2, Thomas

amount

Total Number of Policies
issued during the year..
Total Am’t of Insurance

Miss Clara C. Whipple,both of L. Feb. 1, Mr

9, Lowell;

Value of Poli-

resent value of Re-Insured

Letters Received.

BOYER & CO., Parkesburg, Chester Co., Pa.

Centaur

March

1878.

In Lowell, Mass., Jan.
18, by Rev. J. E. Dame,
Mr. John A. Emery, of Cape Elizabeth, Me., and
Miss Olive W. Hamlin, of L. Jan. 25, Mr. Clarence
E. Churchill and Miss Ella A. Webster, both of
Lawrence.
Jan. 30. Mr.James H. Payson, Jr., and

Clerk.

Present

cies in force—or

Rev. Thomas Tyrie, Manchester, N. H.
—————
LB
hl
ll st
yh...

relief.

Address

&

$2,563,011.63

quired to safely re-insure all
outstanding risks, less the

C. O. LIBBY.

Sample packages of Mammoth Corn,
to

7, Lawrence;

make

and

Poss

SEEN OUR OFFER to send
specimen
of the American
Stoek

stamps

C.B.

for week days will be in the evening. Collections
passage of missionaries,
will be taken for outfit and
and will be independent of the apportionment.

THE attention of eur readers is directed to the advertisements of MiLLER, HUMISTON & Co., of the
National Colony, to be found in our other columns.

send

the

14, Pascoag; March 15, Providence, Park St.; March
16, A. M., Roger Williams; P. M., Olneyville; evening,
Greenwich St.; March 17, Pond St.
The pastors are requested to give notice of the

quality, and are so highly concentrated that a comparatively small quantity only need be used.
JOSEPH BURNETT & Co., Boston, Manufacturers
and Proprietors. For sale by all Grocers and Druggists.

who

March

Total

In Franklin, N, H., Jan. 22, hy Rev. J. Rand, Mr.
Frank M, Calley and Miss Martha A.George,both of F.

March 10, Taunten, Weir St.; March 11, 1st Taunton ;
March 12, Pawtucket; March 13, Blackstone; March

The Supe-

White Norway Oats. and Aliske Clover

of

more

LIABILITIES.

Heath and Miss Carrie F. Leavitt, both of M. Jan.
30, Mr. Bartlett Wilson and Miss Emma J. Edmands,

Sab., March2, A. M., Charlestown; P. M., North
Bennett St.; evening, S. Boston; March 3, Lynn;
March 4, Hampton; March 5, Amesbury; March 6,

now in the market.
They are not only true'to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best

Journal?

of Auburn.
Feb.8, Mr
Lorinda Cook, both of

QUINCY Q. M. will hold its next seschurch.on

dura-

Charles A. Newton, of M.,and Miss Mary F. Pinyrey,

present

worth

worth $1,170,197,). +4... “ 850,000.00

MARRIED
In Manchester, Feb. 20, by Rev.

Property

double the loan,).... . 909,913.44
on Collaterals, (Col.

34,176.54
Accrued Interest. .......oeeees
Deferred Semi-annual
and
Juarierly Premiums, on
olicies in foree............ 104,367.00
Premiums in course of collec54,322.24
tion and all other assets....
TOTAL ASSETS, Jan. 1,73 —

- Trains leave for Alton Bay.
9.00 10.50 A. M., and 6.10 P. M.

13. An urgent request 18 made, that

Honey Creek

gage

han
Loans

~Trains leave Dover for Portlan.
AM, AM.
PM. P.M,
10.10 10.45
2.58 6.08; and on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 8.10 ,p. M.

Appointments
For Rev. O. R. Bacheler on special agency :

riority of these extracts consists in their perfect purity
and great strength. They are warranted free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition of many of the factitious fruit flavors

HAVE
copies

the

ASSETS.

RAILROAD.

ARRANGEMENT,

$198,532.64

Cash in Bank and Trust Com$ 78,813.41
panies.
U. S. Bonds, (market value,).. 492,640.00
State Bonds. .... ene reyeave ren . 89,680.00
Loans secured by 1st Mort-

uses.

very

$884,805.82

\

187

MAINE

+. 157,360.67
12,850.08

DISBURSEMENTS.

days and Fridays at 7.40, 2» a.

A. T. GRAMAM,

Bronchial

Burnett's Flavoring Extracts.

4t)

Q. R. K., commencing ¥riday, March 28, at 2, P, M.

meetings,

AND

WINTER

come one day earlier in order to be

‘HANCOCK &

and

iees $714,685.17

Death Claims and Annuities $190,204.88
Surrendered Policies..
..... . 51,682.60
Re- Insurance «.o.oeeevee
.e.
4
Taxes and Licenses...........
8,
DIVIAGDAB
+ von cave srssvninsns’o
Commuted Commissions. .....
All other Expenditures.......
TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS. .

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
AM. AM. AM.
P.M. P.M.
5.50 8.50 A. M. 12.03 5.14. 8.43; P. M. and on Mondays

at our Tea Meeting, and thus help the church
in its
struggle to pay the debt on the meeting house.
:
Wu P. KINNEY, Clerk.

to a mild remedy, if neg-_

Troches ” give sure and almost immediate

expense of some $1700. In 1868, it was again repaired at an expense of nearly $5,000; so that it
is now one of the préttiest houses we have in

ta, one hundred and eighty-nine persons,—one
hundred and thirty-one by baptism, and fifty=
eight by letter.
Penney has been connected with the
Bro.
school Board of Augusta for nine years, and has

would yield

BOSTON

Q.M. will hold its next session with
F. B. church, March 14—16. There will

Q. M., March

members

2

Orders promptly filled.

and

bea Tea Meeting for the benefit of the Houlton F.
Baptist meeting
house, on the evening previous to

the

0)

Gold Premium .
TOTAL RECEIPT

8. FITCH,

pure, fragrant

1st, 1873.

RECEIPTS.

ble. Depot, 226 Pearl Street, New York,” If
your Grocer don’t keep it send to the Depot.

UNION, P.
Q., Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Eaton and Newport church, commencing March
8. We hope that oor brethren in’ the ministry will
not forget us in this-our time of need,
DANIEL JONES, Clerk.
HourLToN
(hg, Houlton

January

“Delapierre’s White Soap
It is perfectly

OF AMERICA,

Interest ......

is the Best and Cheapest for all Family

Notices and Appointments.

“A Slight Cold,” Coughs.—Few are aware
of the importance of checking a cough, or “SLIGHT
lected often attacks the lungs.

sold by all the Druggists

STATES

He

WASHINGTON, D. C.,

sends his “FAMILY
PHYSICIAN,”
9
pages, free by mail, to any one. This book is to
make any one their own doctor. Remedies are given
for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 8. S..FITCH & SON,
Broadway, New york
1y18

alwaye at hand.

17 Southampton Row, London, Eng.

SAFE AND RELIABLE.—There is mo disease of the
human system for which the VEGETINE can not be
used with perfect safety, as itdoes not contain any
metalic compound.
’

COLD,” which

is

UNITED

wv

Liver Oil and Lime.—Per=

DR. 8.

As the Pain Killer.

377 St. Paul Street, Montreal, Canada.

Greenfield chureh.
In consequence of the severe cold weather and drifts of snow the churches were not generally represented.
The meetings were very interesting, preaching acceptable, and we trust good was accomplished for the
Redeemer’s cause.
Rev. W. H. Waldron was
with us and preached an excellent sermon on
the Sabbath.
Next session with the the Jackson church, at
Savory Corners, commencing
May 80, at 2
o’clock, P. M.
A. D. Corse, Clerk.

in Augusta.

:

Dealers in Family Medicines.
PERRY DAVIS & 80N, Proprietors,
136 High Street, Providence, R. I.

with the

REV. E. J. DOYLE has resigned the pastorate
of the Dayton and Rich churches in the Genesee,

Throat.

and not get caught without a

Killer

COMPANY

sons who have been jaking Cod Liver Oil will be
Bloastd to learn that Dr. Wilbor has succeeded, from
irections of several professional gentlemen, in combining the pure oil and lime in such a manner that it
is pleasant to the taste, and its effects in lung complaints are truly wonderful.
Very
many persons
whose cases were pronounced hopeless and who had
taken the clear oil for a long time without marked
effect, have been entirely cured by using this preparation. Be sure and get the genuine. Manufaetured only by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, No. 166 Court
Street, Boston. Sold by all druggists.
1t10

use the PAIN KILLER
For Sprains and Bruises.
Eyer SAILOR should carry a bottle of
¥
Pain Killer with him,
EMEMBER, the Pain Killer is for both
Internal and External Use.

J. W. INGERICK, Clerk.

of Horehound and Tar.
Crittenton's, 7 6th Avenue. Sold by all Druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.

Wilbor’s Cod

THE

NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE

Treas

0 0, LIBBY,

C.

OF

8480.45i

Special Notices.

a COUGH or COLD,
Use the Pain Killer.

Pain

”

Hu

ET EVERYBODY

The

28 42
fesse
| | 7% =.
4.78
©
11.38
5.00
8.47
25.02
2,53
10,00
2.00
6.65
5,15
.
12,53
* 9.03
28.80
82.85
20.19
12.(3
100.00
00
$ito
’
2.02

;
Dover, N. H.,

with all classes
Is Davis’ Pain Killer,
COLIC,
Use the Pain Killer.

KILLER

ANNUAL STATEMENT

vd

NC

Bottle of Pain Killer in the house.

The devotion-

doses of that invaluable pectoral elixir, Hale's Honey

_.Mich., Q. M., and of the Newbury church in the
Oxford Q. M., to take effect the last of March.

you have

Sore

is so popular

the PAIN

OOK OUT

al part of the meeting was good.
The brethren
and sisters gave good
testimony for their Master.
May God reward
the brethren and people of the
vicinity
for their kindness and hospitality to
those
from a distance.

GIBSON Q. M.—Held its last session

MEDICINE

I]

KEEP

Ministers and Churches.

Cause

FAVORITE

N O MEDICINE

HUNTINGTON
Q. M.—Held its last session
we will aid him eight or ten dollars a month.
with the church in North Fayston.
It occurring
In company with two of the brethren I There is abundance of land for sale, partly on in the midst of a heavy snow storm and a little
two-horse cultivawith
soil,
new
this
off
the
river,
there
was
but
4
small
attendance;
On
time.
start to-morrow to go up the Red river into
or riding plows, one man will manage 80 bat those who did come seemed to have come
tors
Arkansas, and expect to organize a Q. M.
with the armor on,
praying that the grace of
acres, 50 in corn and 30 in small grain and garGod might overshadow the place. Nearly all
From there I shall go to Cairo.
den.
seemed to go away well satisfied, giving the reThe Morning Star has found its way into
This is a most favorable time to commence a port that it was one of the best Q. M. sessions
ever attended.
The meetings of worship
this dark land where for so many years its home here, if a man has a little money. - Prices they
it costs but little to live. Wheat is were well attended and earnest labor characterand
low,
are
d
rays were not. permitte to shine.
ized the social meeting.
There was some revibushel, corn 15 cents, oats 15
val spirit. Wanderers were recalled to the
The two legislatures are yet in session, worth $1.00 per25oes
vineyard,
aud sinners were
awakened.
The
cents, potat cents, cattle $4.00 per hunand politics are as badly mixed as ever.
church there is small but there is a good degree
dred weight, hogs $3.00, cows from $25.00 to
of the working spirit. Their pastor, Bro. BuzJ. S. MANNING.
.
$40.00 apiece, team-horses from £75.00 to $100.00
zell,
is a worker and doing a good work. The
apiece, wagons about $100.00, harnesses from
Iolowing Preamble and Resolutions were passhigh;
is
alone
Lumber
set.
per
$40.00
ed:
n
to
Revivals, &c.
$35.00
Whereas, our dear brother in the ministry,
but a house can be put up for a small family, of
MippLerPORT, O. We learn that a series from four to six members, at a cost of from Lucian G. Clark, hus recently been bereft of |
his beloved wife, therefore,
of meetings, held with the Middleport (O.) $300.00 to $500.00. Lumber ranges from $25.00.
Resolved, That this Conference do hereby ten2
thousand.
per
$40.00
to
«der
him our sympathies and prayers, in the hour
Free-Baptist church, and
including the
e
preferabl
are
April
of
painful bereavement.
and
March
of
The months
Week of Prayer, resulted in a measure
of
Vhereas, in some of our churches and congrefor commencing here, as it enables the settler to
quickening to the membership, besides an rent ground and raise his own living in a few gations there is a great want of prompt,punctual
attendance at our prayer, conference, monthly,
addition of 6,—4% of them by baptism and 2 months, and also to break some of his own farm and Sabbath meetings for worship, therefore,
his
on
crop
a
make
to
Resolved, That the habit of tardiness and iras
so
July,
and
by lette
Owing to prostration of the pas- in June
regular attendance at the meetings of religious
mostly
tor, Re¥. T. H. Drake, by fever, the meet- own land the second year. Breaking is
worship tends to evil.
J. W. BURGIN, Clerk.
ings were cut shert.
Bro. D. is now con- done with two or three horses.
I have herein answered many questions, and
valescing.
po
date
accommo
may
which
ion
A QUESTION OF TIME. The recent cough or cold,
given informat
REV. M: 8. HUBBELL.
that without proper treatment may become chronic
many of your readers.
and last for months, can be radically cured by a few
Cromwell, Union Co., Iowa.
Our

HKILLER—~Cares

ful you have PAINTER’S

Meetings.

timely and spirited exhortations.

corn product makes it one of the best stock
Well-water is
growing regions of the West.
easily reached with well-boring augers, from one
to two feet in diameter, usually at a depth of
from 15 to 30 feet. Water is generally soft.

in Straight

A

* to

ry term at Stark’s Corners, with the South Chatham church. The business of the Conf. was done
in good order, but not with that dispatch desirable. The attendance was good, but the churches were not all represented.
Some reporied a
considerable interest, prayer and covenant meetings
generally kept up.
The ministration of the
word
was with power and in the demonstration
of the Spirit. Rev. H. 8. Ball, of Owezo Q. M.,
was present and added interest to the meeting,
reaching
twice to
divine acceptance. Bro.
urnell, C. Baptist, was present during a part
of the time, giving life and energy to all by his

through southern Towa, and has several branches running south from the main line, so that this

President Ashley ¥éry generously of-

a friend thut he proposed

BRADFORD & T10GA Q. M.—Held its Februa-

without windows, with only curtains up.
He ought by all means+p attend school fora country is well supplied with R. R. facilities.
time,and then he would be well prepared to ‘We have abundance of running water in the nudo a great work in this section ofthe coun- merous little streams, which with its immense

try.

work.

bid

Quarterly

The Burling-

R. R. passes

his

remain at Augusta for the present—that is, for
eight or ten years,” This certainly is encouraging
for the next church that is about ready to
give
him a call!
0. B.C.

to going on to the frontier and homesteading in a
much poorer country. Unimproved land here

of worshiy will seat about 300, is not finished, and they have worshiped all winter in it

in

‘Whitcher.

recently wrote

welcome good settlers to all our vacant lands,
and especially those who come in the name of
There are several counties in this
the Master.

con-

this I think I may safely say for my associates in
labor at Augusta—Curtis, Stevens, Bean and

its trials, as

The pastor of the Augusta church sometimes
indulges in a dry remark.
So I understand he

here in the name of the Lord, and certainly will

Baptist ministers were present and partook
It seems to me,
of the sacrament with us.

A% Physicians do not recommend a medicine which

Let him stay where he is, and may God stay
with him, and bless him, and prosper him gloriously. This I certainly say for myself—and

The Augusta church has had

of that church will be encouraged

I have received several letters since my comwas a glourious day for the Freewill Bapabout
n in your columns, inquiring
municatio
:
tists in this city.
thought it might be
have
I
and
y;
countr
this
Blackstone
and
We ordained Bro’s.
well for me to write you again in the interests of
In the afternoon
Commodore Decatur.
some of your readers who ask many questions
slave by letter, and who wish to know more fully
‘had a meeting in the old
we
crowded ; about the agricultural opportunities of southit was densely
pen, and
administered the Lord's supper, and two -C. western Towa, We have raised up our banner

would

Drs. Wilson & Ward,
physicians and druggists
write from Centreville,
Tenn.:
“We purchas:
Allen’s Lung
Balsam, and it sells rapidly. We are
practicing physicians, as well'as druggists, and take
pleasure in recommending a great remedy, such as
we know this to be.

all churches have them—but perhaps it has bad
its share of prosperity, and so I trust the pastor

He

Those desiring to locate in such a village

might do well to look there
elsewhere.

One week ago I organized two churches
in the city of New Orleans, and yesterday

tinued, the I. Baptists

VETO § TANN

no

has no merit. What they say about ALLEN’S
LUNG BALSAM can be taken as a fact. Let all
afilicted test iat once, and be convinced of its real
merits.
s
ALLENS LUNG BALSAM is the remedy
to cure all lung and throat difficulties. It should be
thoroughly tested
before using any other Balsam. It
will cure when all others fail.
It is harmless to the most delicate child, It contains
4
no opium in any form.
Call for Allen’s Lung Balsam.
. N. HARRIS & CO., Ele
Cinetnnati, 0.
4
Aa For sale by all medicine dealers.

them.

Cleveland. Having resigned his pastoral relation to the mission church in Cleveland, he will
remove to Linndale in April, and use his influence to build up a church, the 8 eminary and the

Home Mission Correspondence.

be

what well known Druggists say
about Allen’s Lung Balsam.
SPRINGFIELD, Tenn., Sept. 13, 1872.
Gentlemen,—Please ship us six dozen
Allen’s Lung
| Balsam.
We have not a bottle in the store. It has
more reputation than A
cough medicine we have
gver sol ') Hive heen in
eArug business 27 years,
e mean just what
we say.
Ve
ours

We

and

need an interest at the capital of Maine,

LUNG

Read

calls? T do not think he should, and I am glad

" Rev. A. K. Moulton owns some 35 acres in a

*

if the influence now at work could

in

man can look after it so well as the man who
.now hag charge of it. One always runs a risk in
class
first
a
shing
establi
towards
ns,
donatio
and
making a change while doing well, The man
Seminary, which Free Baptists may control if that really does anything in this short life must
under
not
If
they wish, by doing a proper part,
encounter difficulties—and this would be true if
their auspices, it will be under those of some
the Bible even did not teach it—but then, diffiestabbe
will
ry
Semina
A
ation,
other denomin
culties must not conquer him—he must conquer
lished there at all events.

The

Mass.

Haverhill,

and

memory of their welcome

has

1

had eall after call, as is well known, for the last
few years. Should he listen to any of these

ness and dwelling houses will be built soon.
The proprietors make liberal offers of a site

pastors in E.

their faithful

ang

Dixfield, Me.,

’

Augusta? He

‘ Now, should Bro. P. leave

will give employment to several hundred persons. Other lots are being sold, on which busi-

of gratitude is due to the

debt

and

preaching away from home,

public a

better Cough or Lung romody than ALLENS

also done a great work by way of lecturing

uburn,
Sab:
y
y Lewiston,
Lisbon Falls,
Rev G Plummer & wife,
Brunswick Village,
Bath, North St,
** Corlls St,
Winnegance.,
Rev O F Russell,
Freeport,
Richmond Village,
Gardiner,
Hallowell,
..v
Portland,
Cape
Elizabeth,
Biddeford,
1st N Berwick,
From a friend,
‘West Lebanon,
Rev WT Smith,
Helen W Stanton,

shh

out in lots, Spacious avenues run parallel with

tributed for this object, and still we need
much more for this,

laid

47 20

oy

rs I, Brackett,

tins

ing aid, and a generous

and

Lewiston, Main St,
“ Pine St.

|

This year fifteen

bought

,A CHALLENGE
Is extended to the world to place betore thé

has

He

time.

been chaplain of the Insane Hospital four years,
and bas just entered upon his fifth year. He has

Si cumpmomuessabitcs ps

seven girls in school till it closed in June.
All of them made good progress in their

gtudies.

been

to 800 acres of land have

eo

of the

most

CARA Sobrei

$117.00 last year, and this kept

received

v

chairman

acted as

LY

9
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and a half miles from the city limits.
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where he might have

constantly
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5, 1873,
~ Literary Review,
snow

The only one present without a book was went on as though nothing had hapjiéned ;
a fresh little glow-worm, softly shining in one but his voice was now no louder than
As they moved over the waters the hights corner. Even the astral-lamp, over against the flicker of a flame, or the sound of
of Taurus would disappear behind, them, the dying bookworm, appeared to give less falling in the night. ‘Dear little creatures,”
and the mountains of Palestine come into light; and he looked at her as though it he whispered ; *‘if I were you, beginning life
Sing-song.
view. How the history of his people would kept him from dying. “My dear young anew, I would take but one magazine, the
a
—
crowd into his mind, as he gazed on them
vermes,” he slowly began, and his feeble one
your
parents
think
the
best.
What dec, the bee do?
ll
for the first time. As they sailed round the voice sounded like the turning of a leaf, I Then you will remember it with pleasure all
Bring home honey,
head-land of Carmel, and the rugged hills am glad to see so many here. There are all your lives, as I have Merry’'s Museum.
And what does father do?
v
Bring home money.
burst on his sight, he must have remember- ‘some thoughts wriggling about in my brain Neither would I read more than one SunAnd what does mother do?
ed how in the fertile vale at their base, the which will not let me die until I communi- day-school book a week.
And do not think
Lay out the money.
prophet Elijah contended with the prophets cate them. Perhaps they will help you to ‘you can get knowledge, either from books
And what does baby do? !
of Baal, and vindicated the honor of God
live better ; then shall I have been of some ‘or nature, without digging hard yourselves.
« Eat up the honey.
before his idolatrous people—how, when | service before leaving this world, where I Only what you earn by working for it is
y
—Old and New.
that wonderful day was passed, he went up have lived to so little purpose. The wisest really yours. And you, my little-girl bookinto the mountain, and sent his servant counsel I can give you, is, Come oul of your worms, don’tyquirl up around a book as
‘seven times to look towards the sea for the books.”
Every Day.
:
S00n as y
ome from school.” I becloud that was to bring rain to the parched
These words were spoken so earnestly, seech you notto
"
Er
—
get in the way of thinking
and desolate land. I hope you are familiar and in so shrill and piercing a tone, “that a that you are happier inside of a book than
Oh, trifling tasks so often done,
with the story.”
Yet ever to be done anew !
thrill went through the whole assembly; anywhere else. If your mother asks you to
Oh, cares which come with every sun,
** Yes sir,” replied Henry ; ¢ it is so won- and the little fellow still between the leaves take care of the baby or help her, try to exMorn after morn, the long years through;
derful that I am never tived of reading it. of ““The Ugly Duck,” backed out in such tract sweetness from whatever she tells you
We shrink beneath the paltry sway—
' I wish I could see those hills as Paul saw haste, that he turned two or three somersets to do.
You can, if you persevere; for you
The irksome calls of every day.
them from the sea.”
in the air, coming down on his head on will have the pleasure of knowing you have
The restless sense of wasted power,
‘‘ He would probably land in Cesarea, Webster's Unabridged. But his body was helped her, at any rate; and isn’t that drop
The tiresome round of little things,
as.that was the principal sea-port at that so light And his head so puffy, that it did not of pure honey better than any candy, or the
(Are hard to bear, as hour by hour
time, and if it was the time of a national appear to hurt him in the least; and quietly most delicious story ?
:
Its tedious iteration brings;
reversing
his
position,
festival,
he
would
find
himself
in
the
com“Further
more,
I
would
say
to
all
of you,
he
remained
there
Who shall evade or who delay
pany of a great number of his people, gath- with his intelligent horns pricked up, wait- don’t study much Latin and Greek. If you
The small demands of every day?
ered from many lands, who “were going, ing for another charge. |
do, you willbe very likely to spend your
The boulder in the torrent’s course,
Several grains of sand slipped through days as I have done; groping in some
like himself, to the Holy City. EveryBy tide and tempest lashed in vain,
thing about him must have been calculated the hour-glass on the mantel, before the musty old cheese of a library, instead of
Obeys the wave-whirled pebble’s force,
to stir his deepest emotions. Here was the venerable speaker recovered breath to go living. IHow sad to bore artesian wells for
- And yields its substance grain by grain;
So crumble strongest lives away
land of his fathers, with its sacred associa- on.
“Aye; come—out—of—your—hbooks. all the water one uses, and dig] underBeneath the wear of every day.
tions, and the memory of its former glory, I have burrowed in mine all my lite; and ground for all the fuel one burns, when
but it was lying downtrodden under the now, when my time has come to die, I find there are clear, sparkling springs and
Who finds the lion in his lair,
~~
feet of their Roman conquerors. Cesarea myself on the outside of the world, in the brooks out in the sunshiny meadows and
‘Who tracks the tiger for his life,
was a beautiful and magnificent city, but it very place where 1 was born. Idon’tknow up on the rocky hill-sides, and wood in the
May wound them ere they are aware,
Or conquer them in desperate strife;
was Roman, not Jewish power that made it any more about the inside of this globe, forests, which don’t have to be coaxed to
Yet powerless he to seathe or slay
so. The Roman governor of Judea resided which men call so wonderful, than if I had burn. Dear young folks, if you would reThe vexing gnats of every day.
there, and was proud to represent, as far as been a native of Saturn, or a mite in a solve, this New Year's eve, to be shy, solhe was able. th® pomp of imperial Rome. cheese.”
The steady strain that never stops
;
itary, moping bookworms no longer, but
Is mightier than the fiercest shock ;
“Why I” exclaimed a wise-looking little live hearty boys and girls, such as everyRoman coins circulated in the markets.
The constant fall of water drops
Roman soldiers paraded in the streets. worm, with a furrowed forehead, from his body loves, because they love everybody—
‘Will groove the adamantine rock ;
Leaving the city, and proceeding on his perch on ‘The Birds of New England ;” +I but it is considered very old-fashioned to
We feel our noblest powers decay,
journey
to Jerusalem, proofs would every- thought the more we read, the more we form
resolutions nowadays, and I only
In feeble wars with every day.
where meet him of Roman supremacy and know I”
‘ask you to think about—" At this moWe rise to meet a heavy blow—
Jewish degradation. We can but faintly
‘Alas I” he replied; *‘so I believed once. ment, the door suddenly opened, and in
Our souls a sudden bravery fills—
imagine how these circumstances would And here, among my books, I do seem rushed an avalanche of wild, anxious lookBut we endure not always so
affect his young heart, glowing, as it -did, wondrous wise; but, when I venture away ing fathers and mothers. Not a word was
The drop-by-drop of little ills;
with patriotic enthusiasm and religious from thent, it seems like going into the spoken; but each individual was swooped
We still deplore and still obey
The hard behests of every day.
zeal. Stung by the humiliation of his peo- woods in a starless night. The youngest up and borne away as by an eagle. I and
ple, he would remember with pride and glow-worm is not afraid of getting lost, for Dimple were whisked out of the room with
The heart which boldly faces death
joy, that God had promised to raise up. to she knows where she is; and her little lamp the rest by my husband; but eyes travel
Upon the battle-field, and dares
Cannon and bayonet, faints beneath
them a prince of the house of David. Per- not only lights her on her way, but cheers faster than bodies, -and mine took what
The needle-points of frets and cares ;
haps his traveling companions, who like many a wandering bat and owl—sometimes they call an instantaneous daguerreotype
The stoutést spirits they dismay—
him were full of shame and indignation, even a solitary, belated bookworm. If yqu of that ¢ Interior,” as 1 was whirled
The tiny stings of every day.
would comfort each other by repeating the want a light like hers, for your very own, through the doorway. The astral lamp
And even saints of holy fame
prophecies on which their fondest hopes to carry about with you always, you must shone down on ‘ Egypt's Place in UniverWhose souls by faith have overcome,
of deliverance were founded.”
be at home amongst things and people, as sal History,” .but the old bookworm had
‘Who wore amid the crue! flame
¢ Were they expecting Christ?” inquired well asbooks; for I believe every human disappeared from his hard couch. Could
The molten crown of Martyrdom, .
Henry.
;
:
being has such a light born with him, and it be that his wisp of a body had been
Bore not without complaint alway
¢¢ They had so misinterpreted the proph- might always have it, growing brighter and caught up by that whirlwind and borne
The petty pains of every day.
ets, that they believed the promised Mes- brighter to the end of his days.
But one away into space? Neither was little glowAh, more than martyr’s aureole,
siah would be a temporal prince,who would smothers his in his library; another in his worm anywhere to be seen. What could
And more than hero’s heart of fire,
break their chains, and raise them to the
‘We need the humble strength of soul
counting-room ; and so it comes to pass, in have become of them? If I've asked my
Which daily toils-and ills require;
‘highest eminénce of power and glory; and one way or another, that there are very few husband that question once, I've asked it
Sweet Patience! grant us if you may,
it was the general expectation ‘that he human glow-worms. If you wish to learn a hundred times. He only laughs at me,
An added grace for every day!
would appear abot this time. The Mes- about birds, my young ornithologist, study and still insists that I dreamt all that wise
— Elizabeth Akers Allen.
siah promised to them was a heavenly them in the live book of nature, and then discourse, as he calls it, which I have writKing, a spiritual Deliverer, and when he go to man-made books to recite your lessons ten. Ah, well! Joseph's brethren called
came they despised and rejected him.
and ask questions. So with people. First, him a dreamer. Don’t people always say
* « As the travelers drew near the city, the the living ones, then the mummies in his- you've been dreaming if you've got any
temple which crowned the top of Mount tory.
‘they will keep, so you need not be new light? And I have. My Dimple shall
Moriah would come into view. With what in a hurry. Never forget that it is your mind bea bookworm no longer, if I can help
wonder and admiration would the Hebrew that is your kingdom, not book-knowledge ; it: and it appears to me that I can. IinThe Great Missionary.
boy gaze on that glittering and magnificent for if you do make that sad mistake, you tend to superintend her reading in person.
structure ; the most costly and glorious in will end by being a slave instead of a king. We have discontinued four magazines and
BY MRS, V. G. RAMSEY, .
——
the world. Passing through the gate, per- Look at me. I feel as though books had three child's papers, leaving her one ** best”
haps they would forget that it was kept by squeezed more out of me than I have out of of each; have had her transferred from
CHAPTER III.
ghe
a
Roman
soldier,
and
lifting
up
their
voices
Latin
class
tothe
natural-history
class™n
them,
after
all.”
And
he
laughed
in
a
way,
‘“ Now, papa, please tell us something
more about the great missionary,” said they would sing the words of the psalm, which it was enough to make any one cry school ; and next summer, when we go inLaura. ‘ We have been reading the Acts, ¢ Our feet stand within thy gates, O Jerusa- to hear. “But I have something to say to the country, neither freckles nor tan shall
and in chap. 24: 4 Paul says, ‘ My manner lem! Peace be within thy walls, and pros- about the kind of books you vermicules de: stand in the way of enjoying and learning
of life from my youth, which was at the perity within thy palaces. Because of the vour, as caterpillars and grasshoppers do all she can out of doors. My husband says
I dreamt that dream
the green herbage (and which grows again he is mighty glad
first among my‘own nation at Jesusalem, house of God we will seek thy geod.’
New
Year's
night,
"and
wishes every moth‘
In
our
next
conversation
we
will
talk
for
you
faster
than
you
can
mow
it
down).
know all the Jews, which knew me from
the beginning.” We think, from this, that about the Great Missionary as a scholar in When I was young, Merry's Museum was er in the land would dream one as sensible,
/
Jerusalem.”
my magazine, ‘Robinson Crusoe’ one of —Merry's Museum.
. if he was born in Tarsus, he was brought
my
best
story-books;
and,
if
I
did
try
to
up in Jernsalem.”
bury myself in ‘The Last Days of Pompeii,’
A Story for Children.
“1 am very glad that you read and think:
01d Bookworm to the Young.
my disobedience of my parents and their
for yourselves,” replied Mr. White,smiling.
punishment of it, were surely quits; for,
A friend of mine told me a story a little
“¢ This is the true way of acquiring /knowledge. You are correct in your conclusion. 5 | It was a pleasant night in the latter part when they found me in my snug harbor, while ago which interested me so much
At the age of thirteen, a Jewish boy was of December. The old bookworm ‘had behind two doors which lapped over one that I want to tell it to all my little friends.
expected to understand ‘the law so well crawled through his last volume (** Egypt's another, in my mother’s bed-room, absorb- This gentleman owned a fine horse, which
Place in Universal history,”) which had ed in one of those bewitching red volumes, was very fond of him,
gad would come from
that he could be trusted to observe it withcome near proving his winding-sheet, and they were forthwith consigned to the flames, the pastures at the su of his voice, and
out the supervision of his parents, and
lay out-siretched upou the cover.
He was and I never knew how the story ended un- followed him round
like a dog. Well, at
therefore might be sent from home.
At
so thin, that he appeared-to be nothing but til I was grown up. Then there was ‘The one time the horse became lame and was
about this age, it is probable the great
skin and brains; yet he was not at all desir- Life of William Wallace,’ Mrs. Sherwood’s obliged to stay in his.sta
and not be
Apostle was sent to Jerusalem, that he
ous to pass into the chrysalis state at pres- thirteen volumes of stories, Rollins’ Ancient used for many weeks, and MN was during
might have the instruction of the most
ent, and, if he could only have crept into History, almanacs, Mrs. Hemans® poems, this time that Mr. B. beca
learned teachers, and grow up among . the
Death’s ear for a moment,
would have Sunday-school books,—ah, Plato! why did see how much the horse” khew
§nd how
sacred associations of the Holy City. He
plaintively inquired if there were not some they let me rd so many books ?
kind
his
sympathies
were.
.An
olfl
cat had
had no donbt been taught that he was only a
error in chronology here. He had anticiJust above
“But vou! I squirm all over, when I rade her nest upon the scaffold
sojourner in the beautiful city of his nativity.
pated feasting upon the fifth volume of think of the brain-mills that are -at work, the horse’s manger, and had bought there
When he left his father’s house, and turned
« Egypt's Place in Universal History,” grinding out new stories and verses and her little family of five kittens, to bring
his face towards Judea, it would be with
when it should appear. But the rider on riddles, and the Yankee only knows what, them up under his good tuition, I suppose.
feelings very different from those
you
the swift white horse does not wait for reShe and the horse got on nicely for some
would experience in going to a foreign sponses nor remonstrances when he is out for your entertainment. That is the word.
days.
She jumped down into his manger
And
the
grubbing
machines
grubbing
up
country.
He, a child of Abraham, was
on his raids. The scene was an impressive the roots, that you need not have that hard and went off for food, and then came back
going home, for he could have his true one. The young hookworms had been
home nowhere except in. the land of his | summoned in haste to the libriiry of their task to perform ; and the miner§ mining for and leaped up to her kittens again. But
facts for your instruction. That is the one morning she rolled off into the manger,
fathers.
dying friend, and were quite unable to get word. And the furnaces in full blast, smelt- with her foot bleeding and badly hurt, se
¢ We may imagine him about to start on away on se short a notice from the books
that she could scarcely crawl; but she manthis important journey. Though his heart they were burrowing in. Doubtless, most ing the ore, and refining the metal, to pour
aged to leap away on three feet and get
it
into
your
brains
at
a
white
heat.
As
if
thrilled with joy in the expectation of soon of them would have chosen different comher breakfast; but when she came back she
they
were
sausage-skins,
to
be
stuffed
and
beholding:thé
temple and the city, where
panions from fhese,with whom to enter that
was entirely unable to get up to her kittens,
his imagination had so fondly lingered, yet venerable presence for the last time. One stuffed with chopped meat," all peppered
and what do you think she did? She sat
and
seasoned!
It
is
worse,
infinitely
worse,
we know from his affectionate nature, that little blue-eyed creature appeared, with her
down at the horse’s feet, and mewed and
than
burning
your
tongue,
and
destroying
he could not part from his parents and head just emerging from
‘Les Miser- the mucous membrane, with hot drinks, looked up several times, till at last pony,
friends without the keenest pain.”
ables ;” another had wriggled half-way out
seeming to understand her wants, reached
“I wish I knew whether that sister, of the last edition of ‘* Mother Goose Illus- mince-pies, candy and cake, ete., ete. Your
down, took the cat in his teeth, and tossed
brajns
will
die
of
convulsions
and
what
a
whose son afterwards saved his life, was trated.” © There is one still inside of Hans
miserable set of soft, pimping bodies you her up on the scaffold to her kittens, who I
there at that time,” said Laura.
Andersen’s “ Ugly Duck;” how he man- will have left, to bore through this world doubt not, were glad enough to see her.
* And I wish I knew,” said Mrs. White, aged to get there with the rest, is more
This Mr. B. told me he saw repeated
with ; fov, whether you ever think of it now
joining them, ‘‘ whether his mother
was
than anybody can tell. The Powder Mag- or not, most of you will have to do your morning after morning. Kit would roll off
living to weep over her boy, and to speed azine for boys and girls was present, with
ewn
boring.
Not ‘many
are
so for- into the manger, go and get her breakfast,
him with her blessing.”
two mites rolling over and over one anoth- tunate,
or
so
unfortunate,
as
to come back, and be tossed up to her family
*¢ If we venture into the domain of fancy er on the cover, in their haste to get inside;
have a dead
grandfather to feed and by the kind horse, who must have undershe will paint for us-a‘eharming picture of and one serenely smiling worm, with a clothe and house them all their lives, as I stood cat language and been willing to listthis family, but itisbetter to follow truth, grape-vine cigar in his mouth, bore aloft
have had. But you can never take hold in en to it.
-fended-by the-éxertise

ro

been

MORNING STAR, MARCH

of idolatrous

rites.

Eh Fmily Circ.

'¢héugh she be stern and simple. We know
that he would probably go by seas, as the

¢ Our Standard-Bearer,” on his branching

this world if your muscles become flabby
a snfall’ ‘and white in consequence of being shut up

An unkind word from one beloved often
horns, which somewhat resembled
journey by land ;was long and difficult. olive tree. Not one vermicule appeared inside of books. Oh, that I could have your draws blood from many a heart, which
Look on your map and tell me in what di- with an arithmetic or a geography ; though parents here to listen'to me for a little while ! would defy the battle axe of hatred, or the
"rectionhe would sail.”
! there were plenty of them with Sabbath- Your reasoning powers, your memories— keen edge of vindictive satire.
j
“ Almost directly south, sit,” replied school books, which are another kind of ah!” and the old bookworm fainted from
. Werldly honor is a bubble which bursts
Henry.
10
school book. A consumptive-looking in- sheer exhaustion. The young ones shrunk atthe slightest touch; but the honor which
« The Jews, though merchants, were not dividual, with spectacles on, ‘dragged his away from him, shivering with a new, comes from God endures into everlasting
seamen, therefore it is probable, that, ac: slow length along behind the rest, with a strange feeling, for they thought he was life.
»
companied by his father, or some friend, Westminster Catechism sfrapped tightly dead ; but a little glow-worm glided softly ~ The great question of life is the suffering
to whose care that father. had committed around him. I observed ‘that he was to his side, and laid a dew-drop on his fur- we cause ; and the utmost ingenuity of methim, he embarked.in a Greek or Pheenician shunned by all the others, as though he be- rowed forehead. Presently he opened his ayes aphysics can not justify the man who has
to a different
and looking up at her with a pleasant smile pierced the heart that loves him. ship, whose sign was a heathen deity, and longed
y
oe order of beings.
bd
;
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SANTO DOMINGO, PAST AND PRESENT;

witha

glance at Hayti.
By Samuel Hazard, author
. ‘of ** Cuba, with pen and
pencil.” Maps and
numerous illustrations,
New York:
arper

& Brothers.
Mr. Hazard

1873, crown octavo, pp. 611.
was one of the party ‘who visited

the island which he here describes, at the time
our Government was busy With negotiations for
the purchase of San Domingo, and so had every

RUDIE’S GOAT.
By Joanna i Matthews, author of the * Bessie Books,”
Cc. New York:
Robert Carter & Brothers, 1873, 16mo. Pp.
287
There is Ifttle need of praising the juvenile

books of this author.

|

She has niade for herself a

name in ‘a wide circle, and it is a great multitude

of little people who clap their hands at every

‘new message which she sends them.
In setting
forth the peculiar qualities and expressions of

the life of young

childrens

in giving

voice

to

their artless and original fancies, in making them

indirect and
to gather information which was lessons which unconscious teachers of the highest
even mature minds need to learn,
accorded to the Board of Commissioners and
and in unfolding what the reception of the king
their attaches. Besides this, he has a special
dom of God by them really means, she has certalent for gathering and preseuting information’
tainly few ‘equals, and hardly a superior. And
of

opportunity

such a sort as is here brought together, und he

has heretofore called that talent into effective ex-

ercise and trained it for ready service. His pictures are vivid, his descriptions full of animation
and now and then of picturesqueness, his genereral style direct, pithy and forcible. He has collected a large amount of information ,both general

and specific,ahd sketched the history of the island

since its discovery in the fifteenth century in an
entertaining way,
He is now and then a lit
tle sensational and inclined to exaggerate, and
his evident syfiipathy with the idea of annexing

the island to the United ‘States may fave uncon-

these Kitty and Lulu books are apparently the
very best embodiments of her peculiar genius,

and

this installment

is equal ta.the

best of its

predecessors,

: Pamphlets,

Magazines,

a

&o,

The monthlies for March are exceptionally
good. Quite a number of them have rare and
noticeable papers.
THE ATLANTIC opens with one of Parton's
best products,~The Quarrel of Jefferson and
Hamilton.
Like all his work,it shows careful
research, painstaking execution, and a happy

Lat]

sciously given a rose-tint to some of his descriptions, and modified the impression * which his
book is adapted to make upon the reader. But
blending of the dignified courtesy andthe almost
after making every allowance, it may be said ‘audacious fearlessness of the modern historian.~—
James’s Madonna of the Future is a striking and
that the volume is crowded with information,
that it has no dull pages, that it will fairly answer ‘touching story of artistic life, whose scene is laid
most of the practieal questions which our citizens
in Florence, and it is redolent of the very air of
are prompted to ask, that the author means to that wonderful repository of ideal beauty and
write in a spirit free from partisanship, that the @sthetic genius,—Robert Owen’s life-story gains
illustrations, engraved from numerous drawings
in interest as it goes on, in spite of the egotism
made on the spot, greatly help us in seeing the
aud garrulity that are not hiddeni—Howells is as
island and the life of the people as they really
admirable as ever, making the dullest things viare, and that the publishers have given to the tal, and the commonest scenes full of exhilarabook many and high ' mechanical excellences,
tive suggestions.—Life under
Glass furnishes
Itis a timely.as well as a valuable ‘publication,
many new and practical hints touching the reand it wilprender real aid in enabling the people sults attainable by medns of the appliances of the
green-house and hot-house.~The literary noticof this country to settle properly the question
which is pressed on their attention,~whether it es are always excellent even, when most caustic,
are they are well worth reading in the present
is a wise thing to take immediate and decisive
steps to extend our national jurisdiction over issue, while the departments of Art, Music, Science and Politics are well provided for. We'
this tropical island, as the beginning of the work
which is to make the whole West Indies u part think the Atlantic never excelled its present
self, and that statement assigns it a high place.—
of our national domain.
—

*THE PROTECTOR : A Vindication, by J.H . Merle
L’Aubigne, D. D.
New York: Robert Carter

& Brothers. 1873. 12mo. pp.

281.

Lothrop & Co.

Sold

by D.

THE CULTURE OF PLEASURE; or, The Enjoyment of Lite in its Social and Religious Aspects. By the author of *“The Mirage of Life,”
iy
Same Publishers, ete. 1873. 12mo. pp.
[5

The work in which the great Swiss historian
and preacher gave to the world his appregjative

estimate of Cromwell has long
eminently

been regafded as

calm, temperate, intelligent and

just.

He made the character of the great robust En-

| glishman a thorough study, and his position outside the country where Cremwell lived, and the

partisan strifes which

raged about

his name and

work, was eminently favorable to a righteous
verdict, - The portrait has been accounted both
adequate and fair, and so the book which contains it has had a pretty wide circulation and
done good service.
The recent death of the author will serve to call fresh attention to the
work, and the publishers have done well in giv-

ing us just now this new edition.

The volume discussing the méthods of securing
the largest and truest pleasure in lite is richly
worth a careful reading.
It is calm, philosophi-

Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.

:

.

SCRIBNER’S MONTHLY has been steadily gaining
from the first, Its excellent qualities are many,
and they nearly exhaugt the catalogue. Its first article,~Life in the New Diamond Diggings,—sets
forth, through pictures of the pen and pencil, the
features of life in that part of Seuthern Africa

which

is

now

noticeable

for

the

search

for

diamonds.—The story of the telegraph, and of
Prof. Morse in connection with it, is well told

and fairly

illustrated.—Folk-life

in German By-

Ways is a very pleasant paper, and the editor's
new installment of “Arthur Bonnicastle keeps up

the interest which was raised to a high level at
the outset .—But the marked paper of this number is that entitled Christ's Miracles, Scientifically Cousidered,—a most vigorous, manly and effective discussion of the question, and perhaps
the finest and most satisfactory reply to Strauss
and Renan that has yet appeared.
It is worth
the price of the magazine for a year. The editor
treats his Topics ably and interestingly as always
heretofore, and manages the periodical with rare
tact and ability.—New York: Scribner & Co.

THE GALAXY lacks again what McCarthy always helps to make it noticeable when he furnishes one of his papers.
But it offers a rich and
sensationalism and
y
i
tos varied bill of fare as it is. DeForest, and Carl
name of religion.
It is a plain, SUL, ought)
Benson, and Custer, and Turgeneff, and Albert
and manly discussion of a subject that'is usually
Rhodes, and Cranch, and Mrs. Edwards, and
disposed of by a few positive statements which’ "Thurlow Weed, and Bayard Taylor, and Junius
satisfy few minds. Happiness is considered from
Henri Browne constitute a rare list of contribua variety of stand-points and in relation to a vators to a single number of any magazine,
and
riety of influences that come in to affect it. It they are all represented here.
TurgenefPs Anis considered in respeot to health, occupation,
tichar will be sure of an interested reading;
recreation, a strong purpose, money, rank, repuRhodes’s account of French living will be found
tation, friendship, love, marriage, home, coun. try, government, intellectual activity and pur- instructive and suggest practieal applications;
Society in Rome is very well done even for an
suits, virtue, and religion.
Whether the book
observing
and
keen - minded
woman;
and
gains many readers or only few, those who do
Browne's paper on Women as Inconstants will
read it carefully can hardly fail to find themprocure him a stroug chorusof * bravos” from
selves looking out upon life in a clearer way,
the sympathizing women whose general conlearning how to use its forces and opportunities
stancy he so chivalrously maintains, and whose
with a truer wisdom, and finding its experiencaffection he so glorifies that he seems to be poures yielding them richer and nobler results.
ing out his heart like a rapt poetic lover in the
presence of his own soul’s queen,
He almost
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF SELAH
HIBBARD BARrhapsodizes and gushes in his lofty and metaRETT, the self-educated clergyman.
Containphorical panegyric, and yet there is no hint of
. ing the tory of his educationhis
, experience
and conversion, his public and ministerial la- mere Gallic gallantry in his praises nor of lunabors, together with an interesting account of cy in his enthusiasm.
He is only pouring out
* his travels in various parts of the United States
his faith in and his reverence for real womanand Canada.
Embracing a period of half a
hood,—a faith and a reverence that it is grateful
century. Vol. I. From 1322 to 1872. Rutland,
Oblor Published. by the author.
to find in one whe has seen 80 much of the world
12mo. fo.
and who is no longer young and crude.
ThurMany readers will recognize the author of this low Weed’s Recollections of Horace Greeley are
volume as one of our contributors, and more or pleasant and welcome, but they give us so much
less of them have doubtless enjoyed the priviless than we expected, and so much less than
lege of his personal acquaintance.
The same
might have been aflorded, that the disappoint-

cal, bigh-toned, and alike free from superfici§l

qualities which mark the briefer products of his

pen reéippear in the volume.
His style is plain,
direct, unambitious, and, in the main, rhetorically pure.
The story of his quiet and uneventful life is very frankly and quietly told. Most of
the material used is copied from his journal,
which he has kept since he was fairly in his
teens, and little seems to have been added and
not very much taken away in the work of trunsferring it to the volume.
There is not much
that is unique, fresh, striking, or suggestive. Not
afew persons will doubtless ask why the ordinary private journal, written for the authors
own satisfaction, or perchance for the eyes of a

few

intimate

friends, should

have

pecially

others.
enjoy

though

any

But there

just

such

faithful

are

those

reading

as

critic would

who es-

this,

even

b> forced to

pronounce it commonplace, even wui'e intent on
being generous as well as just.
But this may

be truthfully said of it: It savors not at all of of-

fensive egotism; it is animated throughout by a
manly and Christian spirit; there is not a word
or a hint whose moral tone is doubtful; and it
testifies most clearly and strongly to the fact
that the average levels and experiences of life

furnish the theaters where Christian faith and a
noble and unselfish life may embody themselves
and make the world their debtor. Such are the
lessons that will be taught by this plain and simple life-story.~The author will send a copy of
the work, postpaid, to any

him $1, at Rutland, Ohio.
RALPH’S POSSESSION,
How it was given him

it.

By George Hopkins.

pegson whe forwards

test

.

Simple
and What

Record -of
he did with

Boston: D. Lothro

.& Co. Dover, N. H.: G. T. Day & Co, 1873.
16mo. pp. 878.
Another of the $1.000 Prize Series of books,

whose

general

character we have

cated, and several

already indi-

members of which have heen

dealt with in detail. This

almost crowds

out

the satisfuction.

But BEA

it is a really taking number of what is always a very entertaining periodical that we have

before us.—New York: Sheldon & Co.
The

same

CLIFFE;

House

or, The

send

us

PHILIP

Morals of May

EARNS.

Fair, by Mrs.

Edwards, in a comely octavo pamphlet of 173
pages,—a novel in which the well known and
popular authoress seems to touch quite as high a
literary point as she has done in any other of her
works.
She is always strong, brilliant, effective,
and high-toned.
She has freshly justified the use
of all these words in giving us this latest of her
literary products.

been spread

out for the inspection of the public. The author’s general answer, when he says that his
‘ motive is simply to do good,” will doubtless
satisfy his own mind more readily than it will

convince

ment

volume is not one of

THE JUBILEE YEAR-BOOK of the New York
Observer, for 1873,with portraits of the founders
of that periodical, is a closely printed pamphlet
of about 200 pages, crowded with tabulated ine
formation drawn from the astronomical, coms
mercial, agricultural, educational, civil, ecclesi=
astical and other departments of life, so as to excite equally one’s astonishment and gratitude. Tt
is a perfect thesaurus of information, condens=ing the substange of no inconsiderable library of
statistical knowledge,
Itis a worthy product of

the jubilee year of one of the most notable religfous papers in the world.
The first issue of the
sheet, bearing the date of May 17, 1828, is reproduced by the process of chrbmo-lithography, re-

duced

in size to the usual

octavo

page, but so

well executed as to be read without difficulty. It
shows that the paper began strongly, though i$ .
has grown immensely every way since then. We

congratulate the

publishers

on their success in

maintaining a strong and influential paper, and
‘especially thank them for their magnificent Year
Book.
On their own line of effort, they are not

likely to sce themselves readily surpassed, ~New
York: Sidney E. Morse & Co.
Mr. Samuel R. Wells, New

favorably

York, so well and

known as the publisher of works de-

voted to Phrenology, Physiology, Hygiene and
the special culture of body und mind, issues Tie

ILLUSTRATED
PraYS1oGNoMY

ANNUAL

OF PHRENOLOGY AND

for 1873,in

a well-printed

and

the most brilliant of the series, but in its high religious aim and tone, in its pleasant pictures of

illustrated 12mo. pamphlet of 72 pages, which is

South, and es-

cal information,~and that is very full, even to
the margins of its pages and the smallest corner

domestic

life, particularly

in the

pecially in its exhibition $ the yyorkings of religious influences upon thé heart of a strong, cul

tivated, independent

and

somewhat

skeptical

young man, who is at length won toa settled,
solid, active Christian faith,it is a real and valuble contribution to the best port of popular juve-

nile literature, Tt has nof a little theology, but
it keeps mostly clear of dryness and rarely shows
the bare skeleton of dogmatics,
"
J

as full as its predecessors of valuable and practi-

of its covers.

Its an excellent thing, and serves

its purpose finely,

a

Washburn & Co., Boston, send us their AMATEUR CULTIVATORS GUIDE TO THE FLOWER
AND KITCHEN GARDEN, a'fine’ illustrated catalogue

of 128

pages.

very large and ehoice.

Their

variety

of

seeds is

-

|

5, 1878. \
v

derivations

curious

most

the

is

Constantinople, Stam-

the Turkish name

boul. The colloquial phrase among the
Greeks to designate the place was ‘els

Of this the

the city.”

teen polin,” “to

Turks made *Istambol,” and fnally Stem.
English
boul. In an effort to produce
words

charactérs,

Turkish

in

a Turkish

get no nearer to ‘‘scounscholar could
drel” then **Asconderel.” The transformation in this ca##®is as curious-as Stam-

word is *

de-

Names of places in this colintry are mean-

ingless in their application, except as in the
case of old

showing where the first

settlers came from, like Chester and others.
There are many Nottinghams, but those
who date their Jetters in those towns do it
without consciousness that they are noting
the fact that the respected ancestors of
some of us were trogolodytes, and lived in
caves. Snotincgsham, the original name
signified ‘* the

England,

of Nottingham, in

home of the dwellers in caves;” and anti-

quarian examinations have found traces of
the residences of these cave-dwellers. Such
are a few of the curious transformations: 10
which words and names were subject while
as yet people were unable to read. The
sound changed the orthography, and thus
nearly every trace of the original disappeared in the course of time. If the world
were in like condition now, with no printed books and newspapers to preserve the
work might be made
correct spelling, wild
even with prominent names, Fes-del-ty
would hardly be recognized by the founder,
could he return. Bamlt-mer would be a
Two other leadpuzzle to Lord Baltimore.
ing cities, when mentioned together, seem
to have in the sound of their names a distinction as to age,

namely—New

York and

the latter loses a
word to the enrich-

Newer Leans—though
syllable in the second
ment of the first.

The Ephesian Remains.
now contains a
The ‘British Museum
treasure of ancient art of more than ordinary interest, and which in all Jrobablisy,
has not seen light from the time of the Goths,
in A.

D. 260, until

It is the first

our day.

and erandest of the trouvailles excavated
at Ajasalook, the ancient Ephesus, and is
pronounced by archaeologists as beyond
all question to have formed part of one of
the splendid columns of the great Temple
of Diana,

the heathen world.

tic wonder of

the Greco-Roman

been

has

This relic of antiquity

placed in

consists of a

and

room,

huge mass of white marble measuring six
feet in hight and eighteen in circumference.
A large fragment has - been split away from
it, including three-titths of

the worked sur-

face ; but what, remains shows exactly the
character of those famous cealale columne, or * embroidered pillars” of which
Pliny says there were one’ hundred and
twenty-seven,

sixty

each

feet

high,

and

each the gift of a king. The portion which
is uninjured presents us with three figures
in life size of admirable workmanship. One
is clearly Hermes with his caduceus. The

central form is headless,

but it is female

perhaps Artemis herself.

The

so

he must

It wears a short

general char-

sword, and is well

ruby, to form the cross, are 75 brilliant dinThree other Maltese crosses, formmonds.

ing two sides and back of the crown, have
emerald centers, and contain respectively

for his

would almost

the massive columns

look like

fretted ivory.

It is

interesting to recollect that St. Paul gazed

on these very seulptures ; thatAlexander,the

was attended on the 24 ult, by a large

and

he

will

still

ed 79 years and 8 months, He was convertedabout 40 years ago, sometime after which he
joined the 1st F\. B, church of B. Naturally of

pursuit, or

doze

“else lie idle.

lies in a nutshell.

enough

Dante,

The

an even disposition he showed forth those Chris-

tian graces of humility and meekness which
mark the true man of God. He was willing to
help the needy and sympathize with the sorrow=
ing, thus doing his duty toward God and man.
His last sickness was short but painful, and endured with great patience and resignation.
He
passed into his eternal rest with confidence in
that Saviour whom having not seen he loved.

skilled in all the

EuNICE G. WELLS, wife of Lucian

The

Bible

probably imitated them on his

isa

mine

of

wealth,

but no

mine will yield its treasures without labor.

G.

munications,

and

brilliants,

large

four

by

surrounded

ring times.

108 smaller brilliants. Summary of jewels
comprised in the crown: 1 large ruby, ir1 large broad-spread
regularly polished;
sapphire, 16 sapphigps, 11 emeralds, 4 rubies, 1,363 brilliant diamonds, 1,273 rose
diamonds, 147 table diamonds, 4 drop-shaped pearls, 273 pearls.

Laying

Back

Room

ers in one night. Remember that,kind correspondents and contributors.
Avoid parentheses. Drop the semicolons altogether.
Make

;

in

his

recent

work

do

this,

and

in-

Clark,

Dar-

on the means of

All the carnivora

all, so far as he has observed,

to it are so few, that Mr. Darwin's explanation of the origin of the habit is highly
probable. He says that animals which fight
in this way try to bite each other's ears;
and, reversely, being conscious that the ear
is a weak point of attack, lay it back upon
the head to keep it out

many

deepened

into an

generations,

has

of the

way.

This

instinct through

become

so

associat-

ed with the feeling attendant upon warfare,

that the ears are depressed even by an
amount of anger too slight to find other expression.— Christian Union.

Criticism of Darwin.
———

On

Tuesday,

Dec.

lectured

in

17,

Professor
on

The Society of To-day.

sitions when

far the

most

Max
*¢ Dar-

object

the

the

emergencies

press

plumes of the stately palm.

covered

gold.

with glazed

In the midst

tiles,

of all these

who

JX

Tavior

Tay-

firmities of age at the residence of his son Jacob
Coughenour, near Cheshire, Ohio, Jan. 1, in the
87th vear of his age. To him seem aptly to apply these words in Job—* Thou shalt come to

them
rose-

was born in Penn., grew up and married in Va.,
and came te Ohio some 42 years since, where he
lived till released from earth. At the time of
his decease, he was one of the oldest men in the
past,
Within a few years
township of Cheshire.
quite a number of the older class of our citizens
faThe
*¢
fallen.
have
members
and church

est household work,

relatives and

and the result
Journal.

would be

plete resignation

to the divine

the

friends, were

a failure.—Home

HILLSDALE

Persons

REV. DANIEL

wishing obit-

held in Academy

T. Libby

lower

,ounol dO

| BM

BLIEODSLULTE

(07

JHRIADI

VEL

F. WAYLAND

&c.

-

-

-

-

-

15 Lessons,

-

M

-

.
-

-

-

-

-

Board from $2.50 to $3.50 in

families;

in

a thorough academical
has presented for years-

LOCATION:

rangements,

recently

erected

ample

in

for the

is in the midst

uni-

donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is
but
ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
and
and

temptations which tend to divert the attention
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars,

Lyndon Center,
Lyndonville.

GREEN

address

or I. W.

the

and

Principal

SANBORN,

at

Secretary,

.

MOUNTAIN
WATERBURY

at

81

AL, Laat

SEMINARY.

CENTER,

VT.

v

Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET. Address,
A. S. BARNES & COMPANY,
NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.
2
eo w30t!

Calendar:
FALL TERM,

13 weeks.

Opens Sept. 3, 1872.

WINTER TERM, 12 weeks.

SPRING

TERM,

Opens

13 weeks.

Dec. 3, 1872.

Opens

Feb.

25, 1873.

ing

at reasonable rates.

omplete courses of study for both sexes.

attention given to those desiring

course in Music.

that retail quick for $10.
Ry L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham Square, N. Y

25.eowly

Special

to take a thorough

per

WHITESTOWN

SEMINARY.

of this institution

24th.

~

will com’

The enlargement is fully completed, at an expense
of over $50,000; and the facilities of a first clage institution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
rates. Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDXRR, P
ol.
Whitestown, N. Y., Feb. 19, 1878. |
0

WEST

VIRGINIA

COLLEGE,.

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

This Institution offers to students important and

peculiar advantages.
send for a Cireular to

|.

Sec’y.

1y4l

In the Fields again with Pref. Gray !

COLLEGE

STANDARD.

Botanical

Open to both sexes. Three full courses of study:
AGRICULTURAL,
.
:
SCIENTIFIC and
CLASSICAL.
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not sectarian,bul
thoroughly Christian.
Location can

not

be

surpassed

in

This justly

M.,' Agricultural

For

particular
.

REV, W. COLGROVE,

A,

information,

M., President.

celebrated

series

of Text

presents

Shorough, Jractical, and best adapted work

tor class

latest and most accurate Principles of
Botanical Science.
HOW PLANTS GROW.- The most charming Elementary Scientific Text-Book ever published. Fully
illustrated. Price, $1.12.
THE SCHOOL AND FIELD BOOK.—The most
use published. Recommended by the most eminent
Professors and Teachers in the country. Price, $2.50.
Lessons and Manual...........$3.00

College

Structural

1y48

EVANSVILLE

Books

the

and usegof heavier Furniture.
:
For Catalogue or further information, addréss the
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Precepiress,

Hoyt, A.

Books!

MORE EXTENSIVELY IN USE THAN ALL OTHERS COM-

healthfulness,

P. 0., Center Co., Pa.

Text

By ASA GRAY, M. D., Fisher Prof, Harvard University.

beauty, and freedom from cerrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
including Tuition, Boarding, Washing, Rent, Fue

Miss JANE W.

SU RE of S UCCESS where. Business highprofitable and legitimate. Article needed in every
amily, sells to
great satisfaction,” AddressJEFFERSON
CHEMICAL
MANUFACTURING CO., Philadelphia,
Pa.
lyeow39
$Ht
20 per day! Agents wanted! All classes
of working peo0
«V ple, of either sex, young or old, make more money at
work for us in their spare moments or all the time than atanything
else, Particulirs free. Address G. Stinson &Co., Pertland, Maine.

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

Botany...............

3.50

Liberal Terms offered for Introduction. Samples
.of any of the above, for examination, will be forwarded by mail on receipt of price.

SEMINARY.

Send for full descriptive circulars.

IVISON, BLAKEMAN, TAYLOR & CO.

This institution 18 under the controlof the Wiacongin Yearly Meeting, and has been in successful

operacion for three years. The coming year promises more enlarged~ usefulness.
The village of

teow

Evansville is fluely located, and few
places in the
West surpass it in point of moral and religious influences.
Expenses are reasonable.
Prof. JACOBS will have charge of the Music De-

FORD’S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely
Vegetable,
Cathartic and Tonic—For Pyspepsiay
onstipation,
Debility, Sick-headache,
Bilious Attacks, and all
derangements of Liver, Stomach and Bowels. Ask

partment.

A.

HAMPTON

your

yeow

B. MESERVEY,

A.

M., Principal,

p

. C, PEWTS,

"a

MAINE

CENTRAL
PITTSFIELD,

wo
History,
do
Christian
do
do
do

;
[8
J

Sec. Trustees.

New Hampton, N, H., July 22, 1872.

Normal

Deparé

of French

¥. STBERE.

Teacher

and

of Musio.

Prof. D. M. WAITT , (from the Commercial College,
Augusta), Teacher of Penmanship and Book
Keeping.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half*6¥fm 8 commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
@ price of board, in clubs, varies—from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs ag well as gentlemen’s are formed.

Rooms and board in private families at reasonable

rates.
:
J
For further partioulars, address the Secretary,
Distsgerd, Maine.
3

C, A. FARWELL, Seeretary.

Books.
on the same

at

1
192

Total,

1.16
11.52

dozen, 1536
single,
1.20
dozen, 11.52
Baptism, Bound, single,
.25
do
do
dozen,
2.40
do PaperCov.single,
.15
do
do
dozen, 1.44

3.26
20
240
04
48
02
23

18.62
1.40
13.92
29
2.83
17
1.72
38
3.48
29

dozen,
single,

8.18
1.60

do

96
23

9.14
1.88

Life of Marks,
do
0

-

single,1.00
dozen, 9.60

Church Member’s
do
do
Treatise,

Book,
do

single,
dozen,
single,

.30
2.88
.23

08
60
04

dozen,
single,

2.10
1.00

6
20

WonderfulWorks
of Jesus,single,
do
do
dozen,

.15
1.44

doVol.1 TheGospels,
single,
Vol.2 The Acts, Romans,

2.00

24

24

do

‘do

do do

-

dozen,
single,

2.40
.25

Butler's Commentary,

Miss ORRA A. ANGELL, Teacher of German.
Miss CLARA
A. FORBES, Agsoolate in; Normal De
wt
ent.
Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Paine
Wax-work and Wood Carving.
Mrs. J.

Postage

de
dozen, 9.60
Storyoffesns,( Ques. Book) Single,
15
0
do
dozen, 1.4

Nov. 7, 1873.

Principal

also

1.26
12.52
93

do
do
do
TheBook of Worship,

Aug. 22, 1872.

A, 1s GERRISH,
ment.

IMITATIONS.

16
1.96
08

do
#1 Thoughts upon Thought,

Me.

GEORGE. B. FILES, A. M. Principal.
BEV.

OF

—SAN-

Morocce,single,
1.10
0
dozen, 10.58
single,
.85

.

INSTITUTE.

MRS, AROLINE M. FILES, Teacher
Mathematics.

BEWARE

or

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal Academical and Ladies’
u corse of study. Terms, 10
weeks.
;
Winter term commences

Emboss’d
do
32mo.

do
do
Butler's Theology,

Ga

Spring Term closes April 11, 1873.
A
Summer Term begins April 28, 1873.
Summer Term ends July 2, 1873.
oe
For further particulars, apply to the Principal,

ruggist for it.

Psalmody,18mo.in
Sheep, single, 1.00
do
do
dozen, 9.60

eight

Fall Term closes November 1, 1872.
Winter Term begins November 18, 1872.
Winter Term “loses January 24, 1873.
Spring Term begins February 3, 1873.

Street, N. X.
Medicine.

Price. Postage,

Four terms of

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins August 26, 1872.

Grand

Family

Prices of Freewill Baptist

do
do
do

with

140

Oldest

Swungle and by the dozen;

INSTITUTION.

associates,
Six Tegular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.

138 &

Best and

CALENDAR:

‘Fall term commences

September 83—Fall Term begins.
December 3—Winter Term
begins.
For College Catalogue ADDY. io
L.P.R
OLDS, See. ¢ Treas.

SuMmME®R TERM

may be obtained at reas-

AGRICULTURAL

Instructor in

March 19—Spring Term begins,
June |
ommencement,

mence March

Agents wanted every-

Tuition from $3 00 to $6 C0.

E. SWEAT,

every-

PLATINA

CLOTHES LINES. Sell readily at every house. Samles free. Address Girard
Wire Mills, Philadelphia
a.
Rmeow4

SEMINARY.

DR. MOSES

guaranteed

where selling our new seven strand WHITE

SPRING TERM of this institution will comTuesday, Feb. 11, and continue eleven weeks,
the instruction of J. LINSCOTT, recently Prinof N. E, Masonic Institute; Center Effingham,

or IVORY MARCH.
tf

month

sure to Agents

For further particulars, address the Principal.

Rooms for self-boarding

made from 50 cts. Call and examine, or
12 Samples sent (postage free) for 50 cts.,

1

Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
er week, or rooms may be obtained for self-board-

Department.

CALENDAR, 1873,

|

©

B= Notice CHAPEL EDITION, ot the “ Hymns and
Tunes” and CHEAP EDITION of the ¢ Hymns only.”

Faculty:
C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
1 D. Smith, Principal Commercial Department.
E B C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G.A. Stockwell, Miss
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.

GEO, B. GARDNER, Instructor in Painting and
Drawing.
;
in Instrumental
;
Instructor
OF
W. CHASE,
ELVILLE W.
MELVILLE

The

BAPTIST,

The Lyn-

easily accessible from 3J1 paris of the country,
at the same time removed
from the activities

A. M., Prin. of the Ladies’

Rav, JOHN 8. COPP, Instructor in Theological Department.
MRS. ALMA H. FISK, Ins. in French and German.
Miss MARY A. STRATTON, Asst. Prin. in Ladies’
Ry
Department.

schoo.

Principal,

of the

of the

versally admired hill scenery of Vermont.

NEW

As#’t Prin, and

desirin

the

School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village

of Lyndon Center, and

DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric and

WARREN A. DRAKE,
Penmanship,

that

108

at

its ar-

use

rea-

$2.50

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

det

building,

at

WARREN Foss, Sec.

¥

clubs

education

For particular information address the
I. P. QUIMBY, Jr.

o
re-

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.
The new, commodious

obtained

The location of a permanent teacher, and the continued interest of the Trustees in the Academy, com-

COLLEGE.

Prin, Com.
ALEXANDER C. RIDEOUT,

died

daughters, a large circle of relatives, and all that
knew him, to mourn their loss.
© J, HUTCHINSON.
‘

-

be

Board in private families from
-

bine to offer the best inducements to those

AarClergymen’s children and students relying
their own exertions for an education, received at
duced tuition.

and Latin Lan guages:
DANIEL M. FISK, B. P., Prof. Nat, Science.

only

Soushle rates.
0
$3.00.

FALL TERM opens Aug. 27,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Nov. 22.
WINTER TERM opens Dec. 10,—continuing 13 weeks,
closing Feb. 28.
For particulars, address,
Rev. G. S. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.

REV. SPENCER J. FOWLER, A. M., Prof. Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy.
GHORGE MOMILLAN, A. M., Prof. of the Greek

augliter of Rev. T. Dagpd Jane Clements, died
10, 1872,in the 84th
in So h Boston, Mass.,hy
rg
year of age. The death of this deat sompamion
4d
, affliction not t only only to her family y anc
8
was SQ a severe
parents, but to a large circle of friends.
andyear,
seventh
her
in
sought and found Christ
has ever been a bright and shining light’ in the
Christian’s path. She took a ver, active position
to which she
in the church and Sabbath schoo
Vleasure
belonged, and many that have had the
will long refamily,
her
in
of tarrying with her
member her sweet songs of Zion. After leaving
1
a message for the chure and Sabbath school, and
friends, parents, companion and son, she said N
now,’
until
+ 1 never knew the joys of religion
Com.
and fell asleep in the arms of Jesus.

Me.,

Nat-

-

Sec.

ACADEMY,

Tuition from $3.50 to $5.00.
Rooms for self-bearding may

-

Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),
Penmanship,

-

-

Higher English
.
Latin and Greek,
ANE
French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,

M. GRAHAM, D. D., President, and

Belles”
Lettres.
| Miss H. LAURA ROWE,
Department.

and

TUITION:
-

T. H. DRAKE.

Prof. of Mental Philosophy and Biblical Literature.
REV. RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Burr Prof. Systematic
and Pastoral Theology.

any single

A

and

Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 11, 1873.

" FACULTY:

single square can well be afforded to
Verses are inadmissible.
obituary.

and

readi-

<

Star, who do
uaries published in the Morning
not patronize it, mustaccompany them with cash
equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Not more than a
Brevity is specially important,

as

will and

ness to hear the call from on high. Funeral
services, attended by
a very large number of

Obituaries.

HATTIE M., wife of John

in

worthy

He expressed com-

Academies,

PARTICULAR NOTIGE!

found,

he

In this belief,

in our Lord Jesus.

the last months of life, that Christ was
the fullest trust of the azed.

without

AUSTIN

Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins Angus 27, 1872.
:
Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
ecember 3. 1872.

‘ocal Musie,18 Lessons,

of a higher rank

A.M. JONES,

STRAFFORD CENTER, N. H.
The Fall Term of this Institution will commenc
Tuesday, Aug, 20, and continue eleven weeks, un
der the instruction of I. P. Quimby, Jr., recently
joincipal of Greely Institute, Cumberland Center,
e.
!

CALENDAR:

-

students

are invaluable.

Miss IDA E. MORRILL,
Music.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

PARSONSFIELD

Although the church lost its visibility

opera bouffe or of the last new waltz, and
the pretty fingers, if bereft of the jewels,
and prepared for the performance of honwould be

Precepiress, French

nstruction on Guitar,

with

-

and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions

Miss MARY C. BRADFORD, Mathematics and Rheteric,

Primary Studies,
Common English,

g

tages of association

LITERARY INSTITUTION
LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Miss L1zzIE CALLEY,
ural Science.

a

Mg. CHRISTIAN COUGHENOUR died of the in

diamond denoting engagement,
touch the
bright keys of the piano to the arias of ‘the

|
CEwooyl

of George

buds in the bouquets oun their center-tables,
are sent forth in the matrimonial whirlpool, equipped with no practical knowlSige of what they may be called upon to
o. Their panniers are the latest mode of
are they?’ Brother C. was for
the
accomplished
mantua-maker,
their thers—where
many years a worthy member of the First Kyger
jeweled hands, waiting for the solitaire Freewill Baptist church and a humble believer

The roofs are
of green

wife

lor was one of the tirst to come into the organization. About that time she was very anxious
for her husband’s conversion.
She lived to see’
him become an earnest Christian and member of
the church.
Her sickness was lingering, but she.
bore it with Christian fortitude. She rests in
heaven.
She leaves a husband, 3 children, father, mother, brothers and sisters and others to
mourn their loss.
WILLIAM GRAY.

by

women

ries, just as fresh and as pretty as the

We

conspicuous

whilst

E.,

down to hard work or privation.
The thy grave in a full age, like as a shock of corn
young women who come from the semina- cometh in his season|” The subject of this notice

The Pagoda of Wat-Chang.
By

alliances,

Sec. & Treas.

onable rates.
.
For further information address IRA A. PHILBRICK

member.

April 7, 1878.

. LG JORDAN, A. B., Principal,
with three Assist
nts.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness mm doing their work is secured from both teachers and
pupils, which is. not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithiully drilled in Latin and Greek
Ancient Geography
cient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
peoial” attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &c. The location of the school 80 near
the College and Theological School, affords advan-

R. M. MINARD.

church was organized in Leslie, and sister

away

Feb. 5,1872.

REED,

she did not forget
her obligations as a Christian
to the world and her family. One year ago a

become wives wed the pocket-book’ or the
bank-balance rather than the husband, and
shrink from the responsibilities of their po-

.

—

and

WM.

The
mence
under
cipal
N. H.

The old-time weddings, of which love
was the foundation and constancy the re-

between what might be called the language

to man.

CELESTIE

4.00

daughter of Nelson and Patty Norton, died Dec.
8, 1872, aged 32 years and 7 months.
Sister T.
embraced religion about 15 years ago, under the
labors of the late David
Winton, and united
with the F. B. church of Rives, Jackson Co.,
Mich., and remained a faithful and consistent

Rl

sult, have been crowded out

:

to

SPRING AND SUMMER TERMS begin Jan. 13 and

J. 8S. BROWN, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.

than

Master.
But he will live in the memory of his
friends as one who though dead yet speaketh.

2

$2.00

Lyndon Center. Vt., 1872.

twenty of his classmates in the Green Mountain
Seminary at his funeral. Thus in a little more
than five days, as a student he closes his books,is
borne to his childhood home, and from the embrace of a father and mother, brother and sister,

guidance of a knowledge of how to do_it— | Hall at Cheshire, Jan. 3ud.

[S

Liverpool,

clear, and

the brightest wit, the deepest wisdom, come
ever in small packages.—Boston Globe.

of the

enemy. - The

connection between biting, as a means of
warfare, and laying back the ears, as a sign
of anger, is so uniform, and the exceptions

habit,

Shake out the adjectives
Sacrifice the -pet metaled away by the love of by the attendance of his teacher and more

the weddings of policy and position; and
love is too often the accidental consequence

phant, which fights with its tusks, does not
retract its ears, but, on the contrary, erects

rushing at an

Be

as

LYNDON

FREDDIE A.., eldest son of William and Sally
Wyman, of Monkton, died Feb. 7, aged 15 years.
A little more than a year ago Freddie gave his
heart to the Saviour, and from the day of his
conversion
he was firm and faithful, always
bearing his cross when opportunity presented.
Possessing a loving and amiable disposition he
was loved by all who knew him. That he was
loved by his fellow students was clearly evinced

Life is too short, too full of cares and duties,
to be thrown away thus.
The best advice,

use their teeth in fighting, and never draw
back their ears when enraged.
The ele-

when

alliteration.

not

or

periods

J. M. CRANDALL.

tives; what endless repetitions of tedious
details, weary and disgust the hearer. It
is frightful to think of the time wasted by
these self-parading petitioners and longwinded inditers of many-headed sermons.

draw back their ears when feeling savage.
This may be continually seen with dogs
fighting in earnest or puppies fighting
in
play. Cats, tigers, leopards, lynxes, show
the same peculiarity.
It is very noticeable
in horses, and the vicious expression it
givesto them is unmistakable. But cattle,
sheep or goats, though they fight, never

them,

the

Ridgeville, Ind.,

&

2, 1872.

‘NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
$7.00

' Paculty :

We shall miss
mongers in too many pulpits.
hat flights | liim in the Sabbath school and the social meethe worked so earnestly for the
of tawdry rhetoric, and volleys of exple- ing, where

expression in men and animals, gives an
ingenious explanation of this movement.
He observes it is only found in species that

fight with their teeth.

between

Rh

d

Commences its Fall Term September
Catalogues sent to ifquirers.

Board, per week, in private families,
3.00
“
ode id
clubs,
.
2.00
EXTRA CHARGES,
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,
$10.00
Use of Instrument for practice,
1.00
Vocal Music for Gentlemen,
1.50
“
bei N
Ladies,
00
Penmanship, fifteen lessons
1.50
Rooms for self-boarding ma be had at reasonable
‘rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paying from such time to the close of the term
at fhe Feguldy Jutes.
i
Ar
course o
ctures on teaching will be delivered
during the term, For Catalogue appl to
.

crisff, and pertinent, alike in your invectives,
eulogies, and
recommendations.
Think of the Lord's Prayer, and then of
the awful substitute served by sensation passes to his heavenly home.

familiar observation.
None of them is
more significant than the drawing back and
win,

Be

antithesis,

Mr.

spaces

brief as possible,

The expressive gestures which many animals make with their ears are matters’of

icates a savage frame of mind.

the

-»without reserve.

“phors.

which

We have a whole world’s news

WILTON, [TOWA.

COLLEGE.

rent, per term, from

WE UTLER, See .

WILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

President.

EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

of Waterbury, Vt., died Feb, 2, aged 27 years
and 8 months.
Our sister indulged hope in
Christ, at Strafford, 6 years ago, united with the
church, aud remained a worthy member until
death.
During her sickness she was calm and
resigned.
Her attachment to friends was strong,
but the prospéct of future rest awakened desire
to depart. As the hour of separation drew near,
knowing the unwillingness of friends to give her
up, her last words were, ‘ Let me go.”
Her
remains were carried to Strafford, whelre the
funeral services were attended.
Our brother
feels his loss great, especially in being deprived
of one who felt so deep an interest in his success
in entering upon the workof the ministry.
May
grace sustain in the hour of bereavement, and a
reunion ultimately enjoyed.

stir-

to look after, and put in order for our read-

the Ears.

ressure of the ears to the head,

are out of place in these

M. D.,

May 29, 1873,

L. MALVERN.

of a few

SAMUEL SCRIBNER, of Otisfield,
onn sails up the broad and rapid river
and 9 months, a, Seri.
i the May 183, aged 78 years
ota
Biles
Jr
gulf,
their
the
for
from
them
March, was
spared
Xerxes
was converted 39 years ago next
ner
« ghrines;”
tower- baptized the Aug. Admob) by Rev. James
am)
at pagoda of Wat-Chan
beauty, and the Macedonian conqueror pr
A mass of Libb
A,
3000 fofeet towards heaven.
united ‘with the first Free Baptist
and y,
offered to pay all the cost of the Temple if ing
a
tropical foliage on the river's bank con- church in Otisfield, of which heHe remained
was a dehe might only inscribe his own name upon coals
until his death.
member
worthy
structure,
enormous
the
of
base
the
its majestic front. There is little doubt but and shades the smaller buildings of the ‘voted Christian and a constant reader of the
in unison
| that the ruins of Aiasalook must contain a monastery which it adorns. It is impos- Star. In a word, his warm heart beat that
were
with the great hearts in our nation,
priceless store of rich Greek art, if this be
on to convey an im- laboring for the freedom of the oppressed and
the ** first find;” and we shall hope to see sible by any descripti
pickness
was
and unique beauty. the salvation of souls. His his Master, sayingprofresh treasures exhumed from the great pressionof its striking
but like
‘|
temple stand in tracted and severe,
the
of
wallr
my will, but thine be done,” he passed to
tomb. where so much beauty and glory li The whitecontra
Not
¢
of
green
dark
the
with
st
Bro. Scribner
strong
his glorious reward in Heaven.
buried.
the banyan and the orange, and the broad leaves the congregation’ of Ids early choice, 3

coppersmith,

friends.

Four of her daughters were present.
W. C. PECK.
ISRAEL SWAIN, of Barrington, died Feb. 16,

of study,

himself and

concourse

sympathizing

TUTTLE,

Liberal aid is rendered to those needing it.

Lewiston, Me., July 16, 1872,

.
March: 1, 1 ,- and close
The SPRING TERM will open
P

She was born in Brattleboro’, Mass., and moved
to W. some 54 years ago. She survived her

of her acquaintances and

THOMAS

RIDGEVILLE

her daughter, where she peacefully and calmly |
fell asleep in the arms of Jesus.
Her funeral

in any one branch

province.”

at Warren

husband 87 years, 17 of which she has lived with

said,

All this is true

>

Northwood, N. H., Aug. 12, 1872.

Center,
Pa., Jan. 21, aged 92 years and 3 months.

more

of Aim.

exhaust

yess, COM.

BuLLoCcK died

Re
BEE
Rev.
B. ¥. Hayes, A. M M., Professor of Mentalan
Moral Philoso hy. :
i
Rev, J. A. Howe,
A. M., Protessor of Systematic
Theolomy.
Thomas 8,
h, Professor of Hebrew.
Two Courses ot study are
preseribed; one embeating and the other omitting the ancient lan-

TRS

not

She leaves a husband and three chil-

HANNAH

Rev. J.J.

SEMINARY.

EE

Mgrs.

Prin

PP

it, was

For fifty years she had been

of his time, sustained arguments
Be- learning
132, 124 and 130 brilliant diamonds.
tween the four Maltese crosses are four or- at the University of Paris against fourteen
naments in the form of a French fleur-de- disputants, and conquered in all. Scipio
lis, with four rubies in the centers, and / Africanus was not only a great warrior, but
surmounted by rose diamonds, containing famed for his learning and eloquence. Salrespectively 85, 86 and 87 rose diamonds. vator Rosa was a lutenist and a satirist.
From the Maltese crosses issue four impe- ‘The variety of knowledge and accomplishVinci
M. C. HENDERSON.
rial arches, composed of oak leaves and ment accumulated by Leonardo da
acorns, the leaves containing 728 rose, table almost staggers belief. The very rarity of
DEA.
DAVID
CHAMPION
died
in Newfield, N.
and brilliant diamonds, 32 pearls forming such prodigies is what makes them prodi- Y., Feb. 13, aged 79 years and 1 month. Dea.
gies.
To
every
such
‘instance
of
universal
the acorns, set in cups containing 54 10se
Champion obtained peace in believing, nearly
The accomplishment may be opposed thousands sixty years ago, and was baptized (we uiink) by
diamonds and one table diamond.
Rey. Wm. Hunt.” He united with the ¥.
Baptotal number of diamonds in the arches of men who have failed in life by dabbling tists,
and has remained a worthy and consistent
Most men run uncerand acorns is 108 brilliants, 116 table, and in too many things.
member
until
he
heard
the
voice
of
the
Master
Hobbes saying,‘ Come up higher.” One that had known
From the upper part tainly if they have two goals.
559 rose diamonds.
of the arches are suspended four large made himself a laughing-stock as a poet; him Jong, been his neighbor, and member of the
pendant pear-shaped pearls, with rose dia- Milton wrote but little good prose, and church with him for more than forty years, said
him, that which can be said of but few men,
d caps, containing 12 rose diamonds, provokes a smile at himself as a humorist; ofnamely,
that he was always a consistent ChrisBentley's
hand
forgot
its
cunning
when
he
and stems containing 24 very small rose
tian, His was a higher pe of Christian life,
laid
it
on
Paradise
Lost.
Above the arch stands the
diamonds.
than we usually meetin the common walks of
life. A life consecrated to God, a life of faith,
mound containing in the lower hemisphere
hence his hope was firm, his communings with
304 brilliants, and in the upper 244 brilBe Brief,
God sweet and sustaining.
He walks this earth
liants ; the zone and are being composed of
s———
no more, but we trust he * walks with Ged in
33 rose diamonds. The cross on the sumMay God bless and comfort the lonely
Long speeches, long letters, long com- white.”
mit has a rose-cut sapphire in the center,
widow and sorrowing children.

of animals and that of man there was no
natuml bridge, and that in order to account
for human language, we required for man
peared,
ap
have
the standing column must
the possession of a' faculty of which no
which was composed of ten of these drams ; trace whatever had been discovered in the
while, if we fancy the temple git about lower animals. He could not undecstand
with a forest of such glorious pillars, we how Mr. Darwin could bring himself to
can/marvel no longer that the whole world sum up thé subject as follows: ** We have
repaired to visit the shrine of ** Diana of the seen that the faculty of articulate speech
Ephesians.” That this precious velic is a does not offer any peculiar objection to the
basal stone of one of the ** embroidered belief that man has been developed from
columns? seems plain from the finished some lower animal.” The fact was that
nature of the sculpture, and the life size of no instance had been adduced of any -anithe figures, The architects would probabl
mal learningto speak, nor had it been excarve the upper ornamentations of eac
plained by any scholar or philosopher how
pillar in rougher style and to a larger scale, that barrier of language which Separated
so that distance might soften and diminish man from all animals might be. effectually
them into harmony. This lovely work now crossed.
Emotional” language was, nq
revealed to us is cut with the greatest prein common by man and anishared
doubt,
ly,
cision, the drapery, especial
has been
language was confined
rational
but
mals,
,
chiseled with sharp and careful outlines

into fine relief, and

pile

prodigies of genius that have appeared at
rare intervals in the ages.
Cicero was
master of logic, ethics, astronomy, and
natural philosophy, besides being well
versed in geometry, music, and all the other fine arts.
Bacon took all knowledge

is pierced quite through, after the eastern
custom, the upper part of the piercing being filled up by a small ruby. Around this

nigh perfect. All display a finished and
stately art, and we may judge how supetb

so that the shadows cast by the bright sua
of the east must have thrown the figures

whole

NORTHWOOD

8,

The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commence
on WEDNESDAY, Dec. 4, 1872. ,
’
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B:, Principal.
The tuition will be as follows:
Primary Branches, +
=< $400
Common English,
wiielliwil
ei G00
Higher English,
ea
550
Classical,
+»
=
«
«
«+ 600
Board and Rooms can be obtained at reasonable
rates.
;
¥or further particulars address the Principal, or

19,

Dec.

on Monday,

North Scituate, R. L, Jan. 1, 1873.

©

Fos

Will commence

Jan, 27, 1873.
Complete courses of study for both exes.
gM
,
+ HL.
KER,
Prin.

died

Fou.

N.

Kansas,

Topeka,

dren, one son and two daughters.

mind makes, at some period or other, one
herculean effort, and the rest is mechani-

is a winged male Victory, remarkable for
being a prototype of our modern convenacter.

can

either

over it, or vary his

win’s Philosophy of Language.” Confining himself to the question of language,
Professor Miiller endeavored to show that

and

strenuously, he

do all he

Miiller

tional vessel in plumage

and heart.

countless

have leisure to make considerable progress
in half a dozen acquisitions. ‘‘Let a man

and the dignity of pose and fine elaboration
of the drapery mark some divine being—

third figure

these

It was the opinion of William Hazlitt,
that life is long enough for muny pursuits,
provided we set about them properly, and
give our minds wholly to them. Let one
devote himself to any art or science ever

cal.”

fective. We have Cambridges ne eat
in/places
numbers in the United States,
where thtre is neither a river Cam, nor
a bridge. Every machinist knows that a
« cam " is the name given to a piece of machinery which causes an eccentric motion.
The river Cam is a crooked river.
towns,

Oneness

The

Vittoria, A. D. 1367.

1872, aged 64 years.

won derful !— Scribner's.

V.,
Rb was worn in the helmet of Henry
It
at the battle of Agincourt, A. D. 1415.

Etraue,
almost

meaning

light of morning smote

All our real labor

of Najera, near

all

The SPRING TERM

in

a Christian, and of her pure and stainless life
her loving and ready charities, her tender an
true heart, those who knew her best can best
testify. She
was a true Christian. wife
and
mother; possessed of rare qualities of intellect

Memnon’s statue, vocal when the

iven to Edward, Prince of Wales, son of
dward III., called the Black Prince, by
Don Pedro, King of Castile, after the battle

equal to the derivation of the name of a
pickle, from Jeremiah King: Jerry King,
Jer. King, gerkin. But colloquial changes
are not always to be despised. They mean
* A
history. The common expression,
lame leg, would seem to
a r
game leg” fo
be making game of misfortune. The true
English,

motion

on high, and make the

musical.

and in the center of a diamond Maltese
cross, is the famous ruby, said to have been

polin.” York, from the Latin Eboracum,
would seem to present at first glance but
little resemblance to its oviotal, The
process of change in common usage was

gam,” old

tongues

8 festoons, consistwhich are
between
ing of 148 diamonds. In front of the crown,

boul, pronounced Istamboul, from ** eis teen

something as follows: Eboracum,
is
Th
York.
Eore,
Eoforwic,

in

in

4

Rev.

., wife of

y

glitters

of i

wife

Mus. PaveiaM..

of heart disease,

sunlight,
the least breeze that sweeps
over the broad river and makes tremulous the leaves of the dark trees below
set

was

. church and lived a devoted Christian to
day of her death, She was the mother of
eight children; six of them joined the ¥. B.
church,
ol
Com.

and sparkles with its various colors in the

will

She

Higgins. in

Et A,
iia

named
Among

tower

Mr.

|.
the

i

ing porcelain of the mighty

to

1815. They moved to Towa in 1854, Sister
Higgins embraced religion in 1820 and joined the

is

he.

of Sv oi

poague

He

10

snd

married

& Corinthians,
do
Lessons for every Sunday in

the Year, (Ques. Book) single,

do
do
Communionist,
0
Choralist,
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Minutes of General Conence,
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:IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOG

or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creat
tested by Selentifie Theories of his Origin and Anti
quity,
Joseph
PP. THOMPSON,
D. D., LL
one vol., 12mo,
Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid b'

post, on receiptof price, by

B. NUPLING AMR

Job Work lei eas:
BUSINESS

CARDS,

done in the best manner,

&e.,

at this Office.

on
a

‘furnished by command of her Majesty. It
Etheldreda’s name be- consists of diamonds, pearls, rubies, sa
to base uses. St.
hires and emeralds, set in silver and gold ;
came shortened to St. Audry, from whence Res crimson velvet cap, with ermine
comes the word ** tawdry,” signifying border, and is lined with white silk. Its
gd gaudy. Ttis said that the im="
cheap
gross weight is 39 ounces, 5 pennyweights
the Saint were so much.over-dress- ages of
troy. The lower part of the band, above
unconthus
they
that
ed by her votaries
the ermine border, consists ef a row of 129
sciously furnished the English language pearls, and the upper part of the band of a
with this very expressive term. An fur- row of 112 pearls, between which, in front
given to the word
ther indorsement was
of the crown, is ajlarge sapphire, (partly
by fairs held on St. Etheldreda'swereday,sold.at drilled,) purchased for the crown by his
finery
which articles of female
King George IV. At the back is
Majesty,
Another sainted lady who lived in the same a sapphire of smaller size, and six other
seventh, gives a household
the
century,
sapphires, (three on each side,) between
name to the cat. ** Tabby” is said to come which are eight diamonds.
Above and bend
Engla
in
towns
Two
Abbe.
from St.
fourteen diaare
sapphires
seven
the
low
come
but
,
Tabley
honor,
are named in her
monds; and around the.eight emeralds 128
from the corrupted name *‘ Tab.” * Boston,” diamonds. Between the emeralds and sapas some few people know, is St. Butolph’s phires are sixteen trefoil ornaments, contown shortened, and there is in the AmerAbove the band | are
160 diamonds.
ican as ‘well as the English Boston, a strget taining
by 8 diamonds,
surmounted
sapphires
eight
:
Saint.
the
after
h,”
* Butolp

1812, and she was

ai

desire fame

too,

great name may come

Yet a

or notoriety.

Higgins, died

her age.

—
—
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Queen Victoria, was made by Messrs. Rundell and Bridge, in the year 1838, with
jewels taken from old crowns, and others

of

born in West Va,; her father moved to Ohio

2233832288

Origin of Words.
Most men, and women

crown:

The Imperial state crown of her Majesty,

HANNAH, wife of Bro. Myric

Feb. 10, in the 77th year

Wr

BATES THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.

,

the

Prof: Tennant thus describes

—

structures, smaller turrets,
lesser pinna-|
cles, swell * the gigantic pyraviia, rectangular, hexagonal, and con cal in turn, till
rounded like a cupola, it
at the sunimit,
is surmounted bya finial of gilded metal
into graceful branches under
spreading
the blue sky. From every branch of this
great spire, from every prominent angle
gilded bell,
and projection, hangs a little

Queen Victoria’s Crown.
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A decree has been issued by the Brazilian government permitting foreign vessels to ascend the

Madeira River as far as the Falls of San Antonia.

CONGRESSIONAL.
On Monday,
the Senate hadthe Agricultural College bill under consideration.
The House
passed the River and Harbor
Appropriation
and Fishery bills,

" proceedings of Congress was the

debate

in’ the

House of Representatives on the

Poland

Credit

Mobilier report.

Judge Poland

committee, and was

led off for

the

seconded by Mr. Merrick

with an able speech.
Mr. Hawley of Connecticut also supported partially that side of the case.
~Mr. Ames made his defense in the form of a
statement which was read by the clerk.
Mr.

Farnsworth and others assailed the committee’s

report vigorously.

Mr. Butler offered a resold-

tion as a substitute for the committee’s resolutions, forthe presentation of the testimony to
the grand jury in the District of Columbia for
*¢ such action in the premises as to law and justice shall appertain.”
No action was taken, and
the debate was continued Wednesday.
On Wednesday, as before, the chief event was
the debate on the questions presented in the

Credit Mobilier report.

Messrs. Butler,

Banks,

Bingham und other able debaters spoke, and the
interest in the procéedings was undiminished.
No action was taken,
On Thursday, in the Senate, the special committee on the Credit Mobilier reported a reso,
lutien for the expulsion of Senator Patterson of
New Hampshire.
The report of the Poland
committee was further discussed in the House
of Representatives, and substitute resolutions
were
adopted
censuring
Messrs. Ames and
Brooks.
On Friday, Congrésgiresumed its regular business both branches being occupied mainly on appropriation
bills—the
Senate considering the
sundry civil and the House the legislative,
The
question of increasing salaries occasioned a livelv and at times personal debate in the latter
bramch., The proposed amendment, increasing
the salaries of the President, members of the
Cabinet, the justices of the Supreme Court and
members of Congress,was rejected. The Wilson
committee’s bill concerning the Union Pacific
Railroad was passed as an amendment to the
legislative appropriation bill. The
river and-

*harbor bill was

reported

to the

Senate.

That

‘body was
in
session
from
half-past seven
Thursday evening until twenty minutes of eight
Friday morning, discussing the Louisiana bill,
which was finally rejected.’
On Saturday, the Senate was in session from
one o'clock Saturday afternoon umtil an early
hour Monday morning, taking a recess,however,
from 4:15 A. M. to 7 P. M. Sunday.
The sundry
civil expenses appropriation bill was passed

with amendments,

and

the

deficiency bill

was

received Sunday night and considered. Among the
miscellaneous business transacted was the passage of the bill for the establishment of life-saving stations on the Atlantic coast. A motion to
reconsider the rejection of the Louisiana bill was
tabled—29 to 28. The House devoted most of
its session to the appropriation bills, and committees of conference were ordered on those on

——

—————

which disagreements

exist.

A

Paragraphs.

joint resolution

will

be taken

not

seated.

Marshall

House,

at

of the

in

be

un-

Alexandria,

rebellion,

was

Alexander H. Stephens, Vice
Confederacy, is elected

to

Va.,

burned

last

Congress

from

the

at- Hillsboro’,

H., was'held in $4000 at Manchester,
Credit Mobilier

N.

H.,

on

victims

was

sub-

was passed,
of expelling

The executive committee of the Union Pacific
" Railroad has decided that no free passes over
the road will hereafter be printed or issued.
They have application for over 8000 for this year,
many of them being in the interest of Senators
and members of Congress and other officials.

chinery.
The steamer George 8S. Wright is supposed

to

have been lost off Cape Caution a few days ago
with all on board—about twenty ‘persons. Reof the

barque

Boyne off the coast of England, the drowning
of fifteen of the crew, and of the foundering of
4 steamer, name not stated, in the river Mersey,
involving the loss of all on board.
A collision

(time

not stated)

Torch,

which,

vessels and

the

drowning of twenty-four-of the Chacobuco’s men.

In no new year in the history of Chicago
and means

have
estab-

lished themselves there as in 1872. The populition of the city is now at least 880,000; before the
fire it was 834,270.
4
FOREIGN.

The report that

the

is

Spanish

becoming more
Assembly

had

the

Central

The following record of female avocations in
the United States is taken from the receat census returns : Independent of women farmers there
are 4b female stock herders, 6 apprentices to barbers, 24. dentists; 2 hostlers, 2 professional hunters and trappers, 5 lawyers, 525 physicians and
surgeons, 67 clergymen, 2 scavengers, 7 sextons,
10 ¢ canal-men,” 196 ** draymen,” 1 pilot, 6 guano laborers, 4 gas-st@kers, 33 gunsmiths, 7 gunpowder makers, and
ship-riggers.
:
The first mule ever taken into the Hoosac tunnel was brought up révently after a three years
residence in the bowels of the earth.
He begun
to kick vigorously #§/§oon as he reached the surface—a thing he was never known to do before.
Twenty thousand engravings after Turner will
be sold in London. in March.
These, it is said.
have been lying unheeded for twenty yvearsina
house which the great artist used a studio.

not a single

of Sheba’s palace

second

edition

the

Asia Boundary
London

Timge

between the Duke of Montpensier and ex-Queen
Prince Alfonso
is to marry the
of the duke, who will assume the re-

:

is the latest ar-

Leenards, age 91, is the

Victoria’s

oldest mem-

privy council.

Prince

The death of the Emperor Napoleon favored
at least one branch of horticultural enterprise.
To the Frenchmen present on the occasion of
the funeral of the Emperor a bunch of violets
seemed as essential as a.aress coat. a white tie,
and a bit of red ribbon in the botton-hole,
Those who think railway traveling in this

country

more

dangerous than in

England may

be interested to know that the London Times of
January 27 contained a r
of eight accidents,
one each on the 22d, 23d and
24th, and five on
the 25th. Six of the -eiglit were collisions, and
several of them were avoidable.
Three were
attended with fatal consequences and serious
injury was caused by three others—one of the
latter wounding sixteen persons.
The upper chamber of Saxony has passed the
education bill lately submitted to it. This measure maintains and applies the principle of the

religious or confessional school which exists in
Prussia and in Germany.
school unless he professes

During the year I have

complained

No one can open a
one of the religious

faith.

The

Protestant,

Romanist,

or Jewish schoolmaster, as the case may be, has
the same right to equal

protection and assistance

who profess no one of the recognized religions.
are experimenting, and itis

‘

tricity.

a brake worked

by elec-

The invention consists of the application

of electro-magnets, exerting

a force of six hun-

dred pounds, to pulleys on a swing shaft underneath

the

guard
still,

is enabled

carriages.

By

pressing

a key,

the

to bring the train to a stand-

the

most

& MAIN will publishin April

more than

Authors

of “Pure

successful

lished).

Singing

Gold

Book

»

(the

ever

pube

once of** hard times for farmers.”
I do not like
to grumble. .It is far more pleasant to look at
the bright
side. Tt is also miore
profitable.

size as ‘‘ Pure Gold,” and sold at the same

What

price.

a farmer

needs

is ‘ pluck,”

There

ig

much to discourage, even at the best, but in
times like these it is specially necesary to guard
against despondency.
If a farmer
has good
health, if he has a good appetite and good digestion, and can sleep well, he is not much of a man
if he cun.not keep up his spirits, and go to work.

but a farmer

of any

The Exeter Sectional
The Greatest

eating out the

very

pools,

or

wet

soggy,

roots of vegetation,

result-

had

the

dear

had enough

‘* Oh, how I would
old

farm-stead

to eat,

and,

WITHOUT

there

homely,

Lacks

ter;

last

take other
top, where
twixt side
til secured

drained of water.

A

Cabinet

BEST

over

féw trials it Is not so bad.

’

after a*

It is stated that every farm of 160 acres in

Eastern Kansas, is underlaid

with 1,560,000 tons

of coal, or nine times more fuel than if the surface was covered with heavy timber,

any

such

imstrument

of the

instruments, which

class,

may pre-

and the quality of their Organs

instruments

them.

is too

The

have

Mason

obta‘ned

& Hamlin

a preference

Cabinet

Organs

are the ONLY American musical instruments of any
class which have obtained a large sale in Ferobl:
notwithstanding the
cult competition there with
cheap labor.
While the superiority of the Mason & Hamlin Organs is hardly

disputed,

it is not 80 well

known

that

their prices are not higher than those of many inferior organs. This is
because the Company, having
occasion to manufacture more extensively than any
other makers, have been able to avail themselves of
extensive machinery, and other extraordinary facilities, by which they are enabled to produce not only
best work, but this at least cost.
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULARS, with Spiions of
more than 1,000 musicians, and ILLUSTRATED

CATALOGUE, free. Address,

BY

154 Tremont St., Boston;

announcement

DITSON

&

CO.

offer

genial Juvenile Song Beoksto

C

hee

that

most

r fu

successful

these

Pretty Evaline Adair.

$5c¢.,

the

YORK

AND

Old Established Troy Bell Foundry
Continue to manufacture those BELLS (which have
made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and
which have been made at this establishment during
the past twenty years) and are now making more
bells, anhually, than any other foun
in the country, for Churches, Academies, Plan
tions, &o.,
made of genuine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin.)
RowarMountings, thé best in use. All Bells
ranted satisfactory. Large Illustrated Catalogues
ADs
sent free on application to JON ICS & CO
TROY, N.Y,’
CAUTION,
Beware of parties Claiming to
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose
Foundry is »0T, and NEVER has been located in
TroY, N. Y,, said claims are intended to deceive the
public.
:
b2t5

.

3

And

de-

scribes the brightness

as

for

Book

:

our

man.

Betly,

and Czar and

Spray.

Caprice

hts.

Mazurka,

Mueller,

Mazurka,

whose

bies

a

freshness

46c.—Sweet

Reverie, Tonel, 40c.—*The Tender Chord.

March, Kinkel, 35c.
*The Tender Chord. Polka,
Ducat, 4ve.—The Village Festival, Kinkel, 40 —There
is but one Imperial City. (4 hands,) Dressler, 35¢.—
Prince Imperial Galop.
(4 hands,) Pasher, 5c —
Springinsfeld galop. (4 hands,)
Pasher, 35¢.—Wild
unter Galop. (4 hands,) Pasher, 35c.
:

Peters’ MUSICAL Monthly
FOR MARCH,

CONTAINS

PRICE 30c.,

THE

FOLLOWING BELECTIONS OF NEW
MUSIC:
}
»
Saviour, Thou art ever Near, Song and Cho., Danks,
—Pretty
Evaline Adair.
hy
and Cho., Hays.—
Geraldine, Song and Cho., Fiske.—He Kissed
me
Good-bye at the Gate, Stewart.-~Hear me Say my

Little

Prayer, Pratt.

Easter

Carol,

Just as I am.

For Communion

or Lent,
Wagner.—Let the World Chant and Sing.
Easter Carol, Smart.—Put on your Best Array.
Dressler.—Kittie’s

Polka,

and

Music of the many books I

have had the pleasure to use.” &ec.
Price of Cheerful Voices............ 50 cts.
Price of Sparkling Rubies.......... 35 cts.
Specimen copies mailed, post-paid, for the above
prices.

*
C.

EH.

0.

DITSON

DITSON

&

& CO., Boston.

CO.

711 Broadway,

HEALTH

New

York.

tfl0

~ WEALTH

“

>

With good homes, in
good society, may be
found in the NATIONAL COLONY by industrious,
temperate people. No others need Apply. For the
COLONY JOURNAL, with full particulars, send
stamp to.

amt

.

MILLER,

4110

’

Back

Numbers
March

Supplied.

Contains music from which children will derive
both amusement and instruction.
In fact, this book is believed

to

teach

the

bY

The

Song

“true”

by

King,
Ld

sent

for

75

BOOK,

SUNSHINE!
For

1873.

READY

MARCH

1st.

_ INustrating ! Enforcing! Inviting!
A novelty for every Christian worker. Hymns and

tunes that never ‘‘ wear out,” for the famly worship
and prayer-meeting. A few pages of practice and pieces
Sulldble for Saturday afternoon and concert ocea~
sions.
PRICE SINGLE, 35 CENTS. PER DOZEN, $3.60.
A single specimen copy sent by mail 30 cents.
Either of
the above books sent on receipt of price
by the publishers.
:
JOHN CHURCH & CO.,
1y45
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

MARCY’S

SCIOPTICON!

.

With Improved and Cheapened
:
Magic Lantern
Slides.
For Homes, Sunday schools and Lecture room , it is
unrivaled.
Brilliant and easy to show. Cirbulars
. Catalogues 10 cents..

AGENTS

WANTED.—SAMPLES

The

SENT

Markets.

=

BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES
the week ending Fes. 26, 1873.

For

CANDLES,

=

”

MOLASSES.

12 8.

15

COFFEE.

“

Cuba, Clayed..

25.@..

30

Sperm..........35 @.. 36 | do.Sweet....
.. @.. ..
COAL.
[_do. Muscovado30 @..40
Cannel..... 28 00 @30 00 Porto Rico...... 40 g..'8
Pictou......., 0008000
OIL.
Olive,
¥ gal

125@

|Linsota=Ing.

1 30

su life 3

Java ¥ B..... 3% 8. 21 Crude Sperm 53. @ i158
St. Domingo...

19-@..

2

Do.

Whale..

RiO

19g...

&

Refined

do....

saseeeennnes

COTTON.
Ordinary......

Neatsfoot¥gal

17}8..

17

63 @..

10

00

83

8..

1 20 g 1 40

PAINTS.

|, No. Leite sald

Sheetings and Shirtings—
Heavy 4
1338.. 141

Drills, Brown.13}

Print Cloths ..

HOW THIS VARIETY oF CORN WAS ORIGINATED
This celebrated variety has been brought to its
present perfection by planting largest, most
prolific
and earliest kinds for a series of years and
ually
selecting the earliest ripening, largest and most

lific ears for seed,
;
120 TO 150 BUSHELS OF SHELLED
GROWN PER ACRE.

pro-

In order to show that it is NO HUMBUG, we have
500.000

small

SAMPLE

PACKAGES,

which

we

will send FREE to all who send stampto pay postage.
WHAT WE CLAIM FOR THE CHESTER COUNTY MAMMOTH CORN:

1st, This corn will

yield

2nd, The stalks grow

and sufficiently strong

from twice to three times

more

vigorous

to produce

and healthy,

one or two very

large ears.

3rd, The stalks bear more foliage and are better for
feeding.

4th, That it will grow and produce a profitable crop
on ground where other corn will not grow to maturity.
5th, It ripens earlier and is not liable to be caught

by frost.
:
6th, To be cut green and ured for feeding, it is fifty
per cent. better thau any other variety of corn.
Our corn has all been selected with the greatest
care the small end of every ear broken off, the balance shelled by hand.
WE WARRANT EVERY GRAIN OF IT TO GROW.
, The increase yield per acre over the old varieties
will pay for the seed 20 times over, besides every
farmer that plants this year will have a large demand
for seed at good prices. SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND
TESTIMONIALS.
[4
Price $2.50 per peck, $5 a bushel; five bushels $20.

.N.P.
BOYER & C0.
Parkesburg, Chester County, Pa,
HYMN

REVIVAL

TUNE

AND

I'D0K FOR

THE MILLION. T Ins little work conti.» s 64 pages
of choice Revival Hymns and Tunes tor Prayer
and Bocial Meetings, Sunday Schools and Congre ations. Among the many gems we would name
Where is thy Re
2 Poor Sinner?” “I will
Never Cast
Out,” “Save, O Jesus, Save,”
and “Jesus of Nazareth Passeth by.” . Price,
10 cents, mailed; $8 Der hundred.
Publishers,
HORACE

Hi

.

WATERS

&

SON;

481

Broadway,

t

UININE

VenRed¥wewt

Ginghams......00 @.. 00 French Yellow..2§

@.. 3}

Extra Superfive..
Superfine.....:u..

a..

Mous.deLaines 00 @.. .. |varnishes.... 130 g 8 0
Carpetings—
{Putty...oue..... 5@.. 3)
Lowell sup. 3-ply @ 1 60 Glue... amie ; 1 @g.. 50
@ 1 85 |
a12

PETROLEUM.

20 d.-20}

Cod—largeqt.b 25 @ 5 50 |

Medium ».4 75 @ 5 80

Do.shore.

7 50

ae fv.

-

Mackerel,bbl.8 00 @18 00

20

Salmon, tce..30 00 32 00 { Western....13 00 @l4 00

FLOUR AND MEAL.

pum.

+

15 50 @17 ve

Sinan.
5 410 5. 0 Extra
Clear... 16 3 g17 00
:
xivali B
Llear...... 5 50 gl6
-

-

ork

Witlseexizall 20 3 8 | ‘Mess, best 14 50 815 w
com. extras 6 76 @ 7 50
Prime...
1 as 9
medium do..8 50 @ 9 00 7*
DEL
1.
9 8. a

choice do....9 50 @l0 50 Yard, bbl. Jb.

Illinois and Indiana,

|"

Py 81s

Pickled. .... 10

g..

17

Aidseexinn lo 50811 50 |yyooe dressed... 6@.. 6

PRODUCE.
choice extra,10 00810 50 |
Flour....5 50 @ 6 60 {Apples dried»
7 @..
8
Corn Meal....3 50 § 363 | do. sliced....
8 @.. 10
Rye

FRUIT.
Alhmonds—

Soft Shell...

|

do.mew
th bbl 2,50
Butter, hh,
wi

@ 3 75

00 g.. 00 | Yermont...... 36°g..

Shelled...... 2861 @..
Currants
@.. 347
Git Sessional a. 33

(Boaus,
¥ bush,
Small and
ex, 3

00 @ 3 62"”
250 @ 2

|Marrow......

Pea Nuts... | 75 @ 3 2 (Cranberries,
bud 50 @ 4 00
Figs common.. 8

@.. 10 [op Ape

Case cevennse 104
@.. 14
Lemons,#box3 00 @ 5 00

vi

Oranges.....
000 @ 3°00 © gj
Raisins,
bunch—
Gul se vasers
>a 86
tes neey

0:00 @ & 0

Reese, ¥
:
Yi. an
N.Y.

16 @..
Na..

0...

'

11
15

6 @.. 10

¥ bu.
. Potatoes,
Jacksons...
+o | Dow
A

90 @ 9%00
r¥

Layer ...... 210 @ 220 lopjons¥ bbl~ 5 00 @ 5 50
GRAIN

Southern yell . 76 ® . 78
Yeatorn aod, u s i 6

eat,westin

Bye.
} x : ] =
Oats
60
Shorts
# ton .29 5300 @..
g29 50

Poultry........

10 @.. 20

(Egg8...eev «vv
85 @.. 37
1
SEEDS.

Clover,Northern, 94a. .104

West & South. 10 '.. 15
HerdgGrass.. 3 75 @ 4 25
|RedTop¥bag, 4 50 @ 5 00

Fine Feed...80 00 430 00 fLinseed, Aw. sae
Middlings...29 00 g30 00

[“ADATY:e....:.2 TO @

HAY.

SPICES.

‘

Eastern and Northern

Cassia, ry S0K1.28 a. 2%

Country Hay—

Nutmegs

# Ton.....:18 00 27 00 a

#100 ibs...

175 @ 185

[poi

Straw,150 hs..1 25 @ 1 50 * “PPO

“HIDES AND SKINS,

: oD

Best; y

rr

AY

** 90

REAR

Do. web....., 12 @., 14 | Nos. 18to 20..

173

pu

a

eaittnad

Western, dry.. 28 @.. 26 | Nos. 18to 17..

94

1638..

$ Ds bi

ree

Green Salt «.s..17 @.. 18
:
SUGAR.
B. Ayres, dry.. 31 @.. 32 |Havana.—
Rio Grande.... 20 @.. 31 | Nos. 8to 12..

BITTERS!

0

11:8.

PROVISIONS.

@22 00 |Beef—Mess,

Slaughter...... 21 @..22

TONIC

2

23 4 J...

Cotton Flannel. 13 @.
|Vermillion.... 1 30 g 1 35
Prints.cc.ee.ea
dl} @. 13 Whiting—
.
Ticking .
v..00-@.. 08 | Boston...... 150 @2 00

Calcutta Cow—

ATWOOD’S

White....2 fa.

@.. 154 Span Brown Am 2: 8.

i} @

FISH

CORN

a.. 1%

|£I0C, ground in oil—
NO Looouannnn 11ja..11}

Medium #-4..... 128.. 12} Paris

8 @

vj

9§ @. 10%

10 @..1i}

Cuba Muscovado—
New Orleans...
.. @.. .
«+ @. 12
Com.ass’d 130 00 @140 00 Crushed..e.es
Powdered.
...
TH
3
EX. sizes.. «i iv @.. «4 Coffee crush. ... 10
1
Eng.com,... 90 00@ 95
IRON.

Swedish—

The heat Tonic
and Stomachic ever offered the
public,
refined 100 50 103 0p) ‘TALLOW.
It will Improve our Appétite, Facilitate Digestion, Do,
Do. sheet ¥ tb..64 @.. 7) Rendered,
¥1h
21 @.. 8}
Give tone to the Nervous System, Vigor to every organ Russia, sheet..16 @.. 16} Rough..seo.oiss
GO
% the body, thereby imparting Health and $ rength.
* LEAD.
TEAS.
here is no remedy so food for Languor and Deblity
whether
general or following acute disease. The | Pig g0ldsovseeee 64@:. BY Gunpowder—
Medical Faculty endorse it for Dyspepsia, J aundice, Sheet and Pipe ++@..11 3]
Per Tyvsinnes 50 @12

Nervous Debility, and all diseases arisin

from
a dis- | Old Nevins nenes eh a

ordered Liver or Stomach, Constipation,
latulence,
Rush of Blood to the Head, Loss o Appetite, Nausea,
Heartburn, Acrid Stomach, Fullness or WW ef ght n the
Stomach, Sinking
or Fluttering at the Pit of the Stomach, Dimnegs of
Vision, Yellowness of the Eyes and
Skin, Pain in the Head, Side, Back or Chest i's uralng
in the Flesh or sudden Flashes of Heat,—all of whic]
indicate a derangement of the Liver or Digestive Organa. ,
A= Persons living in, or visiting sections where
Malaria prevails, where Fevet and Ague, Bilious Fe.
ver, &o., are the characteristic diseases, should be
rovided wth them. They are a sure preventive of
‘ever and
e, Intermittents, Biliousness and all
ailments arising from malarious causes. Price $1.00.
Prepared by A. LITTLEFIELD & CO., Boston,
Mass. Sold by all Dealers in Medicine. 26eow27w

i
Sole
B. Ayres.... 28 @..
ae
..
Jringeo,
ve 3 | %
0 AK. canreneers 40 @..

20
42
42

Calf Shine

pi

ry

i

TICE....

80

$s

BOD. sansasssi
Yoong Hyson..
Hyson Skin.....
[Souchong......
|Oolong.........
[TOPADB.. ou...

@ 1'20
@.. 40
@ 0 7
@ 0 A
@ 0 0

In Rough.... 75 @.. 85 | Picklooke....-10
@.. 75

LUMBER,
Clear Pine.. 35 00 @65 00
Coarse do..

22 00 @25

Clapboards

55 00 5%

Choice XX....67

@..

68

00

ShippingB’d 22 00 @25 00
Spruce......16 00 @22 00
Oak,
¥ ton.. 10 00 @15 00
10 u

) 00

|

.

Laths,

pine.. 3 25 @ 2 76 [Canadaee......

Wire Co., |J0 Maiden Lane,
N. Y,, or
lyeow20.

8.box

shooks8 00 @ 4 00

ver

88
28
18
28
80

WOOL,

SH igispine] 2 03 80 [California

Hu

45.8

Ohio & Pennsylvania—

PER WEEK and expenses pad. We
want a reliable agent. in every County

in the U. 8. Address

Chicago, 111.

¥) Imperml.-..\v.

ATHER.

Ro.Spruce

L. J. MARCY

1840 Chestnut 8t., Philadelphia, Pa.
|J

orca,

free by mail, with terms, to clear from §5
to 810 per day. Two entirely new articles, saleable
as flour. Address,
N. H. WHITE,
4t10
Newark, New Jersey.

Anthracite... 9 50 g10 00

Eyigfgigfigigt
ss
¥s
8g
ds
oS

SCIOPTICON MANUAL (Revised Ed.) 50 ots.

48

5 000

Molds..oveaen

4t10

THE NEW

TO. BE

©

Back, Sprains, &. From 2 to 6 large bottles will
cure cases given up by physicians.
e¢ only cer.
tain cure for Sciatica. Large bottles, $1.50;
small bottles, 75 cts, Sold by all Druggists. lyeowi0

cents.

599 Broadway, N. Y.
Music sent, post-paid,on Receipt of the Marked price.

BY H. R. PALMER.
This work contains one hundred and ninety-two pages.
Bound in board cover, 76 cents single; $7.50 per

SUNDAY SCHOOL SINGING

iy XL apr ie

Colored

LINIMENT

Ca-

J. L. PETERS, Music Publisher,

For Singing Classes and Conventions,

Soden.

18

Is a pesitive cure for Sciatica, Rheumatism, Neu*
ralgia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame

Address,

THE

A. N. JOHNSON,

mode upon which children ought to be taught,
Price #56 per dozen. Single specimen copy,
mail, post-paid, 50 cents.

CO.

24£10

January, February, and

Numbers

z

&

BISHOP SOULE’S

PRICE, $1.50 FOR SIX MONTHS, OR $3 PER YEAR.

Adarese
9t10

HUMISTON & CO.,
Toledo, Ohio.

“THE TRUE JUVENILE SONG BOOK,
BY

YOUNG

)n, Mass,

Kinkel.—

Bohemian Girl, Pacher.—The Village Festival.
price, Kinkel.—The toast. Brindisi, Tonel.

The important poigts of superiority claimed for this

beauty unsurpassed by any book I have seen.”
Choristers say: “ A work of sterling merit.” “Far
excelling Sabbath School

M.

46c.—Silver

Kinkel,

as many bushels to the acre on the same soil and with
the same culture.

has

PL

Mueller, 30c.—*Sallie’s Waltz, Kinkel, 35c.—*Signal
Galop, Carlo Detta, 85c.—*Signal Waltz, La Hache,
85¢c.—*Silver Cloud.

guaran

i

March, Kinkel, 85,—*Gracie’s Waltz, Kinkel, 85¢c—
*Lottie’s Waltz, Kinkel, 85¢c.—*Paradise Mazurka.

we

music

stamp,

Zimmer-

35¢c.—*Christmas Gifts

corn over other varjetigs, and which are fully sustained by the volu
statements of farmers who
raised from seed got of us last year, are these:

“The

return

Kinkel, each 35c.—Ballo en Maschera, Pacher,

85¢c —*Carrie’s Galop, Kinkel,

its contents; read the fol.
lowing extracts from commendatory letters. Superintendents say: “The more we use it the better

like it.”

6 cent

Cortlandt 8t , N. Y,

INSTRUMENTAL.
Africaine, Belisario,

put up

"

of Ru

$60 a week

teed. Respectable employment at home. day or even.
ing; no capital required; full instructions & valu.
able package of goods gent free by mail. Address

DOMESTICS.

ICeS

Song

aptly

Cho.....Hays.

public, believing

Sparkling ss
.

CHICAGO.

Sg. & Ch..Stewart. 30c.

fresh,

ison with any others.
‘¢ Cheerful Voices,” by
»

and

be
'

Good Ordinary 1844.. 193 read, RedAm.... 4}8.. 9
Mid.
to gd mid. 23 @.. 24 + Am. dry, pure 10 &. 10
Low Middling. 20 &@.. 208 Ground , pure .11 @. 11}

mon Schools, and as 300,000 teachers and pupils are
already familiar with his previous School Song
Books, they will need no urging to try this.

title

and

they will bear compar-

popular Composer, Mr. L. Vo
0. EMERSON, is for Com-

glittering

Song

Tenderly Think of the Dead.

3t8

new,

will

i

NEW

with

80c,
40c.
80c,
360.
30c.
30c/
40c
30c.

25 Union Square, New York;

or 80 & 82 Adams St,, Chicago.

©O.

* have Tllutrated Title-Pages.

The Best and Most Productive Variety in the World for Field Culture.

MASON-& HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,

‘In flat and level

cheese, and travelers say that

Purchases

there have not been half a dozen altogether at which

you

tallow, salt, the fat of a sheep’s tail, parched

WORK,

any other

in many cases, it will form an effectual fence ;
the drain will require but to be cleaned out
every year, or every alternate one, and costs
little more than an ordinary fence,

millet and

Nv H.

Beautiful Dreamy
Eyes. Ballad....J. 8, Cox.
*Do not Turn me
from your Door. 8g.& Ch..Hays.
Geraldine. Song and Chorus...... «eves Finke.
He kissed me Good-bye at the Gate....Stewart.
I am Lonely, so Lonely! Song and Cho..Danks.
Laughing
Eyes of othér Days. Ballad....Pratt,
*Our Litttle Pet. Song and Chorus..... Hays.
Papa 18 Calling me Home. 8g. and Ch..... Prait.

MOST

well known to be questioned. They are declared by
musicians almost universally to be unequaled, and
have always been awarded highest premiums at Industrial Exhibitions, including a medal at the PARIS
EXPOSIIION. Of hundreds of such comparisons

to

tea out of water, tei,

they have become the

vent disappointment in the purchase of inferior or
worthless instruments,or the payment of high prices,
The MASON & HAMLIN
. make ON
THE

division fences—say four feet deep by five or six

Tartars make their

Organ, or

formation about’

districts, where there is no fall, farmers ought
to join with euch other and cut ditches along the

The

elevating charac.

the means of acquir-

without obtaining the new ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE, and TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR of the
MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO., acts without geasonable prudence and care. These pamphlets are sent
free, and post paid, and contain a vast amount of in-

have a drain more enduring and more effectual
than tile. Tn stony districts, this system is profitable in two
ways.
The surface is cleared of

stones and

years

Whoever

then

and

at Exeter,

VOCAL.

Thou

five to ten, and in many

then throw in mold,

Pieces marked

POPULAR
OF
LARGE
MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS.
Itis estimated that 40,000 of them are sold
yearly in the United States. hey widely vary in
size, capacity, elegance, and price, having from one
to twenty stops; price 55 to $500 and upwards, each.
They are very durable, do not require tuning, are
adapted to all varieties of music. and are so packed
that they can be sent anywhere by ordinary freight
routes, all ready for use.

flat ones, set on edge at an angle to the
they join; lay boulders in'to fill beof drain and the angling stones, unin position, and fill with others un-

tila foot high;

twenty

be

TROY BELLS.

Safety!

And Mailed, post-paid, on Receipt of the Marked Price,

it is possible to furnish it;
made

will

receipt of 5

J. L. PETERS, 599 Broadway, N.Y. WORKING CLASSY: imi:

most useful, attractive, and valua-

and which might be

the

‘cases, twelve years.
Ifina stony district, fill
with boulders—the larger at bottom, the smaller on top—until one foot deep, then fill up.
Or,

drain;

‘Perfect

~ JUST PUBLISHED

ing a most useful and lucrative accomplishment, as
well as a source of health and happiness.
Since the vast improvements
in these Organs in

the main requisite, backed with will.

of

Engines!

Manufacturers of and dealers in Machinery

Factory

A

ing amusement of a pleasing and

to draining.
Their means are limited.
They
can not afford to purchase tile to lay in the
drains, and they look upon drainage as an unattainable luxury.
I herewith send you several
systems of filling drains, which have been, and
abe largely practiced now, and are within the
reach of the poorest.
Labor, and net money, is

lay in bottom

one of the

ble articles with which

Small farmers are the worst ‘situated in respect

take flat stones,

Steam

which would be an attraction to home itself, furnish-

| wear. Here we dread the morrow, not being
assured of bread to satisfy the demand of nature.” In short,the wolf is ever hovering around
the door, and they can not go out but the gaunt
shadow is dogging their steps.

that is efficient for from

and

Durability!

Cabinet Organ

we

Cut your drain two feet wide at the surface
and one foot at the bottom, by two or three feet
deep, according as the sqjl is light or heavy. If in
a part of country where stone is really unattainable, go into the wood lot, cut up the underbrush if the wood is not cleared. If it is cleared, lop the branches from the forest trees some
distance up; haul and lay them in the bottom
of the drain, the butt of branch inclined to the
foot thereof, layér on layer, until the brush will
be one foot deep.
After it is well trampled
down, fill in with earth, and you have a drain

and

covers

on

\

like it if we

again;

although

Boilers

Ioconomy

¥

EVERY HOUSEHOLD NEW MUSIC

ing in barrenness, or poor, ruinous crops.
Such
a condition of things is wearing to the mind, and
farmers become hopeless of succeeding in the
mighty contest, become paralyzed and shrink
from the task, and hundreds of them, seeing the
tinsel of the cities, sell out their farms at a serious loss, and believe they will better their condition by working for some employer at one dollar and a’ half or two dollars a day, or less.
How sad their disappointment! But a short experience is necessary to teach them.
They find
the glitter but brazen, and the hearts of their
neighbors an unfeeling lump
compared with
their previous surroundings.
The once healthy,
rosy wife and little ones become puny and sickly; and oft in their trying moments
they ex-

press the wish,

paper

BIGLOW & MAIN,
8t8

Salesrooms, No. 76 Portland St., Boston.

experiénce

and

in

Further

a

book will. be the same

made in March,

and Tools, Harrison's pat. Corn Mills, Steam Pumps, Steam Whistles, Water Guages, Judson’s Governors,
Scotch Glasses, Leather Belting, Hemp Packing, Rubber Packing, Babbitt Metal, soapstone Packing, Asbestos Felting, Lace Leather, R Rubber Hose,
ow Water Detectors, Brown's Pipe
ongs, Hair Felting,
Emery and Emery Cloth, Steam Pipe and Fittings.
I)
Orders by mail or express filled satisfactorily, in quality and price, or goods can be returned at our
expense.
WM.
BURLINGAME,
Agent.

to one-half of the year entirely

lying in

cents.

Ji —|

knows and feels that his crops are affected by’
rain and drouth,by frost and heat, by insects
and mildew, by storms of wind and storms of
hail, and by many other things over which he
has no control.
:
When I sowed my wheat in the fall of 1871, I
thought I had made my wheat-field rich enough,
and clean enough, and mellow enough, and dry
enough to produce 40 bushels per acre. But
I got only 22 bushels per acre, and some of that
was of very inferior quality. This result was
due to dry weather in the fall, severe frost and
no snow in the winter, and cold winds and no
rain in April and May.
The wheat plants were
not *‘ winter-killed,”’ but many of them were so
parched and chilled that they had not vitality
enough to mature their seed.—Am. Ag.

submerged,

new

Specimens

m I

was in greater demand or commanded
better
pay. It would seem that if a man can work, he
can certainly make a living. Itis only the men
who hire luboror who work for themselves that
have any reason'to complain.
Those who work
for others can not complain of hard times.
Taking this view of the subject, it can not be doubted that the country, as a whole, is ina prosperous condition.
There are thousands of furm laborers
who
have’ saved
money
enough to buy farms for
themselves at the West or to rent farms on shares.
Ag’ long as land is so abundant and cheap, we
can not expect to get good farm laborers at low
wages.
They prefer to farm their own land,
even if they do not make half as much money
as they would if they worked for others.
This
is one-reason why farm
produce sells for less
in many cases at the present time than it costs
to produce it. As the Deacon says, ** Farmers
have been * working
very cheap.”
We have
been working for the railroad and elevator men,
and wherever they have had a chance they have
shown us no mercy.
I never talk politics, but
I think the time has come for farmers to look after
their own interests a little, and see if something
can not be done to prevent railroads from charging us more for carrying our products 50 miles
than they charge, where there is competition, for
carrying them 500.
1t is well to talk over the operations and results of the past year, and lay plans for the future. Every year oughtto teach us something.
It has taught me, what I knew before, that after
a farmer-has done. everything that is necessary
to secure a good crop, he may reap only a poor
one. The ‘ scientists” may laugh at our simple trust in Providence, and talk about inexora-

ble “law,”

The

sent as soon as published

wide, and throw arteries from the ditch through
the fields, and their soil is made dry. In cutfaiths recognized by the state, As much as
sible teachers are required to receive only pupils ting the ditch, throw the earth on one side, and,

English railways

asserts that a reconciliation has been effected

y, of Spain,

tin is

of Longfellow’s “ Evange-

said successfully, with
A special from Paris to

box of

manufactired in the United States, although it
is claimed that there are large deposits of this

from the state. But the law pronounces the absolute exclusion of atheists, skeptics, and all

The Russian Government has proposed a com-

to, sete

the Chicago ruins.

of their own

abolished slavery in Porto Rico was too good
be true,
:
Biny
jon

rising from

A lady had to he conveyed out of the room at

i

The condition of Spain
serious.

Columbia

a recent bal masque in Paris in a complete state
of prostration, which turned outto have been
caused by the poisonous particles emanating from
u green robe she wore.
Powerful antidotes had
to be employed to recover her.

Six fatal accidents have occurred in the Nevada
mines during the past week, the last one being
Mrs. McKay, the wife of the engineer of the
Gould & Curry mine, who -was killed by m

ability

Sister

Mr. William Simpson and Mr. Robert Landelles, two of the special artists of the Illustrated London News, have recently received from
the Emperor of Germany war-medals as tokens
of distinction conferred upon them for their artistic labors in the recént war.

the Philadelphia custom-house.
Eighteen inspectors, the superintendent of the warehouse
and other positions have been declared vacant.
The change causes dissatisfaction among the
politicians,

so many new firms of

and will represent

While some of Nupoleon’s servants were absent from home in attendance upon the Emperor’s funeral, their lodgings were entered and six
gold watches, one silver : watch, a pair of gold
curring pair of bracelets, a gold medal, and
a large sum of money stolen. The watehes had
the imperial crown and were presents from the
Emperor.

Many important changes have taken place in

resulted in the sinking of both

with a beautiful allegorical painting presented
by the artists and staff of the London England)
1llustrated Graphic.
The figures are life-size,

Great Britain is the only country in Europe
which has both coal and ore in such quantity and
of sueh quality as to furnish a surplus after supplying her own consumption.
And two-fifths of
the iron exported from Great Britain comes to
the United SRY
the deficiency in her
own production.

a conference with the whites.

and

The new city hall of Chicago is to ‘be adorned

The Prince of Wales will attend the opening of
of the Vienna exhibition as chairman of the
British commission.

is on his way to hold

between the ship Chacobuco

A few years ago, except at some interior charcoal furnaces, no iron was produced in Missouri.
Now’ it is rapidly ceming into the commercial
foreground as a chief product of Missouri industry.

Arthur, age 22, is the youngest.

of every description.

occurred in the Irish channel

would re-

San Francisco papers say that the colored marble of California is superior in point of beauty to
any European production of like nature, and is
preferred by the Italians to the marbles of their
own country, where it is sold by the pound and
is used in veneering.
It is found in detached
bowlders, just below the surface of the earth.

Lord St.

A bill has passed the House of Representatives
of Ohio, prohibiting lotteries and gift enterprises

wreck

sation arrived at headquarters, which

quire one hundred years.

ber of Queen

N.

Sargent’s

stitute for the Poland resolutions
115 to 110. This censures instead
Oakes Ames and James Brooks.

ports are received of the

dead before the sen-

line” has-just been published in’ Paris.

Thursday, on the charge of robbing the mails.

Captain Jack, the Modoc,

hot or cold, as he would be

A

There were 682,225 passengers carried over
the Maine Central Railway last year, against
583,162 the previous year.

The trial of the

and were to touch that body with the tip of hi§
finger, he would never find out whether it were

cheeological discovery announced.

squares, bounded by Claude, Dauphin and Washington avenues.
About two hundred houses and
their contents were consumed.
Loss estimated
at $250,000; insurance unknown.
About
two
hundred families are left homeless.

continued on Thursday, and Mr.

YO

Feeling is a much slower sense than sight. If There is one feature of the present depression
that should “not be overlooked. Labor never
a man had an arm long enough to reach the sun,

The Queen

.

postmaster

:

elm Chillingly” complete.

A fire in the third district of New Orleans,
Thursday
afternoon,
destroyed nearly
six

Gillis,

away.

Lord Lytton has left the manuscript of ** Ken-

President of the

eighth Georgia district.

Charles

At South Bend, Ind., there is a chime of twenty-four bells which may be heard twenty miles

Berow
by

—

General Van Buren chief of the American
commission
to - the international
exposition, writes Superintendent
John D.
Philbrick of
Boston that he has utterly failed to secure the
A correspondent of the Rural New
preparation of a model American school-room
Yorker
for the Vienna exposition, and has decided to says:
take of the $200,000 appropriated by government,
The greatest want
and
most indispensable
enough to build and furnish with modern appli= necessity to the farming interests
of America is
ances such a room. The work now, instead of drainage. Travel over the most of the states,
being done at home, will be executed in Europe,
and almost everywhere the’ eye is greeted by
and group twenty-six will have what the manthe painful lack of a system of draining. Milager of the exposition desired—a representation
lions of acres of the richest soil in the world are
of the American school system.
for one-third

where Colonel Ellsworth was killed at the coms
mencement
week.

Our country, it is said, has had but one black
eyed President.
That was General Harrison,

MACHINE WORKS!
next a new Sunday School Song Book,

About Drainage.

Senator Caldwell will probably

The

Mexico, southern

valuable“metal in New Hampshire, Missouri and
the Lake Superior regions.

Vice-President Colfax is not to be impeached,
and

There -is epizootic in New
Colorado and Arizona.

At the, present time

MISCELLANEOUS.
It is probable that no action
Senator Patterson’s case.

\

Superintendent Fairchild of the Weed Sewing
Machine Company has been presented with sa
sewing-machine made
entirely of wood, the
work of a deaf and dumb boy in Massachusetts.
The work was done entirely with a jack-knife,

congratulating the people of Spa, mn on the organization of the republic was pasfed. It is now
thought that all the appropriation
bills will be
passed by Tuesday morning.

Aural andy Domestic. EXETER

Three vessels haye been seized by her Britanic Majesty’s sloop" Basilisk, while engaged in
the nefarious business of kidnapping Polynesians.
3

On Tuesday, the chief object of interest in the
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